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Preface 
The many volumes on the history of world opera conte.in 
only passing references to Polish opera .. A few attempts e.t a 
more dete.iled treatment he.ve been made, and the last of these 
is the historical survey by Mauryc Karasowski, Rys Historyczny 
Opery Polskiej, published in Warsaw in 1859, but never trans-
lated into English. Immensely' ·ve.luable as fa.r as the earliest 
Polish operas are concerned, it ends with the composer Karol 
Kurpinski (1857). At present there is no book available either 
in Polish or English which deals with the history of Polish 
opera e.fter Karasowski 1 s work. There are a few excellent books 
on the History of Polish Music in general, such as Zdzis3:a.w 
Jachimecki 1 s, Muzyka Polska, 1948, but his discussions of 
Polish opera and its place in the overall development of 
European opera are limited. 
In addition, short monographs on Stanislaw ~wniuszko, the 
most important figure in Polish opera of the nineteenth cen-
tury, have appeared by Aniela Koehlerowna (1919), Zdzislaw 
Jachimecki (1921), and Stanis:taw Niewiadomski (1928) but 
these are for the most pt~.rt mere synopses of plot, designed 
for popular reading. Other essays of the same type have appear-
ed on various other individual composers: i.e. Ludomir Rozycki, 
by Adam Wieniawski (1928) and Wladyslaw Zelenski by Felicjan 
Szopski ( 1928). 
The purpose of this dissertation is to bring together 
the fruits of former studies and to expand them by further 
investigations and musical analyses of individual works into 
i 
a treatment of Polish opera as complete as the present availa-
bility of documents permits. An attempt has also been made to 
place the opera in Poland in its proper perspective in relation 
to the general development of the opera as a musical genre in 
Europe. 
In many cases, the musical analyses of portions of operas 
are necessarily limited to fragmentary passages which have 
been published elsewfhere. 1-iany manuscripts and early editions 
of works important to e. history of Polish opera have been 
destroyed in recent years. Others, located in Poland, have 
not been made available for this dissert~tion in spite of 
repeated efforts on the part of the author. 
The different partitions of Poland, as might be expect-
ed, had a profound influence on the creative productivity of 
composers and writers. The political influences are particu-
larly evident in the plot structure of many operas which made 
the thorough discussion of their libretti necessary. 
Ste.t istica.l informa.t ion has been furnished concerning 
each composer's contribution to the repertoire of opera, 
and a chart listing all known Polish operas is included in the 
Appendix. 
All translations from Polish into English are the work 
of the author unless otherwise stated. 
ii 
Music in Poland before the .beginning of Opera 
.. 
a) From the beginning -to 1506 
Polish music had its beginning with the introduction of 
Christianity in Poland in the tenth century. The few pre-
served sources of the middle Cl.ges show that the foundation 
of Polish musical culture, as in other European countries, 
was the liturgical music of the Roman Church. Through its 
influence, Poland became acquainted with the music of Western 
Europe and accepted the forms and means of musical expression 
that prevailed there. The Italian school, because of its 
alliance with the Roman Catholic Church, profoundly affected 
the music of Poland at this time. Western influence is re-
fleeted in all periods of Polish music, and it was not until 
the eighteenth century that it achieved originality and devel-
oped national characteristics of its own. 
In the eleventh century the Passio et Vita saneti 
Adalberti, the first patron saint of Poland, we.s well known 
and performed in monasteries throughout the country. Other 
works based on the life of the patron saint appeared, and in 
the thirteenth century these took on an added importance. The 
l 
oldest document attesting to these works is a decree by the 
Bishop Jakob ~iinko in Leczyc, in 1285: Ut in omnibus ecclesiis 
nostrae nrovinciae cathedralibus et conventualibus hysteria 
beati Adalberti hEJ.beatur in scrintio et ab omnibus recitetur 
et cantetur.l (In order tb.Ett in all our provincial churches 
1 Zdzis:taw Jachimecki, Muzyka Polska,Tom I, Krakovr,l9l~8, p.27. 
and Cathedrals and convents the history of Saint Adalbert 
may be had in writing and in order that it may be recited 
and sung by . all). This declaration was preserved through 
many hand written breviaries done by monks in the four-
teenth and fifteenth centuries. 
The cornerstone of Polish musical culture and musical 
-
history is the ancient religious hymn ( sung by Polish 
warriors going to war) , Bogurodzica ( song to Mary, Mother 
of God) . Its actual date of origin is not known, but 
unquestionably it was earlier than the fifteenth century, 
in which first written mention of it was made: in Chronica 
conflictus Vladislai regis cum Cruciferis anno Christi 
1410,{Chronicle of the conflict of King Wladyslaw with the 
2 
Crusaders, year of our Lord, 1410) the following words 
appear "Omnes unanimiter cum fletu Bogurodzica cantare 
coeperunt",(Everybody began to sing Bogurodziea in unison 
with the flute). Bogurodzica is also mentioned twice by 
Jan Dlugosz in connection with the war of 1410. Dlugosz 
refers to the hymn as Patrium Car.men 3• Other contemporary 
writers with Dlugosz, mention the singing of Bogurodzica 
by the soldiers at the battle of Grunewald. 
This hymn played an important part in the history of 
the nation and served to develop a patriotic spirit. Although 
religious in nature, it was also sung during the coronation 
2 
of Kings, and during historical events such as the issuing ofnew 
2. Published by Bielawski in Monumenta Poloniae Historica, 
II, p.89'7. 
3. quoted by Jachimecki, op.cit. p.'7. 
government l aws beginning with St atutow Polskich by Jan Laski 
in 1506 and up to the Voiumina legum of Stanis~aw Konarski 
LJ. 
in 1732. · 
Many investigations, both literary and musical have been 
3 
underte.ken to determine the autho~ship of the song which has 
been variously attributed to Saint Adalbert (Adam 1-iickiewicz), 
Boguchwe.3: (Aleksander Bruckner) a Franciscan monk, and Sa.int 
Jack (Teodor vlierzbm·Tski). The oldest known manuscript of 
Bogurodzica, (Example 1), iS found in the Jagellon Library in 
Krakow and dates from the early pa~t of the fifteenth century. 
However, the identity of the writer still remains problematical 
and many of the hypotheses brought forth have not been documen-
ted satisfactorily. 
Bogurodzica is a single voiced melody, devotional in 
character, in the style of Gregorian chant. The tonality of the 
hymn is in the first church mode and the musical characteris-
tics are similar to those 'lrlritten by the hundreds all over 
Europe. It could have been composed anytime between the tenth 
and fourteenth centuries, as little change took place during 
this period in the liturgical music of the Roman Church. 
Possibly the first step in establishing a nationalisti_c 
character to the music in Poland was taken when Pope John VIII 
authorized the use of the national language in the services 
of the Church.5 Charming airs appeared which were sung at 
4. Jachimecki, op.cit. p.8. 
5. Marguerite Walaux, The Nat ional Music of Poland, New York, 
Dodd, Mead, 1916, p.273 
Example 1 
Bogurodzicu, a copy of the manuscript 
located in the Jagiellon Library,Krakow. 
' l ' 
' 
\ 
Christma s time, a nd soon collect ions of. these songs were 
current~ We have documentary evidence that in the fourteenth 
century the churches resounded \-Tith the singing of :Wszego 
8"1.-l i e.ta. wszystek lud (All people of the World), Przez twe 
swiete zmartwychwst a nie (Through your Holy Ressurection), 
• 
vleso3::y nam dzieti ne.stal:' (A Gla d day was born), songs which 
have survived up to the present. Hany of these songs by anon-
ymous writers appeared in collections of religious songs in 
4 
the fifteenth century; however, it wa s Wladyslaw from Gielnow 
who, in 1488, wrote the famous Z6ltarz Jezus6w czyli pietnascie 
rozmyslan o Bozym umeczeniu, a fifteen-strophe work, folk-
... 
like in character, based on the suffering of Christ. 6 
Hymns, sequences, antiphons and Passions concerning 
Polish saints were written in Latin, and le.ter many were trans-
lated into Polish. There is no question that the transle.tions 
had a greater impact on the populace, which he.d little or no 
kno'\'lledge of Latin. Dr. \v:todzimierz Pozniak in his work Pas.l a 
Choralowa 'w Polsce, Krak ow, 1947, discusses the passions of 
the fifteenth, sixteenth a nd seventeenth centuries. F~ con-
eludes the.t the Poles used the Pa ssions of vlestern e.nd Southern 
Europe as models. They were closely connected vlith old tra-
ditions of the church and even the lEtter Pa.ssions were not in-
fluenced musica lly by the reforms of the Council of Trent. 
They contain a richness of melodic invention that goes beyond 
the traditional chora l works a nd shed: light on the oldest 
tre e.tment a of the sources of' the Pa.ssions. 
6. z. Jachimecki, Muzyka Polska, p.26. 
b) KrakovT, the Center of Husica.l Culture in the 
15th Century 
During the fifteenth century, Krakow was the center of 
musical culture in Poland with the city, the court, and the 
University playing an important role in this musical develop-
ment. The city supported some musicians and guilds existed 
with specific rules for performance and for professional 
discipline. Penalties \-.rere imposed for infractions of the 
regulations, ranging from monetary fines to expulsion from 
the guild, depending upon the seriousness of the violations. 
Records of the city reveal that as early as 1390 a musical 
guild existed and that musicians were supported by the city. 
In 1390 there were ten musicians employed and they received 
i.53 grzywien e.s payment for services rendered. 7 The court 
supported its ow.rn musici8.ns, and the records of the court of 
King Wladyslaw Jagiello indicate that they were divided into 
three specific categories: 
Tubicinatores trumpeteers 
Fistulatores fife players 
Timps.nistae drummers 
5 
In addition BrUckner mentions the existence of a court organ-
ist in the year 1418. 
Among the oldest Polish musical treasures is a collection 
of manuscripts of the fifteenth century consisting of thirty-
six songs for solo voice with accompaniment by two instruments. 
· 7• Aleksander BrUckner, Dzieje Kultury Polskiej, Krakow, 
1931, p.626. 
Thirty of these are by un__'lcnown i.vriters, but six are by the 
8 first knO\·m Polish composer, Mikolaj of Radom. The songs 
are vrritten in Latin. They are of varied types; religious 
and festive songs, song s in praise of the King and other 
notable persone.ges, and student 1 s songs. A thema.tic cata-
logue of these works has been prepared by z. Jachimecki. 9 
Although the exact date of birth of Miko~aj of Radom 
is not known, it has been determined that he was connected 
with the court as a clavicembalist and had written songs in 
honor of the birth of the King's second son and in praise of 
Queen Zofia, dated May 16, 1426. Other compositions by lUkolaj 
6 
of Radom include a Mass in two sections consisting of a Gloria 
and Credo for three voices, a Gloria for voice and two instru-
mente, a Magnificat for voices and two instruments and an un-
titled work. The instrumental parts move in rhythmic rela-
t ionship u ith the vocal line, 8.nd in some instances the lower 
parts act as a contretenor. Certain charact eristics such as 
dissonances of 2nds and ?the sometimes moving in parallel 
motion, indic ate the influence of the Italian Francesco 
Le.ndini a nd the Flemish composer Giullaume de Hachau.::._.,t . This 
is not surprising , for after the acceptance of Christianity 
in Poland a close relationship e xisted with Italy and other 
European countries. Manuscripts of Italian and ~~ench composers 
such as Joannes Ciconia, Nicolaus Zacheiras and Grossin de 
8 •. Albert Sowinski, Lea Musiciens Polonais et Slaves,P~.ris, 
1857, P· 396 
9. z. Jachimecki, Nuzyka na dvvorze Kr6la vll.Ja.gielly, 
1424-1430, Krak ow, 1915 
Parisiis were also knovm and were available in Krakow 
at this t~e. The last work in this collection is for 
three voices without text with the middle voice marked 
contratenor. The lowest tenor is claimed by Jachimecki to 
be an instrumental 11 Sinfonia". { Example 2). It is a 
short work consisting of three sections, the first is thirty-
six bars in length, the second twenty-four and the third 
twenty~one. There is a thematic relationship between the 
first and third sections and the second is in a contrast-
ing rhythm and melodic treatment. 
Musical life at the University was very active at this 
t~e and its fame was such that it attracted many foreign 
students. At the beginning of the fifteenth century, lectures 
were given on the theory of sound from a mathematical-physi-
cal standpoint. Treatises preserved in the archives indicate 
that they were based on the systems of Anicius Manlius 
Severinus Boetius (475-524) De Musica , the treatises of 
Isidor Hispalensis (570-636) and Jean de Nmris de Francia. 
One of the statutes of the University dating from 1406 
stipulated that one of the requirements for all candidates 
for the degree of Magister in the facultatis artium should 
be attendance at general lectures on the arithmetics of 
t I I " I lt.. 
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Exa.mple 2 
The beginning of the Sinfonia by Mikolaj 9f Radom. A copy of the manuscript 
located in the Krasinski Library, Warsaw. 
u 
music be_sed on the theories of Je an de Muris. Since 1J2J, 
the Musica speculativa of Jean de Muris has been the basis 
for musical theory at the University and was still prevalent 
in the fifteenth, sixteenth, and even the seventeenth 
10 • 
centuries. (Example J). 
·9 
The more famous lecturers on musical theory were Stanislaw 
and Marcin Olkusz (1LJ-9J), }1arcin Belsza fro m Krakow {150J), Jan 
Stobnicz (1513) and Jan Brozek {1620). One of the most fam-
ous foreign students who received his musical training in 
Krakow was a German, Heinrich Finck (1445) who later took an 
active part in the musical activities at the courts of King 
Jan Olbracht and King Zygmunt the Old.11 
In addition to the musical activity in Krakow, the churches 
and monasteries throughout the country were important centers 
of musical culture. They advocated and spread the knowledge of 
music among the people. Frescoes depicting various musical 
instruments and performances found on the walls of the Jagellon 
Chapel in Lublin dating from 1·415 attest to the popularity 
and love for musical art. The churches and monasteries support-
ed their own singers and musicians. The usual complement con-
sisted of cantor, discant singers, boys choir, and organist. 
Although few manuscripts by Polish composers of the 
fifteenth century hB~e been preserved, none of these com-
posers can be compared to Mikolaj of Radom who looms as the 
_ most important composer of the period. 
10. z. Jachimecki, Muzyka Polska, p.84 
11. A. Sowinski, Lea Husiciens Polona is ·et Slaves, p. 181 
\ 
Example 3 
A copy o~ a page ~rom a Middle Age treatise 
on musical theory used at the Jagiellon 
University, Krakow. · 
c) The Gold~p Age of Music in Poland 
The sixteenth century is r~t:·~r~eq_ to e.s the Golden Age 
of music in Poland on account of the great increase in the 
number of Poles pra.cticing the art of composition and the 
gree.ter development of musical e.rt in general over that of 
the fifteenth century. The music beca.me more interna.tional 
in character and followed in the footsteps of the Flemish 
and Italian schools. Of a.ll the arts, music seemed to be 
the most flourishing and great strides were me.de in bringing 
it to the level found in Western Europe. This was partially 
brought about by an unprece~dented exchange of scholars be-
tween Italy e.nd Poland. Foreign influence is also generally 
noticeable in the habits and customs of the people. 
The first, and one of the foremost, contributors to this 
period was Sebastian of Felsztyn, a composer and theoreti-
clan. The exact dates of his birth ere not known; however, 
documents in the Jagellon University indicate that he had 
. . . 12 
registered in the department of artium liberalium in 1.507. 
Since it was customary for students to enter the University 
between the ages of 14 and 16 one can place his date of birth 
at approxima.tely 1492. His vrork in theory was a blessing, for 
instea.d of writing abstract treatises and accepting prepared 
formula.s of foreign writers, he ventured on the pe.th of 
practicability in his didactic explanations of the theory of 
music. One of his earliest 1.vorks, d.evoted to the elementary 
· 12. z. Jachimecki, Muzyka Polska, p. 90 
10 
11 
principles of singing liturgical music with examples of psalm 
intonations, was Opuscum musice compilatum noviter per dominum 
Sebastianum de Felstin! Pro institutione adolescentium im 
cantu simniici seu Gregoriano. (A new musical work compiled by 
Don Sebastian of Felsztyn, for secondary schools in simple or 
Gregorian chant). Another, Opusculum musices mensuralis 
(Treatise on musical notation) was published in 1519.13 
Of his compositions only a few have been preserved, and 
they have been the meagre basis on which his abilities as a 
composer :b-8.Ve rested. These compositions were written for four 
voices with a liturgical text s.nd lvith a structure sequential 
in character. Although they cannot be compared to the Flemish 
masters, Dr. Jozef Surzynski, who made a thorough study of them, 
states, "They show Sebastian a.s an educated musician l'm:ving good 
taste and a firm knowledge of counterpoint". Sowinski went 
I 
further and sta.ted, 11 Un des plus savants musiciens erudite que 
1e Po1ogne ait produitsn.14 
Two organ ts.blatures of Jan of Lublin of the sixteenth 
century, among which were songs of Mikolaj of Kr~~ow, shed a 
clear light on the music in Poland of this period. 15 They date 
from 1540, the period of Mikoraj of KreLOW most fertile activity. 
Although in orge.n transcription, they hs.ve been reconstructed 
into their original vocal form by scholars with a catalogue of 
the first tablature completed by Dr. Chybinski. 16 The second 
13. Adolf Chybinski,T~e~o~r~~~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~· 
c nie 14. A. Sowin~s_~~~~~~~~MM~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
15. Alekse.nder Polinski, 
Lwow, 1903. 
16, A. Chybinski, Kwartalnik .Huzyczny, vle.rsawa, Styczen, 1911 
tabla.ture has been discussed thoroughly and a thema.t ic cata-
lo gue prepared by z. Jachimecki.17 
In e.ddition to the vocal works in these tv10 collections 
it has been ascertained that Mikolaj of Krakow was also the 
first Polish composer to write in the de.nce form. Some of 
these dances show the influence of the folk element while 
12 
others exhibit an urban influence. The nature of these dances 
based on songs are revealed by their titles.ZEiklua:am sie tarniem 
(Pricked by a Blackthorn) is of folk origin, while Szewczyk 
ldzie po ·uli·c-y- (The Cobbler struts do,·m the Street) iS urban 
in character. The . form of the se dances is in the tradition of 
other European dances of this period. It consists of two sec-
tions, slow and fast. The first was referred to as a walk or 
glide while the second as a jump or run. The rhythmic qualities 
are similar to dances of French or German origin and do not 
possess any characteristics that can be called peculiaxly 
Polish. This era did not know the Polish dances, such as the 
Mazur, Polonais or Kujaviiak, which le.ter became an excellent 
expression of the Polish t empere.ment. Hov1ever, dances 11 Alla 
Polacca" are found in collections dating from the latter part 
of the sixteenth century, but they cannot be called true 
Polish dances. 
The vocal polyphonic compos it ions of Hikola.j of Krakow 
shov1 a close affinity to those of Joa quin de Pres, but his 
secular work for four voices in Polish, Alec Nademna Venus, 
is of the greatest interest and importance in the realm of 
17. z. Jachimecki,~ademj a Umiej~tnosci, Krakow, 1913 
Polish music (E:uunple 4). It hs.s the che..racteristics of the 
early forerunner of the mf1.driga.l, the frottola, being homo-
phonic, imitative and containing double counterpoint. 
13 
It is the variety of Mikol:aj of Krakol'T compositions-
dances, religious and secular works- that make him one of the 
most interesting composers of the sixteenth century. 
About the middle of the sixteenth century Waclaw of 
Szamotul:' (1529-1572) emerged a s a composer of not~. Acclaimed 
very highly in his day, his '\-Jorks are still performed in 
Poland. These include motets with a Latin text, songs for 
mixed voices, psalms and Ma.sses.18 1-1any of his works were 
published in Krakovv during his life time, and metny examples 
of these firs\ printings have been preserved. (Example 5).19 
~ 
Of equal importance was !~cin Lwowezyk-Leopolita, a 
composer of Masses a nd motets. His most outstanding \'lOrks are 
Missa Paschal1e, Missa Rorate, and Miesa de Resurectione. 
(Example 6) 
H. E. Woolaridge had this to say about these two com-
posers: "With respect to Germany and Holla.nd, it may be said 
that their schools had not, before the year 1600, declared 
themselves; but in Poland, and more particula.rly Cracow, we 
find that long before that period a school already deserving 
the name already existed. The men upon whom its reputs.tion 
may be said to depend were . Martinus Leopolita, Venceslas 
Sza.motulski and Thome.s Szadek . The style of their music is 
18. G.Doring , Dreiss:i.g Slavische Geistliche £-1elodien aus 16 
th und 17th J ahr hunde rt, Leivzig , 1868 
19 • Z. Jachimecki, Wnly'\vY vTloskie ~r muzyce no1skieJ, Krakow, 1911 
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· Example 4 
J\11 ec nad.emna. Venus, a four voiced 
composi on b Miko::taj of Krakow, from 
an organ tablature by J a n 9f Lubli~. 
( Ca .1540) 
14 
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E-xample .5 
Nunc sc16 vera, a four part motet by 
Waclaw of Szamotul, from a vocal tablature 
of the sixteenth century. 
15 
Example 6 
ResUrgente Christo Domino, a five part 
motet by Marcin Lwowczyk, from the 
Wroclaw vocal taplature. (Ca.l573) 
16 
' 
17 
late Flemish, later, that is to say, than that of Gombert. 
It has not, hmvever, alvmys either the clear harmonic flow or 
the melodious voice parts of those masters, yet it is still 
estimable and if not perfectly excellent, it is nevertheless 
20 
entitled to a place amo~g the good work of its time". 
The tablatures mentioned reveal the high level of musi-
cal culture in Poland during the first h.9.lf of the sixteenth 
century. Considering their origin in a small church distant 
from the musical centers, the conviction that music was 
flourishing and musicians were absorbing the fruits of other 
foreign schools is strengthened. Works of Joaquin de Pres 
were known and transcribed for the organ, the chansons of 
Clement Jannequin (148.5?-1.560) and Claude de Sermisy 
(ca 1490-1562) were known as 1-1ell as works of Filip Verdelot 
( ? - 1567), Adrian Vlillaert (ca.. 1480-1.562) , Heinrich Finck 
( 1445-1.527), Ludwig Senfl (ca. -1490-1.54.3), Paul Hofhaimer 
(14.59-1.5.37), a nd other'S. 
Krakow continued to flourish as a musical center with 
excellent musicians maintained by the court and the city. The 
court records reveal the employment of players on the follow-
ing instruments: lute, clavicembalo, virginals, harps, brass 
and woodwind instruments. Of these, the lute players were 
held in the highest esteem but all the musicians held the most 
honored positions in the court. Each church had an organist 
and the art of organ building was achieving an enviable 
posit ion- in Poland e.nd abroad. Special decrees were issued 
20. H. E. 'l'looldridge, The Oxford History · of 1-fusic, Vol II, 
2nd edition, London, 19.32, p.lJ7 
18 
governing musicians and their performing rights. In addi-
tion to their official functions for the city, the musicians 
were permitted to play in taverns and at weddings. Rules and 
regulations governed payment, performers, rehearsal proce-
dures, fines and punishment for the infraction of rules. All 
these laws w·ere aimed at bettering the position of the musi-
c ie.n in society. 
The appearance at this time of many theoretical musical 
publications was another important contribution to Poland's 
musical advancement. Four of the most important contributions 
were: Epithome utriusque musices practice (Epitome on all 
musical practices) by Ste.fan Monetarius, De Musica figurata 
(On musical notation) by Marcin Kromer z Biecza (1543) and 
two by Jerzy Liban of Lecznic; De .musica iaudibus oratio seu 
adhortatio quaedam ad musicae studiosos (1530) (Oration or 
exposition in praise of music for students of music) and 
De accentuum ecclesiasticorum e:xquisita ratione (1539) , 21 
(On refined rule of ecclesiastical accent). 
The year 1540, in which King Zygmunt subsidized. the 
formation of e.n artistic institution connected with the 
Zy gmunt Chapel in the Ca.thedr al, vlas of great importance to 
music in Kr~{ow. It soon became the centre of musical life 
and. the most important Polish composers of religious music vvere 
a~ong its members. It consisted of singing priests whose 
duties were to perform each day a cantu figurate, or 
morning mass. It was through the execution of these Masses 
21. Aleksand.er Polinsl-ci, Dzieje l~uzyki Polskiej, p. 31. 
that the group acquired the name of 11 Kapela Rorantystow 11 • 
The decree creating this select group called for a director, 
nine singing priests, and one clerk. Their performe.nces of 
contemporary works by Palestrina, Orlando di Lasso and 
Claude Goudimel spre ad their fame throughout the country.22 
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The uublication of 150 psalms entitled Melodiae na 
Psalterz Polski by Hi kola j Gom6lka (1537-1609) in Krak:ow in 
1580, '1.-vith Polish text by J an Kochanowski, is an excellent 
exa~ple of sixteenth century printing in Krakow. (Example 7.) 
It consists of 150 short pieces for four mixed voices in 
atrophic form. Some of the psalms are extremely short, Number 
138 is only six measures long , and the average lengt h is be-
tween fourteen and sixteen measures. 
The style of the psalms is close to the homophonic style 
of the Polish religious songs of Waclaw Szamotulczyk or the 
Lut~~ran chorale with cadences and short breathing breaks 
found in the middle of the century. There is a close unity 
between the text and the music, with the music heightening 
the devotiona l mood. The psalms dramatically express suffer-
ing , sorrow, greatness, strength, triumph, love and thank-
fulness. The amazing quality of these psalms is that great 
artistic value is ach ieved by simple technica l means. They 
made a deep·~ impression on the Poles a nd enriched the 
repertoire of Polish religious songs tremendously . Their 
simplicit y enabled them to be sung by all, e.nd their 
22. Z. Ja.chi mecki, Muzyka. Polska , u . 110 
Example 7 
T1 tle page :from Melodia.e, The Poli ah 
book of Psa1ms,by Mikolaj Gomolka. 
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character was such that they sui ted all denominations· 
(Example 8) 
Vocal music, esnecie.lly relig ious music, for chorus made 
great strides in the sixteenth century, but the art of in-
strumental composition developed much more slovlly. It vias 
certainly not d,ue to a lack of performers, for all le.rge 
cities supported musicians of note. Which compositions w·ere 
performed by the instrumentalists at the court or in the city 
is not kno-vm, but it is logical to assume that some of them 
were of local origin. The only instrumental \'Torks that have 
survived are a few for lute. The art of lute playing reached 
its peak in the latter part of the sixteenth century by the 
virtuoso playing of the German, \·Ta lenty Greff-Bak.fark. He had 
arrived in Kralrovl in 1549, becaTile a member of King Zygmunt 
2" August's orchestra, and remained until 1565 . .,; He was held in 
such high esteem that he w~s knighted by the King and i~nortal-
ized by poets in their i'Tork s. Ja.n Koche.no1vski one of Poland 1 s 
24 great men of letters \vrites of him in his 11 Fraszki 11 : 
11 By lutnia mowi6 umie..la 
takby na.-11 w gl"os po-vdedzia:ta 
wszyscy inszy v-;r d.udy grajcie 
mnie Bekwarkowi niechajcie 11 • 
If a lute could speak 
it would say to us 
all others may play bagp ipes 
leave me to ·. ~ Bektrrark. 
The lute compositions of Greff-B~~fark, called 
11 Bekwarkiem11 in Pola.nd, which v-;ere published in Krakow during 
his life time included tra nscriptions of voce.l compositions 
of contemporary masters, motets, madrigals and chansons, but 
23. z. Jachimecki, Muzyka Polska, p. 148 
24. Q,uot ed by Ja.chimecki, op. cit . p. 149 
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also original ricercare and fantasies. Some of the f antasies 
\vere ba sed on Polish folk songs. His influence was great and 
a s a te~cher he develo ped many good Polish lutists. One of 
his best pupils was Wojciech Dlugoraj. Historia ns speak 
very hi ghly of his virtuosity a s a performer and also of 
his compositions .2.5 H. Opiensk i st ates: ''Un c ar act ere 
fra.nc hement national · rna l gre 1 1 apparence it alienne de la 
26 forme". 
Jac ques Polonais, another Polish lute player who spent 
many years in France achieved fame and ws.s considered one 
of the finest lute players of the century. 27 
2.5. A.Sowinsk i, Lee Husiciens Polonais et Slaves, p 146 
26. Henryk Opienski, La Musique Polonaise, Essai Histor i aue, · 
Paris, 1918, p. 64. 
27. Sauval~ Histoire et recherches des antiguites 
de la ville de Paris, 1910 
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d) \varsa.w the Nevr Music Center 
All the arts uere highly ps.tronized and well subsid-
ized by King Zygmunt I a nd his son Zygmunt August and reached 
a high st ate of perfection. The court became the heart 
of musical culture employing . t he finest musicians possible. 
The Chapels, and the music he ard in them, surpassed e.nything 
previously seen or he ard. Following the e xample set by the 
King , every wealthy noble and high dignitary maintained his 
own theatre, orchestra, opera and ballet company. In addition 
the church continued its influence in musical activity 
through the Jesuit monasteries, and each cathedral bishop 
ma intained a Cappella. 
At the end of the sixteenth century King Zygmunt III 
moved his residence from Krakow to Warsaw, and with the cha nge 
the center of musical activity also shifted. Here was created 
a new and more l avish cult ural center than had ever been known 
in the country with music t aJ~ ing on more importance tbs.n ever. 
The close rele.tionship with It aly wa.s continued, a nd the ne-v!ly 
organi zed Cappells. cont a i ned many foreign virtuosos as per-
formers and many composers. 
One of the first It alian me.sters to t ake an important 
part in the develo:pment of t his new music center was Alessa ndro 
Cilli. He was responsible for bringing in such notable men a s 
Luce. Marenzio, a writer of me.drigals -v:rhose "tvork s posses sed a 
gre at inc1ividu c<.lity. 
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The e.rtistic level of the court is exemplified by pre-
served originals of the first printings in 1604 of "Melodiae 
Sacrae quinque; -sex, sept em, · octo et duodecim vocum ouator 
celeberrimorum Husices modera.torum Serenii ac potenmi Poloinae 
etc etc Regis Sigismund Tertii nee non aliquot aliorum 
nraesentis Capellae praestantium Musicorum, Anno Domini 1604, 
Cracoviae. (Sacred Melodies for five, six, seven, eight or 
twelve voices of the most famous musicians of the Most Expert, 
a.nd Pov-rerful and Serene Polish King Sigismund III never 
before presented by others in the Chapel of Fa..mous Musicians, 
year of our Lord, 16ol.t-, Kra.."ltow). This contained the works of 
many composers, but most of the contributions were by the 
following four composers: Asprillio Pacelli, Hannibal Stabile, 
Luca 11arenzio and Cesar Cabussi. 28 The other composers vTere 
Vincenzo Bertulosi, Lorenzo Belotti, Rafaele Veggio, Ippolito 
Bonanni, Alphonso Pagani, Ja.copo Abbe.tes, Antoni Pat art, 
Andrzej Hackenberger, Simone Amorosi, and Andrzej Staniczewski, 
the only Pole ~epresented. 
Luca Marenzio arrived in \'Tar saw e.round 159 5, and remc?.ined 
for about two and a. half years. Ambros wrote: "The madrigals 
of Marenzio belong to the be~t, most charming and lovliest 
compositions the.t belong to the golden XVI . eentury. 1129 
vlith such great men as Marenzio connected vTith the \tlarsaw 
court, it is no vronder th..q_t the Cappella became the envy of 
other European mo narchs. 
28. z. Je.chimeck i, 1<1uzy1~a Polsl~e:-. , p. 158 
29. A. "l:l. f-J!lbros, Geschichte de-r Husik, IV Band, Leipzig, 
1887, p. 86 
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An iroporte.nt moment in the annals of Polish music ~Je. s the 
yee:r 1611, vihen t uo monument a l \·wrks by Mikolaj Zielenski 
a.ppeared. The first; Offertoria tot ius anni, guibus in 
Festis omnibus Sa nct a Romana Ecclesia uti c6nsueuit, Se ntenis 
et Octonis vocibus t am viuis, quam Instrumentalibus 
accommoclata. His · fl.cceserunt aliquot · sacrae Symphoniae cum 
Magnificat vocum duodecim. Auctore Nico1ao Zielenski, Polono, 
Organario et Capel1ae Me.gistro Illustrissimi et Reuerendissimi 
Domini Domini Alberti Bara.nowsk i Dei gratia · Archiepiscopi 
Gnesnensi Legati nati, Regni Poloniae Prime.tis et Primi 
Principia. Nunc nrimum ab ipso Auctors in lucem aedita. 
Venetiis, Apud Jacobum Vincentium MDCXI . (1611). (Offertory 
for the vfhole year according to the customs of the Holy Roman 
Church in all its celebrations, for seven or eight live voices, 
e.nd accompanied by instruments. To this are e.dded several Holy 
Symphonies with a 11agnificat for . twelve voices by Nicolo 
Zielenski, a Pole, organist ana. choirmaster of the Most 
Illustrious and Most Reverend father Alberto Bara.nowek i by 
the grace of our Lord, Archbishop of Gniezno, the Primat e 
a nd first Prince of the Kingdom of Poland. Now for the first 
time edited by the author himself. Venice, Jacob Vincenzio, 
(1611). The second: Communiones Totius anni Quibus in solemni-
oribtis Festis Sancta Romane. Ecclesia uti consueuit ad antum 
Organi, per Unam, Duas, Tree, qua.tor, Quinque et Sex voces 
cum Instrumentis Musicalibus et Vocis resolutione, guam Itali 
gorgie. vocant decant a ndae. His aecesserunt aliquot Sacrae 
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Symuhoniae, Quator, Q.uinaue et Sex v6ctim et -Tres Fantasiae 
Instrumentis Musicalibus accomodatae •.• auctore Nicolao 
Zieleneki, Polono.JO (Communions for the whole year for the 
most solemn celebra.t ions of the Holy Roman Church with organ 
accompaniment for one, two, three, four, five and six voices 
with musical instruments as they say in It aly "Recitative". 
To these are added several Sacred Symphonies for four, five 
or six voices a nd three f ant as ies accompanied by musical 
instruments by the autho~, Nicolo Zielenski, a Pole). Each 
volume consists of Partitura pro Organo and eight separate 
volumes of voice books. The first volume consists of 44 
offertories, 2 Communie, . ten motets and a Magnificat for 
tv.re lve voices with the accompa.niment of two or three organs. 
(Example 9). The second volume consists of six sections with 
the first fifteen numbers for solo voices with organ accompani-
ment. Colorful and brilliant choral effects were achieved 
through the dialogue of the choruses which s.lterns.ted ,the-
musical motif. These two works are in the traditional Italian 
ma.nne~ of this period. Grand effects are obta.ined through 
mul t ivoiced choruses accomps.nied by many organs, and they con-
ta.in many musical qualities that place them on a level with s.ny 
of the contemporary Eu~opean me.sterpieces. Both of these 
collections have persuaded outstanding schole.rs of Polish music 
to accla im Zielenski as the gree.test Polish composer prior to 
Chopin. 
JO. Z. Jachimeck i, \V'pl;n<ry wl:oskie 't-T :Muzyce Polsk1 eJ, Krs.kow, 
1911, p. 200. 
Example 9 
A page from the organ acore of the 
Offertorium by Mikolaj Zielenski• 
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While Zielenski was achieving :re.me in !tal:y., Adam 
J arzebski (1580-1649) was one o:r the :few Poles who were able 
to distinguish themselves among so many fe~ous Italians. 
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J~r zebski h a d t wo titles, musician and architect, when he wa s 
connected with the court o:r King Zygmunt III. He also lirote 
a .3849 verse poem, Gos6iniec abo opisanie \'la rszaw:v (Sojourn 
or description of \'Ia rsaw) in vlhich he che.r acterized the life, 
:pe o..:Jle, customs, habits e.nd c?.rch i tecture o:f vlarsaw during his 
time. Th is has been of immens e v a lue to historians in recon-
structing a period lit t le k novm to them. His musical composi-
tions, especie.lly the Canzoni a nd Concerti are based on the 
basso continuo and are usue.lly for two or four instru.rnent s. 31 
They are composed for strings, but one work specifies b a.ssoon 
a.nd trombone -v;ith a basso continuo. His contribution is im-
porta nt as f a r as Polish music is concerned, for he is one of 
the few who contributed to the development of instrumental 
music in the country . Dunicz .in his conclusions states that the 
development. of instrumental music pe,rallels that of Italy. 32 
Other Polish composers of this period who are worth men-
tioning are: Bart3:o miej P~kiel, 1-·!arcin Mielczewsk i, Bohda.n 
Ba rock i, lU k ol:aj Roza nsk i, Bartl-omej "w'lardynsk i and Andrej 
Niznnkovl sk i, e. former pupil of Frescobaldi. The most out stand-
ing of this group wa s Bartlomej P~k iel,3.3 an assist ant to 
.31. Robert Eitner lists him in h is Quellenle x icon a s Harzebsk y 
.32. Jan Jozef Dunicz, Ac1am J arzebsk i i jego c e_nzoni e Concerti 
LvTmv, 19.38 e 
E. H.Meyer, Die mehrstimmi ge SpielmusL~ des 17 Jahrhundret s , 
Kassel, 19.34 
.3.3· J. Ma.ttheson(l681-1764) and E.Gerber(l7L~6-1819) claim he was 
@,-erma n 1.-Iith the na me of . Penclcel or Peckel. 
Scacchi the director of the King's Cappella. P~kiel 1 s duties 
were to prepe..re the chorus s.nd orchestra for the presenta-
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t ion of all religious music v.rhile Scacchi devoted himself to 
t he organiza tion of secular music programs. It was during the 
stay of P~kiel in ~la.reaw that the political situation of the 
country v-ra s t ~?..king a turn for the worse vii th a threat of \-Tar 
with Sweden. This culminated in the Swedish invasion and 
under such conditions it wa s utterly impossible for music to 
flourish. Thus, in 16.5.5, Ue.rsaw ceased to exist as a musical 
center. Musicians and composers began a migration back to 
Kra1tO\v, where music had shown a sharp decline when the court 
had moved to Warsa1.-1. 
Prkiel was one of the many Polish musicians who journey-
ed to Krakow in 1657, and wa.s one of the few successful ones 
in the composition of Masses.34 The style a.nd form of his works 
showed a steady improvement from his earliest works to his 
latest. It be gan with the influence of the 2.rch8.ic cantua 
firinus through the Palestrina. Venetian influence and ends uith 
the vocal instrumental style that was popular a t the time. An 
e xample of his l a st work is the Hissa 6oncertata la Lombardesce. 
for two choruses of mi xed voices with the accompaniment of 
five instruments. No other Polish com~oser left such a wealth 
of varied music treasures of Jl-iB.sses and !;[otets. His c a.nt a ta 
Audite Hort a les has been compared f avorably to the vmrks of 
Heinrich Schutz, Luig i Rossi, Francesco Cavalli and Claudio 
lvlonteverdi. 35 
34. Jachimecki, WpYywy w~6skie w muztce Polskied, p.JOO. 
35. Dr. H. Feicht, Audite Mortales, wart a lnik uzyczny, 
Warsza-vm, No. 4, 1929 
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The Golden Age of Music in Poland, the century which 
h a d produced such outstanding composers e.s \'laclaw z Szamotur, 
Harcin Leopolita, Mikolaj Gomolka, ML'ttole.j Zielenski, and 
Ad am Jarz~bski came to a close with the death of Bartlomej 
Pfikiel in 1670. l·1usical art became dormant for many years 
due to political upheavals in the country. It was not until 
the reign of StanisXaw August Ponia towski, in the second 
half of the 18th century , tha.t a revival of music occurred. 
e) Early Drama with Husic in Poland 
E2~ly drama with music in Poland was the result of a 
gra.dual evolution that passed through succe·esive ste.ges of 
dialogues, mystery plays, liturgical dramas and a revival 
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of the classical tragedies. Although opera was introduced 
into the court life of Poland soon after its origin in Italy 
in the early seventeenth century, the popular entertainment 
for the people during that century consisted in dialogues 
and liturgical dramas. 
As far back as 1194, a dialogue v1as presented vihich paid 
homage to King Kazimierz Spr awiedliwy (Casimir the Just), and 
this might - well be called the first theatrical performance to 
occur in Pole.nd. Lamenting the recent c1eath of the beloved 
King, the dialogue, enacted by chHracters personnifying 
Happiness, Sorrow, Freedom, Prudence, and Justice, recalled 
his life of noble deeds .36 It was a lso customary for actors, 
dressed in masks and known HS Rybalts to wander about the 
country enacting religious scenes.37 They can be compared to 
the Jongleurs of Western Europe. Many of the Ryba:lt were 
pilgrims returning from a crusade to the Holy Land. They sang 
song s and enacted scenes which portrayed the miracles of the 
saints, the suffering of Christ, and other religious scenes. 
These were usually presented on platforms erected in the town 
squares or in the church cemeteries. 
36. 
37· 
H.Karasowski,Rys Historyzcny Opery Polskiej ,"Iarszawa, 
18_59, P• 14.5. 
E.A.Cykier, 818:voni6 Ency616ued1a, "Polish Music" New York, 
Philosophical Library, 1949, p. 849, 
The music performed with these dialogues was ~ usually 
nonmetrical in character, either simple plainsong or popular 
airs which were common e.mong the people. 
During the reign of Leszko Bi a ly (Leszko the \'lhite), 
Kazimierz 1 s successor, the se c1i a lo gues 1r.rere more elaborate 
s.nd lengthy. In the la.te t hirteenth century they became less 
religious, bolder a nd more personal, reflecting popular 
sentiments of the people. One such presentation chided the 
King for mistreating his wife •38 This 11 folk theatre 11 ceased 
to exist when superstition and the threat of the devil no 
longer appe aled to the intelligent. 
Important centers for the development of the liturgical 
drama in Poland were the Jesuit and Dominican monasteries. 
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Scenes dealing with the life of Christ or the events of Passion 
week were the most popular. The secular presentations were 
concerned with import ant events that ha d taken place in the 
country, acclaiming national heroes and immortalizing their 
deeds in song . The various characters of the presentation, 
such as Klecha , · Fate, and Fame v1ere enacted by the mon..'!ts, 
-v,r ith the people participating as the chorus. 
Some of the wor1cs given by the DominicB.ns in Krakow dur-
ing the fifteenth and sixte ent h centuries 1o1ere embellished with 
great detail. One of the liturgical dramas given in l5JJ lasted 
for four days. It be gan with a prolo gue describing the escape 
to Jerusalem and then covered all the events leading to the 
)8. Ksrasowski, p . 146 
burial of Christ. :Host of the miracles were shown visibly 
vrith complex machinerv utilized to portray the ascent of ~ " -
the angels, the fiery drEJ.~ons, and the de scent of Lucifer. 
The presentations of the liturgical dra..mas 't-vere gradu-
ally taken up by various communities. For more entertain-
ment they inserted comic farces sometimes of an indecent 
na ture 't·Thich mocked the church. This prompted the Catholic 
church, absorbed in the Reformat ion, to ban them in 1603, 
stating that such mockery only supplied the unbelievers 
with ammunition against the church itself. 
Classical drama and tragedies appec:.l"'ed in Pole.nd in 
the early part of the sixteenth century. One of the first 
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ever presented was Ulyssys Prudentia in adversis which was 
given in Latin for King Zygmunt I and Queen Barbara Zapolska 
in Krakow in 1516. The most popuiar tragedy of this period 
was one presented in Polish, Odprawa Posl6w Greckich (The 
Dismissal of the Greek Ambassadors) by Jan Kochanowski in 
1578. 
During the reign of Zygmunt III (1587-1632) the drama 
with music received an added impetus, Up to this time, most 
of the presentations were based on mythology or on eaxly 
Greek plays. 0 Polskim Scyburusie (A Polish Scyburus) by Jan 
Turkowski in 1604 , is the first pl ay that contained tinges of 
na tionalism and provided a complet e break from the mytholog-
ical vogue. Another 1.-vork Cudowne Wesele (The Harvelous 1•Iedding) 
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included soloists and a chorus. Karasowski in his work, 
Rys Historyczny Opery Polsk.ied states that its general out-
39 line resembles that of an opera. The following excerpt, 
which tells of the last period of · Christ 1 s life, is related 
to the form of an oratorio more than to that of an opera. 
Jl.laasz <sings) 
Ave rabbi 
Ja i drabi 
Witam ciebie 
0 tej dobie 
Jezus 
0 moj jude. 
Na cos luda 
. Tego urzylviodl 
Na co£; zaw1od3: 
Hiies ' :I 
I majcie! wiazcie szyje, r~ce jego 
Ivliles · II 
Vlitaj zdrajco, zvrodn11cu 
qzy nie cuda u nas w r~ku? 
Chor (Chorus) 
Nie pomogac _twoje figle 
Jezus teraz w mocnem sidle 
Amiasz 
Czy to zwojca, co tam robi? 
S~awe sobie jak chce zdobi. 
Miles 
Hilosciwy ksis.ze biskuuie 
Jest juz jezus vi naszej kupie 
Dzis go s3::u.,Ldzy pojmali, 
R~ce mu rta opak zwi~zali 
Hail teacher 
I and my ruffians 
Greet thee 
This day. 
Oh my judas 
Why did you lead these 
people to me . 
Why have you deceived 
Grab him! Tie his neck 
and his hapds, 
Greetings, traitor, deceiver 
Are not the miracles in 
our hands? 
No need to help your prar~s 
Jezus, is now in a strong 
snare. 
Is he a conoueror, what's 
he doing there? 
He will achieve glory in 
any manner he pleasea. 
Gracious Bishop 
Jezus is already in our 
power. Today, servants ab-
ducted him, tied his hands 
crosswise. 
39. Karasowslci, Rys Historyczny 0-oery Polskie j, p. 157. 
Chor 
0 j uZ'"""bunt ovrnika 
Wiec kaza6 stra6i6 zwodnika. 
'-
To the hangman with the rebel 
Decree death to the deceiver. 
It is not known what kind of music was used, vlhich 
instruments, or if costumes were used for this presentation, 
but the foreword quoted by Karasowslti states that the Sinfonia 
preceding the drama should be played by an orchestra and 
that the singers should be accompanied by instruments. The 
function of the music was probably incidental, and the songs 
were either simple pla.insong or popular airs. Any of the 
following instruments could h8.ve been utilized at that time 
in the orchestra: DudY (Ba.gpipes), Kobi.y (form of a bagpipe), 
Gesl (viol family); Bandura or Teorban (lute family) and 
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organs. The lute family instrument e 1trere probably used for 
accompe.niment. Judging from the example given above, the 
whole performance must ha,ve been naive and folk-like in 
character. 
Music a.nd drama were the favorite forms of entertain-
ment at the courts. Actors, dancers, and musicians were 
brought in from Italy and the presentations given in a large 
and lavish mB.nner. Intricate machinery used to perform the 
miracles was constructed by engineers·, brought in from Italy 
for this purpose. The presentations given in the king 1 s 
court equalled those of other European monarchs. 
The intermezzi which had originated in Italy, were 
soon incorporated into the presentations of dramas in Poland. 
They consisted of instrumental and vocal ensembles; however, 
the only resemblance in these presentations to opera, as 
it developed later in Italy, is that some common elements 
- . 
were utilized. Scenery, drama, music and dance appeared in 
these presentations, but no interrelation or connection 
among them. The music pla.yed only an incidental pa.rt, and 
the over elaborate mac hinery a nd decorations only astounded 
the viewer. These innovations were spectacular, but non-
essential to the lo gical action of the drama. 
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Chapter I 
The First Polish Opera Libretto 
Early Italian opere. bece..me popular in Polish courts 
much sooner than it did in France or Germany. Thie vTa.s pri-
marily clue to the efforts of the King \H:adyslaw IV who 
reigned from 1632 to 164-8. He had acquired a great love for 
the musical theatre when, as Cro-vm Prince, he traveled in 
Italy. \'lhile representing his father, the king, at a w·edding 
in the House of Medici in Florence in 1625, a performance of 
an opera was given in his honor: La liberazione di Ruggiero 
dall 1 isola d 1Alcina; Balletto, composto in musica dalla 
Francesca Caccini ne Signorini Malasnina, ranoresentata nel 
Poggio imneriale, villa della Sereniss1ma Archiduchessa 
d'Austria, gran Duchessa di Toscana . al Serenissimo Ladislao 
Sigismondo, Principe di Polonia e di Suezi8 .. In Firenze 
~· Pietro Cecconelli 1625. (The liberation of Ruggiero from 
t he island of Alcina, Ballet ·, composed in music by Fra nce sea 
Caccini of the noble famil;y of Ha.laspina, presented in the 
Imperial Palace, the villa of the Serene Archduchess of 
Austria, Grand Duchess of Tuscany for the most Serene Ladislau 
Sigismond, Prince of Poland and Sweden. In Florence, by 
Pietro Cecconelli, 1625). The libretto for this opera was 
written by the Florentine poet Ferdinand Sexacinelli. 
One of the members of the Prince's retinue was Stanislaw 
Jagodynski who translated this libretto into Polish. It W8.S 
published in Krakow in 1628, uncter the title: Wybawienie 
Ruggiera z Wyspy Alcyny. Komedia tancem z muzyka po Wlosk u 
reprezentowana. A teraz na. Polskie przez S. S. Ja.godynskiego 
urzetlumaczona . \!J Krakmvie R6ku Panskiego 1628. 
J agodynsk i 1 s translation is of grea.t importance in the 
history of Polish opera., for it is a clear indication that 
it \vas p ossible to a dopt the Polish laneue.g e to music and to 
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a dapt a forei gn work in order tha t it could be unde~stood and 
a p precia ted by all in the country . Although there is no con-
crete evidence that the work wa s actually performed in Polish, 
it seems reasonable to assume tha t the transla tion would not 
have been ma de 111 ithout expect e.tion of a definite performance. 
It was not a literal t r a nsla tion, but a n artistic a nd 
poetic a daption in which the accents of both the text a nd music 
were faithfully ret a ined while conveying the intended music a l 
e, nd drama.tic ideas of the composer. 
The opera , b a sed on one of the episodes from Oria.ndo 
Furioso of Ariosto, op ened vlith a prolo gue by Neptune which 
pa.ye d tribute to the high virtues of the visiting Prince. 
The first scene 1tTas sung by the Coro di Damigelle a s they 
surrounded Ruggiero and Alcina.40 (Example 10). 
40. Dr. Hugo Goldsc hmidt. Studien zur Gesc hichte der 
. It a lienischen ouer i m 1 Jahrhundert, Lei zi ,Breitko f 
and Ha rtel. p . 17 ·· 
Kazimierz \vojcick i, Teatr . St arozytny vr Polce, Kralcow, 
. 1841, p . 96 . 
EX. 10 
and Cathedrals and convents tne history of Saint Adalbert 
I. Coro di Damigelle. Alcina e Ruggiero, con un Coro di sei Da-
. 11 
,/, m1g-e e . 
111.1 41) Qui ei puo di _ re, Che del gio i Po_nesseA _ 
-
re 
, 
11.1 41) Qui 
, 
IIU ~ Qui r;; r;; u- v c:J 
\ 
'JI ...----..... 6· 
ru mor ............. la.~ de 11 dio del gior..no gi ran_do in tor _ no , 
-
- -
~ 
, 
•J 
-=----
c:J c;; r;; -u 
" 
: 
\ 
-
WJ coppia sLmil non ............... vo _ de, Coppia sLmil non............ ....... ve _ de. 
, -- ,. 
ve _do, I non ....... 1 .... .... .... .. .. 
--
ve _ do, non ............ ....... :::.:::::: ve _ de":' 
\ 
Ritornello. 
M. , ,, ~ ...... , ll\ .. ... ~ ..... 
"' 
~ 
, 
41) 
, , t il\ . 
tJ I 
-6--· 
\ 6 
Original Qui si puo dire 
Che del gioire 
Ponesse Amor la fede 
Il dio del giorno 
Girando in torno 
Coppia simil non vede. 
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J agodynski 1 s Tre1ns. 
Tu rzec mozemy Here we can say 
Ille widziemy · How much we see 
Rozkosz z miroscia Joy reigns with love 
panuie The· Sun moving in its 
Slonce w kr~g chodzi cycle 
A rzec sie godzi Agrees in declaring 
Takiej pary nie Such a pe.ir was never 
·nayduje seen before. 
The second scene of the opera, which is preceded by 
a short ritornello of six bars, shows the literal faithful-
ness of the translation and at the same time achieves e.n 
unusual poetical cha racter of great value. (Example 11). 
Due Damigelle 
Aure volanti 
Auge canor.i 
Ponti st ille.nt i 
Grazie e amori 
Quinci d 1 intorno 
Niebe_ obrotne 
Ptaszeczki lotne, 
Pieknych Nymph ch6ry 
i'Jody i gory 
Changing skies. 
Flying birds. 
Chorus of beauti-
ful nymphs . 
\'Tatere and mountains 
With your help 
Fate Diu chiar 1il sol, 
piu lleto il giorno 
Z ue.szej pomocy 
Niech tu iasniejsze 
dni btdq, i noce 
May the days and_ :.mights 
be brighter 
The fourth scene, an arie. for the Sirena is in strophic 
form. · (Example 12). This form was retained faithfully by 
Jagodynski. Scene V, the chorus of the bewitched trees, is 
a s~ene in which Jagodynski was able to capture the spirit 
without destroying the original accents and emphasis of the 
text . (Example 1.3) • 
Itene lieti 
¥entre noi gia 
Solinghi e cheti 
Trarremo 11 di 
Pregando orn 1 ora 
Ch 1 arrivi L 1 ora 
Di liberta 
Idzcie szcz~sliwie 
My tu l~kliwie: 
\'las zaa czekamy 
A poz~de_my 
Kazdey godziny, 
Wdzi~cznej nowiny: 
0 wolnosci 
Go with luck, 
whfle we anxiously 
await you 
And yearn 
every hour 
for better news 
of freedom. 
. I 
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EX. 11 
9; Due Damigelle. 
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III. Ritornello,qualeva sonato con tre flauti. 
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IV. Sirena. 
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EX 
V. Ritorn~llo. Sonato de 4 Viole, 4 Tromboni, Organi dlleguo .r. Instrumen-
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EX. 1 3 ( Can 1 d ) 
VI. Coro delle p iante incantate, quale. v~ con~ertato con 5 Viole, Arciviola-
ta Organo di legno e Instrument! d1 t ash. ;, 
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This qua.lity of Jagodynski 1 s, the ability to retain 
the original flavor in a translation is a trait rarely 
found in early translators. 
In the published version of this translation Jagodynski 
a lso included ·a description of the performance as it was 
g iven during the Prince's sojourn in Italy. He writes with 
unusua l det ail of the l avish scenes and spectacular machines 
that were used to .achieve unueua.l effects. His text trans-
l a ted into English reads: 
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"On either side of the acting space was a chorus and 
many musicians from the orchestra mill ing about. When 
the action started the curtein disappeared to disclose 
a sea and a city with palaces visible on one side, 
and ships sailing in the distance. Soon Neptune 
appeared riding seals and surrounded by sea nymphs. 
This ·· was the first scene. The second scene showed 
trees appearing on the sea . and in a measured beat they 
broke apart and sorrowfully lamented Ruggiero and 
the ladies who were bewitched by the trees. The 
third scene was a portraye.l of the enraged Alcina 
changing the sea into a flaming inferno into which 
she stepped. The inferno me.de her appear like a 
monster. The :fourth scene, after the disappearance 
of the watery and fiery see., from under the lamenting 
trees young men and ladies appeared and danced. When 
they finished dancing , the scene changed and only 
mountains and cliffs remained. In the fifth and lB.st 
scene the cliffs e.nd mount a ins disappeared and in 
their place appe ared an open field with beautiful green 
groves in which there were tw·enty young l adies riding 
lavishly decorated horses. Four of these horses per-
formed a dance e.nd then they all disappeared in the 
distance. Melissa, riding a fientaur, then appeared 
and performed the epilogue" • . 1 
The Prince 1-ras gre atly impresaed by this performance 
a nd 1-1hen he became King '\l ladysle.w IV he organized the first 
theatre in Wa~saw in 1635, and ma intained a large troupe of 
actors, singers, musicians and dancers. Performances were 
given in a lavish and pompous manner ut.ilizing astounding 
machines for all presentations. 
The court poet, Virgil Puccitelli, wrote dramas and 
operas in Italian based on Greek themes and interwove them 
with scenes from the suffering of the saints. This practice 
of weaving mytholo gy with historical religious subjects was 
frowned upon by the Jesuits and it wa s never allowed in their 
di a logues, but. the court managed to avoid this control and 
41. Quoted by Jachi meck i, w~u~ l'T3:6skie . w l~~zyce Polskiej I 
Krakow, Akade~ja Umiej~t ~as6i, 1911, p. 302 
were not governed by the clergy's pattern. 
One of the musicians of the court, Jarzebski, has 
viritten, in a folk-like style, a description of the elabor-
ate machines used to obtain various effects. This descrip-
tive 1.vriting is important in reconstructing the early per-
iod of opera in Poland. The lighting used in the theatre, 
the decorations used, the k ind of musicians and singers 
employed in the present ations are all clearly portrayed. 
11 The present e.t ions of comedies, tragedies and ballets 
were given in a large hall. This theatre is ~c;ith per-
spective and built principally in columns; they were 
craftily r a ised or lowered , others operated by giant 
screws and wheels. They showed darkness with clouds, 
then changed quickly to lightness, a starry night 
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with pla.nets visible. A fiery inferno would then appear, 
a .stormy sea with boat a sailing on it and sirens s'tvim-
ming about and singing beautifully at the same time. 
Some people a.re dropped from heaven; others emerge 
from the ground. Suddenly a tree would open and a per-
son would step out covered with jewelry and singing 
like an angel. 1-iore people would then appear, and 
would jump around performing an Italia.n dance. All 
this \vas a.ccomplished to music which was performed at 
the command of a leader. When the leader gave a sig-
nal, the musicians w>J·ould saw away until the end of 
the comedy. Some people sit in boxes and look through 
windows and the enormous hall is crammed with guests. 
The orchestra consists of the following instruments: 
viola , lute, trumpet, sztorcie (old type of horn), 
trombones, flutes, kwart (a bass trombone), szalamaje, 
(e arly · oboe), · pomort y ( fo~erunners of the oboe), muty 
(dampened bells), teorby (lute family), kitaras, harps 
and lires." 42 . 
These tremendous step s in o~era began in 1633 when the 
Prince · ascended the throne. Singers, da.ncers e.nd musicians 
abounded in the court i.'I ith ee.c h a s s i gned other courtly duties. 
Even then some compl a ints vlel"e raised that the king vlae 
42. Quoted by A. So-v;inski, u . 276, (tra nala.ted from French). 
s pending too much mone y on this new Italian art. 
The performances by the Italian troupe were quite 
re gular, for between 1635 a nd 1648, eleven different op eras 
vlere presented on the ~farsaw stage. Many of the libret JGi 
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were written b y Virgil Puccitelli and_ included: Il ratto 
d 'Elena, Narcis s e trcmsformato t .Armida abbiu1.donata, La 
Sancta Cecilia~ Amor e Psyche, a nd Enea. Most were based on 
Greek mythology with scenes from the history of the saints 
intermingled. Judg ing from the above list, there seems to 
be a definite prefer ence for dramas and tra gedies over 
comedies. The music WEts composed by l-1arco Scacchi but uri-
fortunately it has been lost. The librette!:;, : ho\'lever, he.ve 
been preserved and it is interesting to note that there are 
not a tions specifying vrh ich i ns t r ument s should accompany the 
singers in aria s, a riosos a nd recit atives. This certainly 
was -a step forward in the direction of closer unity between 
the music a nd the dramatic actio n on the stage than had been 
evident in the first Florentine opera s. 
41. 
The librett ~ , were in the Florentine tradition contain-
ing madrigals adapted quite freel y , divisions for solo song s, 
ariosos and recitatives and often dialogues between the ma in 
chare_cters a nd the chorus. Usually each opera also cont a ined 
a b allet which to some -vras of the grea test interest because 
of the l a ngu age be.rr ier. 
In 1635, a drama. vlith music by J. Paechati was translated 
4J. St a nislaw \vindakievTicz, Teatr Wt a ciystawa IV, Krakow, 1883 
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into Polish by Samuel Twardo1."1Ski under the title of' Daf'nis 
przemieniona w drzewq __ !>~.Pl:f5?.'!!! (Daphne transf'orm.ed into a 
Laurel Tree) and was a great success. 44 The greatest handicap 
opera had to overcome was the lack of' a knowledge of' Italian 
in Poland. Consequently, translated works were more popular 
than the original versions, even if the translation or the 
adaptation was a poor one. 
A special theatre was constructed in Danzig in 1646 
which accomodated three thousand people for a performance of' 
Amor e Psyche , libretto by Puccitelli and music by ScacChi. 
It was performed in honor of the marriage of King Wladyslaw 
IV to Marie-Louise de Gonzague. It consisted of a prologue 
and three acts. The prologue glorified the new Queen. Elaborate 
machinery was constructed for the occasion by the King's 
engineers, Logi and Bolzoni1 who had been brought from 
Italy for the purpose. It was customary for the King to have 
his opera troupe travel with him, and when a performance was 
desired, a wooden t heatre was especially constructed. 
As in Italy, many of the operas had intermezzi of 
mythical scenes performed between the acts or in the breaks 
where a change of scenery was desired. For these,a smaller 
stage was placed above the main sta~. Usually the intermezzi 
were related in subject matter to the main work, but sometimes 
they were inserted to quicken the pace, or for comic relief 
to contrast with the tragedy which was being enacted. 
While opera flour i shed in the courts in Poland, the 
people in the cities and in the country were entertained by 
44. Karasowski, P• 160. 
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the more popular dialogues. These '\·rere usually enacted by 
Jesuits or Benedictine monlcs ~ It was many years before opera 
became a popular experience for the people. 
After the death of \IJladyslEW IV, (1648), Italian opera 
cea sed to exist in Poland. The French influence is more ap-
parent under Jan Kazimierz, · (1648-1668) Wladyslaw 1 s brother 
who ascended to the throne. Jan Kazimierz married his brother's 
widow, Marie-Louise Gonzague, a French noblewoman, who in-
fluenced the conversion of the Polish court into an imitation 
of Versailles. French actors were imported, and the customs 
that . prevailed in France were readily adopted in Poland. The 
Cyd by Corneille and Andromaaue by Racine were translated and 
given on the vlarsaw stage along with other French works. 
One of the performances of a work whose title has been 
lost which was g iven by the French troupe has been preserved 
in records which give a clear des·cription of the extreme 
realism employed in the present ation. This performance was 
g iven to celebrate the victory of the French over the Aust-
rians in 1644. Transla ted from Polish it reads: 
"People came from great o.istances to view the 
spectacle. The scenes portrayed soldiers marching, 
horses coming Hnd going , the t aking of German . 
prisoners, publicly cutting their he ads off, and 
storming the fortress. After the victory the van-
quished 11 Emperor 11 .\va s led in v.rith his hands ch8.ined 
carrying his crown which was presented to the French 
King. It was done so effectively and realistic ally 
~hat s~me in the audience proclaimed that the 
Emperor should be k illed. One of the spectators 
then bowed his arrow and shot the actor playing 
the Emperor. Soon others joined in and pandemon-
ium broke loose on the st age. n45 
45. Karasowski, p. 163. 
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This is quite . a vivid account and certainly shows 
that either the French were especially good in their 
present ation or the Poles overly emotional in seeing politi-
cal justice done. 
During the reign of Wisniowiecki (1668-1674), and 
Js.n Sobieski (1674-1696), the theatrical presentations 
practically disappeared e.nd the sts.ge was supported only 
by the religious dialo gues of the Jesuits. Along with the 
deterioration of the t he atre t here occured a decline in 
musical pro gre-ss ~vhich vias brought on by poll tical unrest 
and decadence in the country. Dramatic music on the scale of 
tha t found during the reign of Wl adyslaw IV does not appear 
a gain until the reign of Sta.nisl:aw August Poniatowski, 
when the country had regained comparative peace. 
Chapter II 
The First Public Theatre in Poland 
Operatic ert along with other forms of music, had 
been on the decline for many years, but it was revived 
during the reign of the Saxons. Frederick August II who 
reigned from 1697 to 1733, a great lover of opera, main-
t ained a cour t i n War saw in addition t o hi s ma.in court in 
Dresden. Opere. performances a.t this time were dependent 
upon the King 's visit s to Warsa\'r. The fine s t artists and 
musicia ns accompanied him on these trip s and performed 
opera s in the operalnia (operahouse) a theatre especia lly 
constructed for this purpose in 172L~ . 
Eet1.-reen the ye ars of 1733 and 1763, the reign of 
Frederick August III, operas were presented twice each 
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week, whenever the .King was visiting the city. The operas 
'\vere usually of the currently popular Neapolitan school, 
with librett L · by Mete.stasio and music by the court comp oser 
Adolph Hasse. For special occasions the court orchestra was 
a ugmented by musiciens from the courts of Prince Czartor y ski 
and Count Wielhorski. For these performances the orchestra 
consisted of more than one hundred musicians. 
The the atre of the Saxons had one great advantage over 
the e arlier court the atres in Pola nd. It made an effort to 
a ttract and cultiva.te a. gre ater audience. A more democratic 
spirit, in which the present e.tions were no longer only for 
the priviliged few, was evolving . Admission to the performances 
was free and the a ttendance was good. Two main barriers 
prevented the tP~ atre from becoming truly popular: the 
l a nguage barrier a nd the me ager repertoire. Often the 
same opera. would be given throughout the sea son, or, at 
best a new opera performed every two months. 
In five years, 1758 to 1762, only eleven different 
operas were performed. 
1758 Il sogno di Scip ione Metastasio Predieri· 
1759 La Nitteti II Conforto 
Demofoonte II Hasse 
1760 L;! Artaserse II II 
Le. Semiramide Riconosciuta 
" 
It 
1761 L 10limpiade II II 
Arminio Pasquini " Zenobia Metastasio II 
1762 Il ciro Riconosciuta II II 
Il trionfo di Clelia II II 
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Il Re Pastore Fr. .August 
£.1a.ny of these opere.s are in the popular Neapolitan 
tr e_dition. There is a l ack of real dramatic insight, the 
instrumentation is comparatively weak in enhancing the 
dr ame..tic element, but they are filled with pleasant, elegant 
a nd singable melodic lines. 
Since Hasse accompanied Frederick August III on his 
visits to We.rsaw it is ver y pr obable tha t the theatre or-
chestre. in We.rsa.w wa.s organized in e.ecordance \vith the plan 
that he commonly utilized a t Dresden. The following ·chart 
shows the organi zation of the Dre sden orchestra , \ihich might 
well have been duplice.ted at Warsaw. 46 
III 
46. Albert Sowinski, Les ~!usiciens Polonaise, Paris, 1857, p.202 
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Distribution de 1 10rchestre de L 10pera de Dresde, 
dirige pe~ A. Hasse, vera 1754, d 1apres le Diction-
na iras des Sciences Enoyclopediques, t.II, fig. I . 
•3 1111 •••• 
€?' b '7 d. c·:l -~ • • 8 
3 'i 
.1r 
• m • 
••• •• 
1. Clavecin du maitre de Chapelle 
2. , " d 1 accompagnement 
J. Violin cellos 
4 . Centre basses 
5. Premier violons 
6. 2nd. violons 
• • • • • !I I 
6 1.'1 
•••• 1113 d. 
a.. 
s )• 
. ..... -
7. Hautbois,~an~ le doe tourne 
8. Flute a la dc ene 
a . Te.illes 
b. Bassoons 
c. Cors des Chasse 
d. Une tribune (timbalistees 
et trompet te s) 
The most l avish the atre was located in \'larsav1, but 
'7, 
nobles . throughout the country sub s i dized their own. The more 
outst anding courts were: 
Nieswiez 
Podhora 
Heilsberg 
Pula-v.ry 
Rydzyn 
sronim 
supported by Prince Radziwil~ 
\'/aclaw Rzewusk i 
I gnac Kr e.s ick i 
Prince Czartorysk i 
Prince Sulk owski 
Michal Oginski 
After t he death of Frederick August III, his successor, 
Stanislaw August Poniatowsk i, wa s instrumental in est ablish-
ing a Polish Nationa l Theatre for the public on a firm foun-
dation. Prompted by the popularity achieved by the Pi.le.row 
(Piarist) and Te atynow (Theatines) _theatres operated by the 
Jesuits who had extended their activities from purely re-
ligious work s to playstranslated from French and Italian, 
St anislaw August established a National Public Theatre in 
1765, on the s eme site that Fre der i ck August P~.d used for 
earlier operatic presentations. 
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A delegate of the King , Dr. Jan Czenpinski, was dis-
patched to France to reci"'uit singers, actors and dancers for 
this new theatre. In April, a French troupe of performers 
arrived in Warsaw and the first performance was given on 
May 8, 1765. It consisted of two comic operas Le Peintre 
Amoureux de son Modele and Lee Deux Chaseeurs et le. Laitiere 
with librett ,i by Anseaume and music by Rgidio Romuald.o Duni 
(1709-1775). In the tradition of the opera comigue, they con-
sisted of spoken dialogue mingled with songs. ~~ny of the 
scenes and ch.B.racters idealized the peEtsantry, with the in-
evitable simple ne.ive heroine, a handsome manly young hero, a 
wicked noble who stood in the way of their happiness, and the 
good, beloved King who, at the climax, intervened. and se.ved 
the day. The music Has light, gay and very charming v.rithout 
any pretense of more profound me a ning. 
The activities of the the atre were strengthened in July 
1765, when a n Italian opera and ballet troupe arrived. The t wo 
groups combined to give four present ations e ach week, but even 
this did not completely fill the desires of the monarch for a 
National Public Theatre. It came closer to being realized 
when a presentation of Ne.treci (Intruders) a. comedy by Jan 
Bielawski, was given on October 17, 1765. Advertisements in 
Polish announced this present ation a nd it was indeed, a sur-
prise for the people to read that a comedy by a Pole was 
going to be acted by a. Polish ca st: 
"The Royal l..fajesty .~ .s a.ctors of Polish comedies 
will nresent on the 19 November, the Intruders, 
a comedy in 3 acts -vli th tuo Ballets. Beginning 
at 6 o 1clock and admiseion fee will be charged, 
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one ticket to first floor, nin tynfo\tT, and a ticket 
to the pit, seven szostakow, ticket to the third 
floor, five szostakow. Tickets will be sold till 
noon in the opera house. 11 47 
Most performances in the public thes.tre up to t his 
time ha.d been given in either Italian or F".cench; consequent-
ly, the above announcement caused considere.ble excitement 
among the citizenry. The cost of the tickets was high, but 
the fEtct that anyone could attend attracted many to the per-
formance. The pubiic theatre was, at last, coming of age. 
This success of the Polish troupe was short lived be-
cause of their limited repertoire and ineffectual singing 
of operas. After the initial novelty of the Polish present-
ation had worn off, the people preferred to attend the 
superior French and Italian opere.s. 
In the years 1765 and 1766, the following operas were 
given in Warsaw, usually in French or Italian. 
1765 La Cascina 
Le Peintre Amoureux 
de son Hodele 
Il l'-Ierc at o di Halmant ile 
Gli Uccellatori 
La Buona Figliuola 
Les Deux Chasseurs 
L 1Amore in Musica 
Rose et Colas 
1766 Don Trastullo 
La Calamita de Cuori 
Il Filosofo di Campagna 
Le Nozze 
Goldoni-Scolari 
Anseaume-Duni 
Goldoni-Fischi etti 
Goldoni-Gassman 
Goldoni-Piccinni 
Ansee.ume-Duni 
Goldoni-Boroni 
Sedaine-Monsigny 
Unknown-Jomelli 
Goldoni-Galuppi 
" " ft II 
47. Karasowski, p. 170, translated from Polish. 
1 
Il Signore Dottore 
Il Marchese Villano 
Le Roi et le Fermier 
Il Cavaliere per Amore 
Goldoni Fischietti 
Chiari-Galuppi 
Sedaine-Monsigny 
Petrosellini-Piccinni 
The number of singer-actors assigned to the various 
types of operas presented at this period was as follows: 48 
French comic operas 16 
Italian opera · 10 
Polish comedies 18 
Ballet 21 
The personnel of the National Theatre orchestra at 
this time was as follows: 
1st violin 5 
2nd violin 4 
violas 2 
cello 1 
bassoons 2 
contra bass 3 
cor de chasse 2 
oboes 2 
flutes travers 1 
tympanist 1 
trumpeteers 2 
Stage crew: 
Pa inters 4 
Carpenters 7 
Tailors 7 
Gu2rds 4 
Decorators 8 
Lighting 7 
Ticket sellers 2 
ylerks 2 
Of the operas given in these two years, those of 
Piccinni and Galuppi with libretti by Goldoni were of the 
gre atest import ance. The transformation of the intermezzi 
to onera buffa had taicen place in Italy. HovTever, its 
50 
48. Ludwick Bernaclti, Te atr, Dramc?,t 1 Muzyka za St . August1it, 
Lwow, 1925, p. 206. 
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form vTa s still crude and it remained for such men as Galuppi 
e.nd Piccini to develop the ensembles and finales of each act. 
The finales in their opera s were extended beyond their pre-
vious function as a simple method of closing the performance. 
Within themselves, they had a structual organization and con-
sisted of various components (duets, trios, quartets) blended 
into a harmonious unity. These comic operas were a step for-
Hard in structure, pacing . of the action, a nd literary style. 
Piccinni 1 s La Buena Figliuola became one of the favorites in 
Europe after its _ ope ning run of two years in Rome. The out-
st a nding features of this work were the excellently planned 
finales for each a.ct in which a recurring musical motif gave 
the work greater unity. The orchestra played not only a mere 
accompanying role, but pa~ticipated in the music al develop-
ment of the action. This form eventua lly rea.ched its perfec-
tion in the finales so minutely organized by I>{ozart. 
For two years the Nationa l Theatre was very successful, 
but becau,se of the unstable political situation in the country, 
the performances had to ·be discontinued and the theatre group 
disbanded. Many of the artists were absorbed by the theatres 
of other nobles. 
A new aspect 'tve.s given the theatre' when, in 1767, it 
came under the control of the Polish Se.lm, the legisla.t ive 
body , e.nd a charter eat a.blished by this body set up the 
principles by which the the atre should be governed. But due 
to mismanagement and intrigues c arried on by the King 1 s 
f avorites 1r,rho controlled the thea.tre -vdth the Sejm 1 s bless-
ing , the ~velfare of the people and the actors suffered. 
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The a~rival of Baron Kurtz from Vienna with an Italian opera 
troupe whose singers were far superior to the Poles brought 
on a merger of both groupe. It was the only way the Polish 
group could even partially survive as a theatrical body. For 
many years the presentations by the Poles had been considered 
secondary to those of the Italian, French, or German troupes 
which periodically visited Warsaw. The direction of the 
theatre remained in the ha.nds of foreigners for many years 
who justly gave preference to Italian or French trained sing-
ers such a s Berna~di who ha d gathered l aurels all over Europe. 
Eleven years l a ter, in 1776 1 the the atre directed by 
Ryx, the King 1 s chamberlin, and Baron Kurtz, introduced the 
first opera seria , a. form of o::pera hitherto un..ltnown in Pola nd. 
Orfeo ed Euridice by Gluck wa s such a tremend.ous success tha t 
the t heatre ach ieved a new popularity with the people. Italian 
opera and ballet continued to flourish while nationalistic 
presentations were neglected. It was about this time that 
Wojciech Bogus~awski (1757-1829) appeared to instill new life 
into the Polish Ne.t ional Thee.tre. 
A school for training actors was started by !'1ontbrun, 
the director of the theatre, in 1778. Boguslawski joined the 
troupe as a drama.tic actor and under the guidance of Montbrun 
and Denville, an outstanding French actor and singer, he 
developed r apidly. His ability to act and sing was soon 
recognized, but his proficiency in translating foreig n 
op era.t ic works, in which he was encouraged by Montbrun, was 
soon to lead the Polish a~tists to successes in opera which 
they had never previously achieved. 
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Bet'\veen 1778 and 1782, operettas and plays transla ted 
into Polish by Bogus:tawsk i app e ared ana_ were enthusia stically 
received by the public, The common belief of the people that 
opera could only be given in It a lia n a nd tha t the Polish 
language \vas not suit able for · a doption to music was disproved 
by the excellent tra nsle.t ions of Bogusle.wski. 
The fault '\vith the tre.nsl B.ted present ations of the 
Polish troupe was one that was preve.lent throughout Europe. 
In the development of opera there '\vas a gr adue.l eque.li z ing 
of the dramatic literary elements and the music a l elements. 
Until this perfect bala nce uas achieved many years l e.ter it 
was a continual struggle bet\-.reen dr2.ma and music for supremacy. 
In the early stages of its development opera was a drs.ma, 
tragedy or comedy with music a l accompa.niment which was used 
occasions.lly to emphasize the dramatic element. The Neapolitan 
sc hool, in wh ich gre ater stress was given to the music and 
pr actically no attention pa~ed to the literary value of the 
libretto, then appe are d . Music was written for the singers, 
a nd often excerpts from one or more works were patched to-
gether into a present a tion commonly referred to a s a ~asticcio. 
At the time of !,fe tast a eio the libretti were of the greatest 
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importance, with the music playing a secondary role. This 
influence was pe.rticularly stron§; in the first presentations 
of the Polish troupe. The musical element received less 
attention than it did in other European countries. One reason 
is to be found in the poor training and inexperience of the 
actors concerned with the presentHtions of the Polish vlOrl{s. 
The members of the troupe were not divided into two classes 
as singers and actors, but usually on one day they would 
e.p:pee.r e.s pure drame.tic actors of tragedies or comedies and 
on the next day appear in opera. Working under such difficult 
handicaps, it is no v-;onder thP.t the musical element had to 
suffer. l·iost of the opere.s showed great emphasis on the inter-
pretation of the spoken dialogue e.nd put the singing of the 
arias in a place of secondary importance. True or fe.ithful 
presentations of Italia n or French operas vvere rarely given, 
for only the arias and occasione.lly duets were sung . The 
recitatives and ensemble numbers were translated into prose 
a nd were spoken without any accompaniment by music. It is no 
vlOnder that the foreig n troupes that visited \·larsaw were more 
popular than the second rate Polish troupe. 
These conditions -vrere to be gradually rectified through 
the deep devotion of Bogusl"al·Tski to the National Theatre. He 
was able to unify the group into an effective cast and hold 
them to gether during the worst political upheavals the country 
he.d ever seen. He ha d g iven new life to the stage with his 
excellent translations, and he developed good singers and 
a ctors. Above all, his energy, coupled v.1ith the above virtues, 
rightfully e arned him the title of "Father of the Polish 
National Theatre". 
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Chapter III 
Kamiensk i e.nd the First Polish Onera 
The numerous strong foreign influences on Polish music 
and drama ma_'lce it difficult to distinguish what may be call-
ed pure "Polish" o:9era . If the definition of pure Polish 
opera requires that the iibretto be written in Polish by a 
Pole, v.rith music by a Pole, to be performed by Polish e.rtists 
for a Polish a.udience ana. contain strong cha..racteristic s of 
the nation both in the libretto and the music, very few of 
the early a ttempts in this genre could qualify. This would be 
true also of the operas com:9osed in France and Germany where 
composers imitated the Italians and utilized translated texts 
or the same libretto under a different name. 
The first Polish opera would not meet all tne require-
ments set forth above; however, the fact that the libretto 
vJas originally written in Polish for Polish artists, to be 
performed for a Polish audience is sufficient justification 
to place it in the ca.te gory of Polish operas. Nedza 
Uszczesliwiona (Misery made Happy) the first Polish opera., 
was written at the King 's command. Among the King's military 
troops w·ere some cadets, who were a.lso studying music. The 
King wished them to sing for him in Polish. A well known 
v-rriter of \vitty and gay comedies, a priest, Fra nciszelt 
Bohomolec, wrote a. short one a.ct comedy interspersed with 
lyrics for this purpose. The project was never completed due 
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to lack of a composer to vrrite the music. Consequently, the 
work was not performed, but the libretto was published in 
1776. The director of the National Theatre, Montbrun, great-
l y impre seed by the transls.tions of one of the Polish members 
of the troupe, Wojciech Bogue~awski, suggested that he revise 
and expand Bohomolec 1 s comedy into an opera. Maciej Kamienski 
(1734-1821), born in a small village in Hungary; who bad 
studied music in Vienna. and who had recently settled in Warsaw 
as a teacher of music, lvas entrusted 'tTi th writing the music. 
By adding a few arias and duets and expanding it to two acts 
the opera was ready. 
The first performance of the work took place on l·lay 11, 
1778, and it ua.s enthusia stically received by the people. 
Pr 2.ctically overnight the obscure music teacher Kamiensk i was 
r ai se d to a prominent position in Polish musical life. 
The dedication to the King consists of the usual 
flattering st a tements tha t eighteenth century composers re-
sorted to in order to obtain the King's patronage. 49 
"The reign of Your Royal Majesty in addition to 
improving the government, revivine education , 
l:1nd introducing various arts to the country, 
. v:ill b.e hailed as the era of the first Polish 
Theatre. Encouraged by the protection of Your 
Royal Majesty, the Polish Thee.tre ae fe.r as 
comedies it can be compared favorably to the 
best in Europe. We lacked only opera and music. 
The most honored, father, Fr. Bohomolec, the 
first in Poland to write original comedies, 
was also the first to nublish an operetta under 
the title of Miser:-r made Hap-oy. Adding my 
energies, I e.dded music to it. Itt ". success we.s 
49. Karasowski, p. 186 
such, or more so for me, that I received your 
Royal Me.jest y r's aprobation; lvanting to leave 
a permanent souvenir for your kindness in this, 
to Your Roya l 1-fujesty, e.nd my first service to 
the country, I dare, t his operett a , with the 
gre atest humbleness, offer to Your Royal Majesty, 
and be g Your most illustrious protection. 
Your Royal Majesty 
My k indly Master 
Your f a ithful subject at 
Your feet 
Maciej Kamiensk i 
Anno 1778 
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The work is const antly referred to as a n opera by 
Polish. historians and musicologists, but it is actually a 
vaudeville patterned after the opera buffa a nd a forerunner 
I 
of opera comique. The music shows Italian influence and the 
libretto French influence in the form of the spoken die.lo gue 
and song so popular in France. However, neither Bohomolec, 
Bogus law ski nor Kamienski h8.d any pretensions concerning its 
importance, for in the ded1ce.t1on it is referred to as an 
operett a. a.nd in a short st a.tement following the dedication 
in the pia no-vocal copy, they sta te tha t the song s a..re 
written in the popule.r st yle prev8.iling at t he time and were 
not intended for the critics, but written so that they could 
be sung by the people.50 
The orchestration 1-va s very simple and consisted of t i'lO 
horns, tvv- o oboes, one ba ssoo n , t wo flutes, t hree violins, 
viola a n& contra b a s s . 
50. Quoted by Sovv-insk i in Les Musiciens Polone .. is et Slaves, 
Paris, LeClere, 1857, p . 291. 
The opera opens rrith a Sinfonia in the Italian manner 
consisting of three sections; Allegro molto in D major, 
'11 Adagio in G ma jor, a.nd Allegro in D major.... The opening 
Allegro consists of 140 measures, the Adagio of 60 measures 
a nd the closing Allegro section, which is in Rondo form of 
77 measures. The overture is more than a mere instrumental 
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piece to call the attention of the audience to the fact that 
the opera is about to be gin. It contains elements that appee.r 
later in the opera. The Adagio of the overture states a musi-
cal motif vJhich later appears as the me.in subject in the 
l argo section of the first aria in the opera, sung by the 
heroine's mother, Anna. 
In keeping with the Italian and French traditions in 
opera buffa and opera comiQue the cast is small, requiring 
only five persons: 
Mieszczan1n kochajacy Kasie 
I ~ Kasia kochaj~ca Antka 
Anna, me.tka. Kasi 
Antek wiesniak 
Rozkazywalsk i, Podstarosci 
(Bass) Citizen who loves Kasie. 
(Sop.) Kasia who loves Antek 
(Sop.) Anna, mother of Ka.sia 
(Ten.l Antek a ueasant 
(Bass) Rozkazyvralsk i, under-
sheriff 
The overall musical plan of the vmrk is very simple. 
Each character has an opportunity to sing an aria, with the 
fina le of the first a.ct ending with a duet by Kasia and Antek, 
while the fine.le of the second act ends with all characters 
participating. The opening number is an aria for Anna in the 
.51. Husical examples are quoted from the short portions of the 
work which p..re published by Karasowsk i, pp 240-2l~8. 
Although a more extensive musical ane.l ysi s from the complete 
score '\orould be desire.ble, the Mss., now located in Poland 
have not been me.de ava ilable to the vvriter in spite of re-
peated efforts. This will be true for the vTOrks by Stefani, 
Elsner, anc1 Kurpinski, vrhich t-vill follo-rr. 
key of G major in which she sing s in reference to Antek: 
III know he is honest and has no faults, but a poor man 
will give us no aid.u52 
11 Wiem ze poczci~zy i nie ma wady, 
Ale ubogi nie da nam rady.n 
The florid musica.l passage on the word 11 wady 11 is typical 
of the Neapolitan technique of embellishing the vocal 
line. (Example 14) • 
E:x:. 14. 
W'O.. - -
The second number is a melancholy Largo in E flat 
major for Kasia , introduced by a short recitative ;,.fith 
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accompaniment in vThich she l aments over her mother 1 s words. 
111,1atko kochana, te s3::0vla twoje 1 Dearest mother, your ~mrds 
wskros mi przeszly dusz~- 11 have cut through my soul. 
The Citizen then sings a gay aria in G major in which he 
proclaims his honesty and hie ·1r1eal.th. He sings of drinking 
a pitcher of beer and sometimes honey with his meat every 
day: 
11 Na ze.dne j u mnie wygodzie nie zbywa I do not lack any com-
Uczciwie sobie zyj~; forts and I live honestly 
52. Complete libretto e.ppears in Dziel.a Dramatyczne of 
Wojciech Boguslawski, Tom.XII,pp.421-426. Many excerpts 
quoted by Keraswoski, pp 18?-193· 
l 
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Co dzien u stolu mieso i d zban piwa, Each day me e.t and beer 
I cza sem i mi6c1 pij~." e.t my table, a.nd some-
times I drink honey too. 
It is then Antek 1 s turn to express his true feelings. In 
his song in F major he argues that they should not worry 
and tha.t there will a h vays be enough bree.d for the three 
of them. 
"Niech serca t•;ego nie dreczy troska, 
Bedziem do~6 mieli chleb; wszyscy 
Troje." 
Let not your heart be 
disturbed, there will 
be enough for the three 
of us. 
The first e.ct ends vlith e. duet for Kasia and Antek in which 
they proclaim their f e.ith and hope that God will not forsake 
those in need: 
11 Idzmyz czempr~dziej, a myslmy o sobie 
Bog nie opuszcza biednych w smutnej 
dobie. 11 
Let us hurry, and think 
of ourselves. God does 
not neglect the poor 
in their sorrow. 
The simple orchestra.tion rarely heightens the dramatic 
action of the story. The ha~monic plan stays within related 
keys and only occ as ionHlly branches into a bold modula.tion. 
The second act opens with a short Sinfonia in E flat 
major in the Italian manner but is of little musical value 
and ha s little relation to the plot which is to unfold. The-' 
opening number of the second act presents Kasia in an a.ria 
which expresses feex: 
11 Ach! okrutniku, to tvmje pytanie Ah, cruel. one, your 
Pomna.za w biednem sercu mojem trwoge. 11 question increased 
fear in my poor heart 
The song sung by Anna in C minor, Largo, expresses her 
blessings to Kasia. It is interesting to note that the 
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bassoon doubles the voice throughout a nd accentuates the 
sorrowfulnes s and resignation of Anna: 
11 Ze gnam 6ie Kaiiu, Ka~iu dzie6ie moje Bless you Kasin, Kasia 
Nieche.j tu Antek t \v6j o tobie radzi. 11 my child , let your 
Antek tek e care of you. 
In contrast, the Citizen 1 s aria in C major is full of life 
and is forboding in its v.rarning: 
11 Zwyczaju pan6w jeszczee ty nie poznar. 
Na pieknych sl"6wkach nigdy im nie zbywa. 11 
You don't yet know 
the customs of 
Gentlemen, they are 
at a loss for ::prett 
words. 
never 
The 11 pod-starosta" (the kind noble, or the deus ex machine,) 
sings for the first time. As co~~on with this type of opera, 
the young oppressed couple is rescued in the nick of time. 
11 Niech pan to dziatki, lecz ojciec 
prawdziwy • 11 
Not a master, but 
a true father. 
The rescue is followed by a gay Polonaise in G major in which 
Kasia expresses her happiness and gr atefulness for being 
s aved by the kindly noble. 
"Jaka. w tern krzvHde serce tvmje czuje, What injustice cl oes 
Ze nies zcz~sli~ych ludzi pan ratuje." ·your heart feel in 
this that you, sir, 
come to the rescue 
of unfortunate people. 
Antek then expresses his happiness in a gay rondo in A major. 
11 Nigdy jak dzisiaj nie czu3::em rozkoszy, 
Kasia mi serce, pan ma.J~:ttek daje. 11 I never experienced joy such as this of 
today, Kasia g ives 
me her heart, the 
squire a fortune. 
In the finale all the characters take part in proclaiming the 
great virtues and k indness of the noble. 
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"Czyjegoz serca, czyjejze duszy, Whose heart, whose soul, 
Dobro6 takiego pana nie wzruszy.• would not the goodness of 
such a gentlemen move. 
The libretto, naive and simple, catches the spirit 
and atmosphere of the Polish pease.nt s, but the music does 
not possess any of the traits which could label it Polish 
in character. Only the Polona ise comes close to :POssessing 
the cha.r e.cteristics of Polish nationalism. 
All the vocal lines are embellished in the Neapolita n 
tradition and the orchestra l accompaniment is often hollow 
and timid, rarely enche.ncing the text. However, some evidence 
of a dramatic flair is present, a nd is most noticeable in 
the choice of keys for the various songs. The melancholy 
and reflective songs are in the keys of E flat major and 
C minor, while those in which happiness, gayety or hope 
ar~ is expressedA1n C, G, D or A major. The finales do not possess 
any clims.t ic ensembles, as in the Italian operas of Galuppi, 
out serve only to allow all singers to join in a last number 
together. 
The libretto was fashioned after the Frenc h bpera 
c omigue libretti of C. S. Favart, J. 14:. Sede.ine, L. Anseaume 
a nd J. F. Harmontel in 1r.Jhich the King or noble comes to the 
oppressed young couple. There is no c all for socia l reforms 
or the encour agement of chan~ing preva iling customs. Its 
gre atest merit lies in the f act tha t it wa s t he first Polish 
libretto to be utilized in an opera . 
In preparing the libretto from Bohomolec 1 s comedy, 
Bogusla.wski had ma.ny good examples to follow, for works 
such as "Lucile 11 by Gretry, one of the leading composers 
of ouera comiaue in the eighteenth century' had been per-
formed many times on the Warsa.w stage. Other French works 
which had been performed in 1778 in Warsaw were: 
Title 
Le Deserteur 
Le Tableau Parlant 
Le Sorcier 
La Clochete 
Le Devin du Village 
Le Caprice Amoureaux 
Le Tonnelier 
Les Deux Chasseurs et l a La.it iere 
Librettist 
J. M. Sedaine 
A. Anseaume 
Poinsinet 
Anseaume 
Rousseau 
Favart 
Audinot 
Anse aume 
Composer 
Monsigny 
Gr~try 
Philidor 
Duni 
Rousseau 
Duni 
Audinot 
Duni 
The second Polish opera Zo~ka czyli Wiejskie Zaloty 
(Zosia or Country Courtship) is in one act with music by 
Kamienski and the libretto by S. Szymanski • .53 It proved to 
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be a greater success the.n Nedza Uszczesliwiona, for the music 
captures the spirit of country life in Poland more effective-
ly. Like the first Polish opera, it is also based on the life 
of the peasants; however, the peasant life is not just e. con-
ventional setting for the story or plot but an integral part 
of the action. The traits and characteristics are brought out 
clearly and each individual is drawn in stronger, clearer 
colors. It differs from the first in its most interesting 
moralizing and reform elements. It is not the noble or the 
King llho is the hero : , but the peasants themselves who emerge 
/ 
as the heroes. The nlot is the typical opera comiaue plot: 
the young couple Stach a nd Zosie. are prevented from getting 
53. Leon Galle, 'ltJojciech Bogusiawki, Warszawa., lv! . Areta, 
1925, P• 191. 
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married by the estate manager, Ciemieznicki. The peasants 
band together and come to the young couple's defense, but 
at the same time it is me.de clear ths.t they are defending 
their own basic interests. Finally all the obstacles are 
overcome by the peasants and the young pair are free to 
marr~r. 
The plot of the story is certainly not new in con-
temporary works of the day, but the idea of the 1:2.ea.·sant·s 
emerging as the heroes reflects the strong reform move-
ment that ws.s taking place in the country between 1772 
e.nd 1791. After the first partition of the country (1772) 
the internal struggle for unity and the external threat 
of the partitioning countries forced the landed nobility 
to grant certain concessions to the townspeople and 
peasantry in order to preserve the Republic. The nobles 
retained their priviliges but in the Constitution of May J, 
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1791, townsmen were recognized as 11 freemen 11 , and the peasants, 
although they did not receive political rights, were pro-
tected by law in their agreements with the nobles. 
A plot similE'.r to that of Zoska appeared in the opera 
54 Agatka, libretto by Maciej Re.dziwill with music by 
De.vid Holland, \vhich was presented at Niesv;iez in honor of 
a visit by the King Stanislaw August in 1784. The young 
couple Antek Calka and Agatk.a ce.nnot get me.rried because 
of the intrigues of the Podstarosci Pijanki. The main 
difference bet\<reen this libretto by Radziwill and the one 
54. Hanuscript, Bibljotece Akaclergji UmieJEtt~sci in Krakovr 
z. J a chimeck i, Warszawa, 1920, p. 107 
by Szymanski for Zoska is that the noble appears here as 
the rescuer. He is portrayed as a kind, thoughtful, con-
siderate e.nd almost ideal man whose only thought is the 
welfare of the peasants. 
Other Polish operas such as Prostota Cnotliwa, 
(Simple Virtue) libretto by Bohomolec with music by 
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Kamienski; Nie Za'trTsze kazdy spi ten co chra-oi, (Not Everyone 
Sleeps Who Snores), music by Gaetano, conductor of the court 
orchestra; Skru-ou~ Niepotrzebny, (Unneeded Scruple), and 
Donner-wetter, (Thunder Stor~, music by Wejnert; Rywal, (Rival) 
libretto by Meciszewski a.nd music by Zagorski; Samitka, 
(Lonesome) music by Wybiecki and Pola Elizejskie, (Elysian 
Fields) Oginski 1.·1ere not very l)O:pular. Their main 1nreakness 
lies in the fact that they were poor imitations of Nsdza, 
Zoska and Agatka . They <lid not contribute anything in the 
way of new forms nor did they contain any melodic origin-
ality. 
It is difficult to establish and ascertain just which 
works appearing between 1778 and 1794 were original, or 
pure Polish creations. ].1any other operas he.ve been called 
originFl, but this must be taken with some reservation, 
for the term original seemed to have many meanings in 
Warsaw. In translating many of the French and Italian works 
vvhich were popular on the Polish stage, the translator very 
often introduced many ne1-1 idea s thus changing the origina.l 
story completely. 
The names of the orig inal characters w·ere changed to 
Polish ones, the loca.le of the story shifted from Italy to 
Pola nd_, historica l events chB.nged to Polish ones, e.nd the 
l a.ngu age adapted so tha.t it suited the tastes of the Polish 
nobles. Hardly any of the orig ine.l feeling or thought re-
mained, but instead a work with some feeling for Polish 
nationalism w·ould emerge. After this process of conversion, 
the characters, in their final sha.pe, appeared to possess 
strong Polish characteristics. 
The opera s ~1hich ~vere the most popular with the di-
rectors of the theatre and which attracted the translators 
vmre the French and Italia n comedies. The French comedies 
\'IT ith their ma gic a nd fanta.sy motives had more appeal be-
ca.use of their litera..ry aspects than for their musical 
qualities. 
The Italian opera buffa, on the other hand, with its 
intrigues of jealousy and rivalty in love appealed to them 
more because of its rnusicc.l element. The tra nslators bad 
more reverence for the Italia.n composer the.n they had for 
the libret t ist. In a ddition, the It a lian works were more 
p opular v-lith the people because of the lyrica.l musical 
expression they contained. 
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The translated French Horks v1ere rarely presented ~lith 
the original music. The Polish composer invariably adapted or 
embellished new music to the altered text, and the original 
music was discarded. Le Soldat Magicien, (The Soldier Magician) 
(Anseaume-Philidor) appeared in Polish a s Zolnierz 
Czarnoksieznik transalted by Pierozynski '\'!Jith new music 
by Gaetano. Le Bal Bourgeois {The Country Dance) by Favart 
appeared in Polish as Balik Gospodarski translated by 
Zablocki with new music by Kamienski. tes Estrennes de 
Iv1ercure became Zol ta Szlafmyca (The Yellow Night-ca.p) 
translated by Zablock i with music b y Gaetano. The tra_ns-
l a tions rlere usua lly in prose v-rith occas ~: ional songs and 
..._., 
duets interspersed for the actors. At times the song s had 
some relation to t he act ion but of ten they did not. It rfas 
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in the se s ec t ions of t he lmr l): tha t the tra nsla tor could s how 
his inventiveness in int r oc:tucing t he problems of the day. 
Most of the transla ted works cont a ined the magic-fant a sy 
motive of which the Poles were very fond. 
The approach to the Italia n works in translation was 
completely diff erent. The music wa s rarely cha nged from t he 
or i g ine,l and only the text ransla ted with the purpose of 
conveying the true meaning of the original. Sometimes the 
locale 1rras changed and the char acters made more plausible 
for the Poles, but generally the story remained the same. 
The reason for t h is may have been the varia nces in the 
backgrounds of the onere b~ give n i n \·larsau. They varie d 
r rom portrayals of life of the people in the city, the 
country life, the court and villc.ge to that of the e..rmy 
c amp . The finest tre.nslat ions vrere · a.ccomplished by 
Bogusl Ftwski. Some of his best were: 
Italian 
La Fra scatana (Livigni-Paisiello) 
Il Fint o -oazzo per Amore ( Mariani-Se.cchini) 
I'Italian- in Londra (Petrosellini-Cimarosa) 
La Buona Figliuola (Goldoni-Piccinni) 
La Finta Gi a.rcl iniera ( Calzabigi-Anfossi) 
Polish 
Fraskat e.nka 
Dla milosci zmyslone szalenstwo 
Wloszka w Londynie 
Czekina 
Dgrodniczka. zmyslona 
Italian opera , a s f ar a s music -v.ra s concerned, opened 
a new ~wrld to the Poles, but from a literary standpoint 
it did not contribute much in the de~opment of the Polish 
National opera. This It alian influence which established 
itself early in Polish music al life continued to influence 
Polish opera for many years. It remained the best loved 
opera among the people. A few of the more popular titles 
given in vlarsaw were: 
La Serve. Padrona 
L'Isola Disabit e.t a 
Gli Astrologi Immagins.ri 
Il Barbiere di Siviglia 
Orfeo ed Euridice 
Don Giovanni 
Una Cosa Rara 
L 1Arbore di Dianna 
Federico-Pergolesi 
Goldoni-Scarlatti 
Bertati-Paisiello 
Petrosellini-Paisiello 
Calzabigi-Gluck 
da Ponte-l·!ozert 
da Ponte-Ms.rtin 
da Ponte-Martin 
It is surprising that many ma sterpieces which have 
survived ·Here overlooked and not trFtnslated a t this time: 
Orfeo ed Euridice, DieZ.s.uberJlote (The l•!agic Flute), e.nd 
Don Giovanni. Neverthele s s, the repertoire of French and 
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Ita_lio.n operas 1.vhich were nerformed or transla.ted was v a st 
8_nd served me.ny purposes. The performances helped the un-
trained Polish singer-actors to gain experience, and their 
limited ability may ha.ve been the reason why some of the 
greater Italian works were overlooked. Above all, the 
greatest contribution of the Italian opere. was to help lay 
the foundation for pure National opera. 
Opera-seria was not introduced in Warsaw in Polish 
until 1793, \-Then a translation by Boguslav-Tski of ~~ by 
Salieri, we.s presented in its entirety with recitatives. 
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It was quite an innovation, for previously only occae~ional 
arie_s e.nd a few ensemble numbers from Italian operas had 
been performed with the rest of the opera given in spoken 
dialogue. It wa s indeed a step forward for the Polish troupe 
to be able to give a complete performa.nce with sung , 
ac companied :recite.tives. 
\vith progress in presenting translated Italian and 
French works a nd a few orig inB.l Polish ones, there is still 
an e.bsence of what c a n be called the NB.tional opera. The 
music vJ·ritten by Kamienski, \'lejnert, e.nd Gaetano, all of 
vlhom lr;ere foreigners who came to Pole_nd from other parts of 
Europe, cannot be called natione.l, even though the sub ject 
me.tter of the operas was based on the country life of the 
peasants. They 1.·1ere not able to grasp the real spirit of 
Polish folk music and to tra nslate it. Zoska of all the 
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Polish operas up to this time, seems to capture the spirit 
a little better than the others which contained practically 
no na.t ionalism in the music. The habits, customs, and spirit 
of the dancing a nd sing ing of the peasants is ce.ptured in a 
truer nationa l a.spect in Cud czyli Kre.kcrHi ak i i Gore,ie 
( Niracle or Krakowi e.ns c:.nd Mountaineers) , libretto by 
Bogus l e.u sk i wit h music by J an Ste fan i, 8.nd opens a. new 
chapt er in the history of Pol ish opera. 
Chapter IV 
The First National Opera 
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By 1778 the popularity of the National Theatre had been 
established and consolidated by the successful performances of 
the Polish operas Nedza Uszczesliwiona (Misery ma.de Happy) 
and Zoska (Zosia) by Kamienski. The la;tter work wa.s performed 
seventy-six times in one year,55 but its success was short-
lived. Due to administrative difficulties the best Polish sing-
er-actors left Warsaw with Boguslawski for Lwow in 1781, where 
they joined the local troupe. The \'larsaw troupe, deprived of 
its personnel, was forced to perform small and insignificant 
\"lorks livhich did not satisfy the desires of the people. The 
critics were soon complaining a s Kar a so"rsk i puts it, of 11 l·!ore 
yelling than singing 11 and 11 more dia logue than music 11 • When 
Boguslawski rejoined the troupe in 1782, he ma naged to restore 
some order among the squabbling artiste and to instill new life 
into the orge.nization. Under his stabilizing influence, more 
It alian, French and German opera s 1i·Iere tra.nela ted and presented 
~rlell, but the fortunes of the theatre still fluctuated. This 
wa s mainly due to the .nature of the people who rightfully pat-
ronized the opera troupe which presented the finest works. 
Thus, for a period of time, the people, might fe.vor the visit-
ing Italian troupe, but might quickly switch their patronage 
to the Polish troupe whenever it presented a work which appeal-
ed to them. This tra nsference of allegiance from one troupe to 
a not her l a sted for many years; until a true national opera tra-
dition was firml y est ablished. 
55. Ke~asowski, p. 198. 
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Another step in the evolution of nationalism in opera 
came with Cud czyli Krakmviaki i Gorale (:Miracle, or Krakowians 
and the Mounte.ineers), libretto by Boguslawski a.nd music by 
Jan Stefani. In this opera the singing, dancing, habits, customs, 
and speech of the country people from the vicinity of Krakow 
came to life. Like the onere . . comiaue e.nd the German singsniel, 
it consisted of spoken dialogue intermingled with songs. 
The composer of this national masterpiece, Jan Stefani 
(1746-1829), was born in Prague, where early in his life he 
prepared for the priesthood. Later he decided upon a musical 
career and went to Italy in order to further his education. 
Eventually he returned to Austria. While a member of Emperor 
Jozef II 1 s orchestra, he was offered the post of Kapelmeister 
of the King 1 s capella in \'larsaw. Jozef II at first refused to 
release Stefani, but after the intervention of Count Kinski, e. 
wealthy Polish noble, he c onsented. 
Ste~.:Jani 1 s duties vJere the training and preparing of the 
orchestra for the performance of works of contemporary composers 
and the conducting of operas in the National Theatre. In addi-
tion, he wrote cantatas and masses, but his first fame as a 
composer was achieved through his lyrice.l and strongly indivi-
dualistic Polonaises. A prolific writer, he completed more than 
one hunclred compositions in this popular dance form. 
In 1794, Stefani was entrusted with the libretto of Cud 
(Hiracle) for which he created a work which has rema.ined as an 
example of true national opera. It was indeed a difficult task, 
for the spirit, customs and songs of the people from Krakow 
and the mountains \'Jere well knm.in throughout Poland and any 
slight deviation fro m their true characteristics would have 
been enough to condemn the composer and his work. 
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The first performance was given in March of that year, 
and a new era in the history of Polish dramatic music was 
est ablished. It was received vfi th an enthusiasm never rendered 
any previous work and it has remained popular with the people 
up to this day. 
One of the reasons for its success was its pertinence 
to the political situation in the country. Poland, v.rhich had 
been partitioned by Austria, Prussia and Russia for the second 
time in 1793, was under strict control of these ne.tions and 
all national endeavors were suppressed by the censors. The 
libretto underwent many che.nges with some verses altered by 
the performers with political implications. These che.nges, which 
pointed out the injustice of the partitioning and the illfeel-
ing of the Poles toward the pa.rtitioning countries, became so 
popular tha t they v1ere soon adopted by the people .56 
The original manuscript of the work ha.s been lost. Al-
though . many later copies of the vrork vrere done and have been 
preserved, because of the many changes that he.ve been made in 
the arias, it would be specule.tion if one attempted to recon-
struct the original version. 
The references to the political situation were usually 
expressed in the arias, not in spoken dialogue, yet they were 
connected with the action of the story. The words have more 
56. J.G.Seume. Einige Nachrichten uber die Virfalle in Polen in 
Jahre 1794. Sammliche \ve:r'}fe.Leipzig,l8J9,Vol. v. 
Do 16. 
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significance than is apparent on the surface and they were 
easily associated with events that were occurring in the 
country. A song of married life by Basia, the heroine, cs.n 
easily be interpreted as having some connection with the sub-
jugation of the people by the occupying powers. 
Gdzie sie w niewoli zyJe 
Nie mas tam swej lubosci, 
Pies na pmvrozie wyje, 
Kazdy pragnie wolnosci. 
Niech ten b~dzie zawstydzon:y, 
Ktoby dzis mieX mestHe. mal:o, 
9-dzie o wszystkich idzie c e.l:'os6, 
Tam najpierwsza cnota: smia3::os6, 
Trzeba nam ~ie dzielnie bronic 
Lub zwyciezac, lub umierac. 
... 
\'lhere one lives in slavery 
There you do not have your choice 
A chained dog howls, 
Everyone desires freedom. 
One should be asha~ed, 
Who today possess little valor 
\!.There everyone desires unity 
The first virtue is courage. 
\'Te must defend ourselves ~?avely 
Either conquer or perish . 
This pattern set by Boguslawski in which allegories were 
utilized in order to escape censorship, was adopted by other 
literary men in stimulating the nationalism of the Poles. In 
the first performa nce of Cud this was so apparent that after 
three performa.nces it was banned from the stage until certain 
changes were made in the libretto. 
One of the better versions of this work has been edited 
58 by Eugenjusz Kuche.rski, and is based on a manuscript prepa.red 
by Grabowski which is located in the Baworowski Library in Lwow. 
Kucharski has taken certain liberties in the reconstruction of 
the work. This is most apparent in his unfortunate subdivision 
of the v-rork into four acts. Advertisements of the eighteenth 
57. Cud, Kuchaxski edition, D. 120 
58. Cud, czyli KreJ\:ovlis.ki i G6rale, opera in L). e.ct s, edited 
by Eugenjusz Kuc harsk i, \'Tar s aw 192.3 
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century, annound.ing the performance of the v.rork in the Nat ion-
al Theatre ste.te tlu,_t it is in t Ho acts, and not four as pre-
sented by Kuchp~ski a nd Grabowsk i. 59 The division into two 
acts seems more co!llpatible vJith the Italian comic opera tra-
dition which \vas very pOl)Ular in Poland at the time. Division 
of the \vork into tvJo acts, ea.ch act containing two scenes, 
is also more compatible with the action of ' the story. For 
these reasons it would have been better to retain the orig inal 
two act version. 
The basic ideas for the intrigues and action of the work 
were not entirely original with Boguslawski, for these ideas 
ha.d been utilized by many contemporary writers. The libretto 
shows a great similarity to the libretto of Der Bettlestudent 
oder das · Donnerv.retter (The Student Beggar or Thunderstorm) by 
\'feldman with music by \>linter, which h8.d been given in Warsaw 
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by a visiting German oper A.tic troupe in 178J. The same folk 
atmosphere prevails in both: each has a wandering student in the 
plot B.nd the dialogue is "vri tten in a similar linguistic style 
of rapid repa~tee. The participating characters of the two 
operas hold the same relationshi~ one to the other; Bartlorniej 
to Jakob, Be.sia to Hannchen, Stach to Br~ndheim B.nd Bardo to 
the student Wilhelm Mauser. Another contemporary work which con-
tains some simile.r characteristics is the Le Sorcier by 
Poinsinet. The similarity in this vfork appears in the attempt 
to prevent the young couple in love from getting married and 
59. L. Bernacki, Teatr, Dramat i Muzyka ~a St. Augusta, 
Lwow, 19?5 
60. Bernacki, p. 146 
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in the i dea of utilizing sorcery to triumph over intrigue and 
to bring the work to a happy conclusion. Hov.rever, in Cud 
( 1-iiracle) Boguslavrski a dded much of his O\'ln invent ion to these 
basic ideas and the method of executing the idea is, fina lly, 
the determining factor in establishing the originality and 
litere.ry value of the ·worlc. 
The creative portraya l of the true pease.nt and. the 
opera 's import.s.nce in the politice.l life in Poland are proof 
of Boguslav-rslci 1 s ab ility as a librettist and of his under-
st a nding of the Polish peasant's character. Previously, Polish 
v-rr iters he.d i mit ated foreign pa.tterns in drl".vring a picture 
of the pease.nt a nd , conse quently, h a d produced a character 
who looked like a peasant but who displayed the thoughts and. 
a ctions of a nobleman. The only e P.rlier work vlhich possessed 
some of the deeper ramifications of socia l trends a nd which 
managed bet t er to port~ay the fee ling s of the pease.nt s uas 
the opere. Zoska by Szymanski a nd Karnienski which had appea.red 
in 1779, which has been a lready mentioned in chapter III. 
The social theme, suppression of the peasants by the 
nobles, a popular plot in French operas being performed in 
Poland at the time Cud appeared, is not as strong in Cud. 
This may be accounted for by the struggle toward internal 
union in the country. 
The psychologic a l reaction of the peasants is portrayed 
truthfully and sincerely in Cud (Miracle) . It is captured 
effectively in several scenes: v-rhen revenge · is threatened 
by Bryndus; the a nger of the p e a sant throng · aga.inst the 
KraJcowians; and the peasant vTedding ceremony during which 
the § rmn \veselny (\'Iedding Hymn ) a nd the Mazurelt Goralsk i 
( lvfount a ineers Hazurka ) are sung . 
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The dialogue recre ates the pe 8.s ant spirit by retaining 
peculiar peasant remar k s g nd occ a sionally by utilizing ex-
pletives co~mon among them. 
The political significance of the work at the time of 
its first performance vJas more than a 11 double entendre 11 which 
gave encouragement and inspired the people to resistance. 
Since the first performance was given close to the date of the 
Kosciuszko uprising (1794) the chronicles state that during 
the insurrection the a.ctors left the theatre with arms and 
valiantly fought in the streets on the side of the revolu-
tionists. 
The story is based on two main intrigues; the conflict 
b et-v;een Krako111ians and the Hountaineers because of Basia 1 s 
refusal of the hand of Brynclus, one of the l-1ountaineers; and 
t he flirtations of Dorota with Stach, the young hero. ~lith 
the resolution of t hese two intrigues, Basia and Stach could 
be me.rried. These tvlO elements are set forth in the opening 
scene by Stach a nd Janek. The conflict between the Kra.k.ouia_ns 
and the Hountaineers is resolved in Act II, scene one, \-while 
the triangle of Dorota., Stach and Basia, is solved in the 
l a st scene of the opera . The overall structure of the work is 
v-Teakened somewhat by having the lesser dramatic element re-
solved last, wh ile the stronger one, the conflict between 
the Krakowi a ns a nd the Mountaineers, comes first. The last 
scene becomes more of a.n anti-climax and it impairs the 
unity and continuity necessary for a strong conclusion. 
An.other \"Jeakness li~es in the wedding scene. This scene 
seems to have been a dded as an B.fter thought, for it does 
not contribute anything to the drema.tic continuit y other 
than a possible strengthening of the nationa l folk charact-
er of the 1-10rk. 
The style and structure of the libretto shO\-T a strong 
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foreign influence, yet considering the above mentioned faults, 
the work still v-ras a tremendous step forward in establish ing 
a na tiona l opera . 
The musical structure of the opera , a lthough simple, 
is bolder in concept thah in those of Kamienski. It follous 
the pattern of the onera comioue lvith spoken dialogue inter-
mingled \•lith :popule.r and charming a irs. The simplicity and 
sentimentality of this lyric comedy is occasionally contrast-
ed 11-Jith the dramatic co.nflict that takes place between the 
Krakouia ns a nd the Jl!ountaineers. The orchestration is on a 
l arger sca le a nd plays a much more import f-'.nt part in de-
p icting the characterization of the locale and the events of 
61 the action. The instruments emplo ye d were: 
2 Horns 
2 Trumpets 
2 Bassoons 
2 :F1utes 
2 Oboes 
2 Clarinets 
Tympcmi 
61. Karasowski, p . 23 8 
violins 
viola 
cello 
bass viols 
The overture, brisk and_ gay, sets the mood for l'Ihat is 
to follow. Above e.ll, it captures the characteristic traits 
of Polish folk music. 
The opening number for two tenore, Stach e,nd Jonek, is 
in G major, and in this song they express the main intrigues 
around which the action takes place. However the music takes 
on a more ominous mood by changing to A minor, with the e.pp-
roach of the Mountaineers. The determination in Stach is 
characterized and heightened by the orchestral accompaniment 
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v-rhich is firm and strongly e.ccented. The voice leading, both 
in the vocal e.nd orchestral parts, is smooth and flo~ting. 
Absent are the virtuoso leaps that were common in the music of 
Kamienski. 
One of the most popule~ numbers from the opera is the 
song by Basia which follorrs the cluet. (Exe.mple 1.5) . Its 
simplicity completely captivated the people and was soon 
sung by many outside of the thea.tre. 62 
. EX. 1 · 
. ~ po-w4.·~ ~-~ ~ ~ ~-~ ~o..-~-~· 
The third number is a Polonaise for soprano (Dorota) and 
is more difficult to execute than the previous number. Al-
though florid in character it does not compare in difficulty 
with the Italian arias that were so common at the time. 
( Exe . mple 16) 
62. Husical examples quoted from Karasowski, pp. 240-248. See 
footnote 51. 
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In the Kralcowiak, the fourth number, the violins are en-
trusted with the major burden in the accompaniment. This is 
definitely in the c ha.racter a nd spirit of the national dance. 
tv~-~~~o.A i'a..-~ B~-~ p..._ ~- ~ p.ot..e-.44 
The idea of the Gr eek c h orus i s utili zed in the fifth 
number. It is a chora l clie.lo gue betv-1een the women and the men. 
The women sing ing to the young l ady who is about to be 
married: (Exanlple 17). 
EX. 17 
The women are answered by the men who sing a gay KujalJliak a fter 
e e.ch verse. 
The music for most of the folk songs: Polonaise, Mazur, 
Kuj a.~r i a.k or Kra.!covriak s. ·.J we,s not borrowed from existing folk 
songs, but Wfl.S \'rritten by St efani. The folk spirit is <l is-
played admirab l y in e ac h one. 
EX. 1 8 The weddin! march: • ¥ · f~ 3 u I &I ~ g I u tJ ~ E ~ • I ~ .... : i ~~Uf14l 
orchestrated for t v1o violins a nd bass, (Example 18 ) captures 
-
the mood of the Polish peasa nt tradition of having country 
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fiddlers, who played by ear, lead the young couple to chur ch. 
The effect is further heightened by the augmented fourt h , 
G sharp which appears in the melodic line of the first violin, 
and the open fifth in the 2nd violin. 
The Cavatina sung by the wandering studentBar&os, be-
came very popular because of its delicate jibes_ at the wealthy 
aristocracy. All expressions pertaining to social ills seem 
to be assigned to the student. This same characteristic is 
evictent in the second Cavatina. he sings in the second act. 
~ ~ 11 Sv.riat srogi, swiat prze-v·rrotny, 
\vszystko na opa.'l.c idzie 
Kto nie wart,pan stokrotny 
fl. czXek poczcivzy w biedzie . 11 
Cruel world, perverse world 
Everything is going awry 
He v-1ho is u ithout vrorth becomes 
a gentleman a hundred fold 
But the hones man lives in poverty. 
_ The instrumental accompani ment to the above number is 
one of the fullest in the whole opera. After a short ritornelio 
for the clarinets, the rest of the - orchestra joins in e.lterna-
ting with the melodic line as the violin plays a florid fig-
urat ion around it. 
The character of the dance music of the Mountaineers is 
captur ed truthfully in the aria for Bryndus, (Example 19) the 
scorned suitor: . 
EX. 19 
The instrument ation in general is much more colorful than 
that _which had ap:peared in pr evious Polish operas. There is 
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a greater utilization of all the instruments within the indivi-
dual numbers to heighten the character of the action. This is 
an advance over Kamienslci who assigned specific instruments to 
each number and raxely vaxied the instrumentation in each num-
ber with the addition of other instruments. Stefani utilized the 
instruments with greater ee.se and fluency and the vaxied combi-
nations of instruments in each number produce e. color that \vas 
completely lacking in the e arlier works. 
The harmonic pattern of the musical numbers of the first 
act stays within related keys, C, G, D, A major e.nd only de-
viates to the minor t wice (A and C) in order to e.ccentua.te a 
foreboding or sad mood. 
The finale is a summation of the preceding action, grad-
ually building up to a climax with Basia, Dorota, Stach, Jonek, 
the Student, Krakowia.ns, and :Mountaineers threatening each other. 
Here Stefa.ni exemplifies an excellent facile technique in 
writing for a l ar ge ensemble supported by an accompaniment. 
Th is number effectively produces the excitement neceBsary to 
a chieve the proper dramat ic climax. 
The second act opens with a trio for Mountaineers and is 
follovved by a tenor solo for St ach. (Example 20) 
EX. 20 
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The student 1 s second Cavat ina continues in the moraliz-
ing mood that was noticed in the first act. 
Nie ci nam swiadcza,kt6rzy s~ boga6i, 
Nie ci co przymus lub interes maj~ , 
Not those who are rich greJ 
us favors 
Bo pierwsi daje.: co : zdarli z swych bre.ci 
Druo_zy do l:"aski w zga.rde przy:t~c zaj Et. 11 
Not those who do so perforc 
or from selfish interest 
For the former give wh8.t 
they robbed from their 
brethren 
The latter contempt with 
their favors. 
The real climax to the opera occurs at the end of scene 
one, Act II, v/hen the conflict betv1een the Krakowians and the 
Mounte.ineers is resolved. There is a strong ensemble with the 
full c a st participating in . vThich effective choral and orchestral 
vlriting seems to elevate the tension to e. bursting point, when 
suddenly, to the delight of all, the action resolves amicably. 
The last scene, devoted to the resolution of the flirtatious 
intrigue of Dorota, loses in importance both musically a nd 
dramatically a s far as ·the action of the story is concerned. 
The musice.l structure of the opera is far advanced over 
the works of Kamiensk i, for it progresses through a series of 
solos, a.nd ensembles culmina ting in a large SCale. fina le vThich 
aids the drama.tic action of the piece. Even though it is 
misplaced in the structure of the work a reasonable climax is 
reached. The instrumentation employed is used with ce.re in order 
to preserve the mood and sp irit of the work, heightening the 
dramatic action occ as ionally , adding color to the che.racteri-
zat ion of the events, or strengt hening the local a tmosphere. 
There seems to be a lack of individua l characterization by 
• 
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the orchest r a , a nd there is nothing which resembles the 
achievements of l4ozart in t h is res•pect. 
¥'lith the utilizHt ion of such musical forms as Krakov-riak, 
Hazur, KujawiB.k a.nd PolonHise, Stefani established a p a ttern 
for national opera tha t 1-1e.s l a ter to be imi ta.ted by many. The 
'lriork itself has . assumed the position of the first truly na-
tiona l onera in Poland in -;vhich the treatment of the action 
.1; 
e.nd the m1,1sic repre-sents a characteristic Polish feeling. It 
is a work in 'tvhich the dialogue is interspersed with songs, 
e.s in the Nedz8. Uszczesliwiona {Misery made Happy), but in the 
Cud (Miracle) there is a closer -relationship between the dra-
matic action and the music. 
Considering the time of its composition and the prevail-
ing principles which governed dramatic music, the work has 
merit. However, if compared to the dramatic composers of the 
nineteenth century vTho strove for large pompous choral and 
orchestra l effects, the 11ork appe ars poor and vrealc. Stefani 
followed in the path of the Italian school of such men as 
Salieri and Cimarosa who a.ttempted to express t heir feeling s 
through melodic tre a t me nt·· and -v.;ho c1id not seek a deeper or 
wider expression of their thoughts. Ivlozart, l.those influence was 
so pronouned in Germa ny a nd whose musical form and style was 
imitated unsuccessfully by many, had no effect on Stefa ni. 
Ho\...rever, Stefani was writing for a libretto that was of a 
national character in 1.-1hich simplicity was the predominating 
element. Fa.ithfulness v-1ith regard to the national customs, 
beauty and cla.rity to please the ear and he ert, simplicity, 
both harmonically and melodically, and sincerity were the 
essential characteristics in his portrayal of the feelings and 
mood of the people in the story. In these respects Stefani 
was completely successful and created a national opera for the 
people although it did not have much appeal outside Poland 
itself. 
The opera~, Stefani's masterpiece, was his only great 
contribution to Polish dramatic music. Other operas such as 
Wdzi~czni poddani (1796)(Grateful Subjects),Drzewo zaczarowane 
(1797) (The Enchanted Tree), Frozyna (1806), Rotmistrz 
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Gorecki (1807) (Captain Gorecki), Polka (1807) (A Polish Woman) 
Stary Mysliwz (1808) (The Old Hunter) and Papirus (1808) 
(Papyrus) were not very successfUl. 
With the political situation getting worse from day to day 
and the insurrection reaching its height, many people,including 
several of the artists from the theatre, were forced to flee 
the endangered city of Warsaw. The artists sought safety in 
the provincial· theatres, with Boguslawski and a large group of 
the artists finding shelter in Lwow. During their sojourn in 
this city, great strides were made in developing a local theatre. 
The sgme was true in other sections of the country. T.he leading 
National Theatre artists from Warsaw formed various groups 
which became the nuclei around which many of the provincial 
troupes were organized. In Wilno the central figure was 
Morawski, while in Minsk the leading figure in dramatic music 
was Kazynski, both for.mer members of the theatre in Warsaw.63 
63. Karasowski, p. 254. 
The theatre and dramatic music became an important part of 
the social life of the smaller communities, vlhich, up to 
this time, had been without such adornments. 
It was riot until 1799 that Boguslawski was able to 
return to \'larsaw I•Iith the hope of reorganizing the Nationa.l 
The atre. One of the persons who accompanied him from Lwow 
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uas Jozef Elsner w·ho l ater ·achieved grea.t fame as a teacher 
of Chopin, but vTho a lso in his- own right became a note worthy 
composer of drame.tic music. 
Chapter V 
The Be ginnin~ of Historical On~r~ in P6land 
One of the most unusual men in Polish music was Josef 
Elsner ( 1769-1854), e. composer 1.~·hose early formal training 
V'Ta s in preparat ion for the field of medicine but "rho be-
came a major contributor to the adv a ncement of opera in 
Poland. His collaboration w-rith Bogusla'livski strengthened 
the foundation of Polish dramatic music and succeeded in 
creating the first Polish historical opera. 
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Born in Grotk6w, June 29, 1769, the son of a manufactur-
er of harpsichords, harps and other instruments, Elsner be gan 
early to prepe~e for a career as a doctor. In his youth, 
along 1.vi th the scientific subjects, he studied music, concen-
trating primarily on the violin. His training in musical theory 
via s limited to elementary ba.rmony which he studied with 
Forster, the director of the Breslau theatre. At the age of 
thirteen he showed e. fla.ir for composition in the w~iting of 
a motet for t1...ro voices. His proficiency on the violin was such 
that he vias e.sked to a.ssist in the local the atre orc!lestra at 
the age of sixteen. This was his first contact with dre~atic 
music. 
After the cle a.th of his father in 1791, he journeyed to 
Vienna to continue the study of medicine, but a lack of funds 
forced him to accept a post as violinist in the theatre orches-
tra at Brunn. One year l a ter he e.ccepted the post of Kappel-
meister in Lwow. During his seven year stay in this city he 
composed five operas, four symphonies, e.nd many qua.rtets, 
sonatas, cantat a s and ballets. 
Elsner prepared the libretto and wrote the music for 
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his first opera, Die seltenen Brud~ (Rare Brothers) in 1794. 
It wa.s performed in Lwow that same yee:r and was received warm-
ly by the ~udience. His second opera, Der Verkleidete Sultan 
(The Disguised Sultan) soon follo1rred in the same year with a 
libretto in German prepared b y the Emperor's Librarian, 
Bretschneider. 
vlith the arriva l of Bogusla.vl sk i in Lwow in 1795, the two 
began a harrnoilius colla.bora tion which le.sted all their live e. 
From t his time on, Elsner took a lively interest in the Polish 
s t age and devoted all his energies to the development of 
Polish drame"tic music. Their first collaborative eff ort 1vas a 
melodrama Iskahar krol Guaxary (Islcaha.r k ing of Guaxary) ·which 
was received well. This vlas follm<Ted by another collaboration, 
the opera Arna zo n.'lc i (The Amazons). 
In 1799, Elsner accompanied Boguslawski back to Wars aw 
where t heir first joint presentation was a production of L 1Arbore 
di Dia na (The Tree of Diana) by Martini. The work was tra ns-
l a ted into Polish, staged and directed by Bouguslawski, with 
music a l di r ection by Elsner. In the follo wing year a new opera 
by Elsner Sultan \vamuun, was given without much . .:. success. 
One of the greatest and most successful joint efforts of 
Boguslawsk i and Elsner tnras the pre sent at ion in 1802, of The 
Magic Flute by Mozart. This est ablished the Polish troupe so 
firmly as a first rate organization tha.t the visiting Italian 
opere. troupe \vas forced to leave the city bece.use of lack of 
patronage. 
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The difficulties uhich beset the National Theatre at the 
end of the eighteenth century 1.nrere great. The Poles -v;ere de-
prived of many civil liberties, and restrictions were p laced 
on their social life by the partitioning powers. The creation 
of original works was great l y hampered when the National Theatre 
'11-Tas forced to cater to the desires of the governing body. In 
1805 when Napoleon occupi,ed the city with his troops, the 
National Theatre, to please the Emperor's troops, presented 
French works which had not been performed on the Polish stage, 
Raoul Barbe Blue (Sedaine-Gretry), and Le Secret (Hoffman-Solie). 
With the formation of the Duchy of Warsaw in 1807, an 
opera by Elsner with libretto by Osinski, Andromeda, we.s pro-
duced in Napoleon 1 s honor by the collaborators, Boguslawski and 
Elsner. The tightly held reigns of the governing power were 
loosened some\vhat ~nd soon more people be gan to return to the 
capital city. This return of the Poles prompted the National 
Theatre to add . more original \vorks to its repertoire. Most of 
these creations were based either on historical national events 
or were foreign works tra nsla ted into Polish. 
Elsner had assumed an important and prominent pla.ce in 
Polish operatic music. A serious student, his knowledge of 
the na tive languc:.ge was so extens ive tha t he wrote t\·lO excell-
ent books on the art of adapting the language to music; 
0 zde.tnosci do l-1uzyk i Polskiego J!J;zyka (The Adaptability of 
The Polish Language to Music) and o Ritmicznosci i metrycznosci 
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j~zyka Polskiego (The Rhythms and Meters of the Polish Language). 
Between the years 1800 and 1821, Elsner composed many ex-
amples of dramatic music. The following list attests to his 
indefatigable industry& 
Title 0- Original or 
T - Translated by 
~ 1800 Sultan Wampun 0- Glinski 
x 1804 Mieszkancy Kamkatal(People of Kamkatal) 0- . Dmusze~s~ 
Siedem razy jeden (Seven Times One) 0- Dmuszewski 0 
o 1805 Stary trzpiot (The Old Giddy-Head) T- Matuszewski 
XX Nurzahad 
x 1806 Wieszczka Urzella(The Prophetes from Urzel) T-Boduin 
xx Sond Salomona (The Judgement of Solomon) 
x 1807 Andromeda 0-0sinski 
XX 
XX 
XX 
Trybunal niewidzialny (The Invisible Tribunal) 
Mieczys~aw Slepy ( Mieczyslaw the Blind) 
Karol i Witykind (Charlemagne and Wittikind) 
x 1808 Szewc i Krawcowa (The Cobbler and the Seamstress)O-Drozdowski 
X Uroienie 1 Rzeczywistosc(Imagination and Reality) 
T- Adamczewski 
x ECho 0- Pekala~ 
o Sniadanie Trzpiot6w(Giddy-Head 1 s Breakfast)T- Uison 
x Zona po drodze (Wife en Route) 0- Drozdowski 
xx 1909 Rzym oswobodzony (Liberation of Rome) 
x Leszek Bialy (Leszek the \Vhite) 
xx Pospolite ruszenie (Common Uprising) 
xxx Dwa posongi (Two statues) 
x 1810 Benefis (Benefit) 
x 1811 Sierra ~brena 
x 1812 Kabalista (The Cabalist) 
x 1818 Kr61 ~kietek (King Lokietek) 
x 1820 Jagiello Wielki (Jagiello the. Great) 
xx Ofiara Abrahama (Abraham's Sacrifice) 
0- Imuszewski 
0- Pekalsktl. 
0- Dmuszewski 
0- Wezyk 
0-Dmuszewski 
0-0hod.kiewicz 
x-Opera xx- Melodrama xxx-Ballet o-Vaudeville 
As an opera composer he first followed in the footsteps of 
his predecessors, but gradually he assumed an individuality o.f 
his own which is apparent in the national historical operas, 
Leszek Bialy (1809), Krol Ebkietek (1818) and Jagiel~o at Tenczyn, 
( 1826'). 
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Many of his works enjoyed great popularity, but there 
1.-rere some: Benefis (Benefit), Sierra Horena, Szewc i Krawcowa 
(The Cobbler and the Se amstress), Uroi.enie i rzeczy-vdstosc 
( I me.g ina t ion a nd Reality), a nd Ke.b a liste. (The Oe.be.list) all 
of -vrhich rarely appeared a gain e.fter a few performances. 
Other works such as Sniada nie Trzpiot6w (Giddy.:.Head.S 1• 
Brea.'l{fast), Stary trzpiot (The Old Giddy-Head), e.nd Siedem 
razy jeden (Seven Times One) remained favorites 11Iith the public 
for ma.ny jrears. 
Kr61 ~okietek czyli \'iisliczanki (King Lokietek or the 
Vistula Maidens) (1818) is generally considered to be Elsner 1 s 
best 11vork. A self te.ught composer, · he developed slolvly and the 
v-torks of his ma.turity are his finest. His progress as a com-
poser can be compared to tha.t of Haydn whose works became 
better as he grew older. 
There is a little connection bet1veen the overture of 
Kr61 Bokietek and the main portion of the -vrork. It opens vrith a 
slow introduction in D minor which leads into an Allegro sec-
tion in D major based on a short two bar motif treated in imi-
tation and in se quence by passing from one instrument to the 
other in the orchestra. The only connection between the over-
ture and the main portion of the work is that the slow intro-
duction reappears in the second act, but does not e.dd anything 
in the way of preparation of the audience for any dramatic in-
cident that may occur. The position of the overture to an opera 
h a d, by this time, beenwell established by other composers 
a.nd considered an essential a nd integral part of the overall 
structure. Its purpose was either to prepaxe the audience by 
its mood ·or color for what was to follow (Marriage of Figaro, 
Hozart), or to out line the main motifs of the· opera which 
hinted about the drama that vras about to unfold (QQ.n 
Giovanni, l.fozart) • 
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The intrigue revolves a.round King Lokietek vtho, disguised 
as a pilgrim, attempts td flee his pursuers, the Czechs. He is 
recognized by the p easa nts vlho befriend him and concee.l him, 
but the King is eventually captured and imprisoned. An am-
bitious undertaking by Elsner WB.S a.ttempted in the seco nd e.ct 
in v;hat might be called a sinfonia. In this section he pre-
sents a feverish dream of the imprisoned King. Elsner attempts 
to g ive a kaleidoscopie musical picture of the history of Poland 
-v;hile utilizing characteristic Polish music such as Krako-vriak, 
Polone.ise and Mazur. These melodies and rhythms are inter-v;oven 
so·· effectively a.s to recall the heroic deeds of the once power-
ful a.nd great nation. There e..re a few adctitional minor episodes 
before the opera ends ha:ppily with the liberated King returning 
to rule his nation once more. 
The opening number is a lively ensemble for the chorus of 
peasants who sing and dance a Kra.kowia...1{. (Example 21). 
EX. 21 
fil 
"'' 
&.,'s 
Its main interest lies in the contrast that is achieved in 
alterne.ting the harmonic pattern from A minor to A major. 
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This is followed by a duet in F major "Thich has a. comparative-
ly florid vocal part for the sopra.no. 
An attempt is made to portray the Czech army in the 
march, the third number of the opera. However, the most effect-
ive scene is the ensemble for two sopranos (Zosia and Salusia), 
a tenor (the King) a.nd the chorus, in which the King is be-
friended by the ~easants. The bassoons and flutes open the 
scene in the follovTing manner, with the combination of in-
struments that produce a color that fits into the action and 
mood of the story. (Exa~ple 22). 
EX. 22 
,~.n~~ ·'1 ~ J .r:~ i J _,., J .I ·r"l J n .r-t .l J ... -; 'a • 
t;J 
. .r.~ J a! ~ J .. '..r'"l \ ..! ... .. n J !I ~ tl_n - . -~ ~ I 
. 
. 
" 
'r 
The Vistula Maidens' song, an expression of their vir-
tues, is effective in its simplicity. (Example 23). 
EX. 23 
both musically and .drama.tically necessary to rohieve the de-
t 
sired effect of suspense that is essential for e. climax. I~ 
is not strong enough to hold the audience until the action is 
talcen up e.gain in the second act. The mood is set at the 
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beginning of the Finale by a prayer which is sung by the chorus 
and the tempo gr adue.lly incre a ses until at the end of the 
finale it is e.n allegro. It is obvious thB.t Elsner did att empt 
to e.c h ieve some semblance of tension and climaX · ) and .. 
this is apparent in the contrast of the opening and closing 
tempos of the finale. This, hO\fever, is only one of many 
elements necessary for achieving the desired effect. Chang-
ing tempo gr EJ.dually from slow to fast l"lithout e. methodical 
incre a se in the a.re.matic a.ction through contrasting ensembles · 
pr oduces a feeling of movement \vith no real dramatic impact. 
The second act is constructed on s t ronger funcamentals 
a nd opens -vrith a dramatic e.ction, the Czech march, which is 
sustained and incree.sed as the act progresses. The orche stre. 
p lays a more import 1Ant role than it did in the first act, es-
pecially in the accompe.niment of the recita.tives, The fever-
ish. dream of the King is characteri zed by a.n effective orches-
trat ion 1...rhich 2..t times is most inspirational. With the libera-
tion of the King from the prison the stirring prchestral 
accompaniment heightens the final chorus of the Vistula Mai dens 
a nd bring s the work to a happy climax. 
Most of the rem13.ining works of Elsner fall into the pattern 
of the v-mrk a lready discussed. The action centers around some 
p erson or event from ne.tion~.l history and is embroidered with 
chara.cteristic Polish music. Dramatically the impact of the 
h istor ;tcal even is never brought out forcibly through the action 
or orchestral development, but through the folk songs, so 
fa.miliar to the people thB.t the a.udience automatically and 
nostaligically associated them vdth the glorious pe.st of the 
country. 
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The melodic tre at ment is such that it r arely strengthens 
the dramatic events. The melo d ies are usually oontructed iT} 
short re guls..r phrases of a rather limited range and inva.ri-
ably remain in e. maj Ol.., ke:r. The except ions e.re the ensembles 
in which some contrast is ac h ieved, e.s in the opening number of 
King Lokietek (King Lok.ietek) when the key alterna.tes betw·een 
A minor and A major. The harmonic structure is simple, with an 
occas._).onal augmented fourth of the key used as a c:b..rornatic 
passing note, found often in Polish folk music. The main motifs 
generally are easy flov.ring, tuneful, simple and easy to remember, 
all traits ,..;hich endea.red them to the public. The highly orna-
mental vocal lines so common -v;ith the Italian school are ra.re-
ly found in Elsner 1 s won~ s. 
The orchestration is somewha.t more s.dvanced than Stefani 1 s 
in the.t trombones v-:ere used. Otherwise, Elsner displa.ys the 
clarity and economy of means of his predecessor. In the second 
act, in the scene of the Czech march a nd the feverish dream of 
the King, Elsner achieves the unusual color necessary t rll'ough 
a deft choice of instruments. VJhere the orchestra accompanies 
the singers, ho-v:ever, it is ah1e_ys sub--=.Prdinate to the voices. 
In Krol .f.okietek, (King Lokietek), the second a.ct is 
structurally superior to . the first and achieves unity through 
the steady mounting excitement of the action. This tec hnique 
has been effectively utilized by Rossini in the Barbiere di 
Seviglia, (Barber or Seville). 
One can detect a strong influence of the French Revo-
lution in the subject matter or Kr61 ·Lokietek. It is typical. 
of the rescue plot of Les Deux Journees (The Two Days) by 
Cherubini which had been given in Warsaw in Polish in 1804~ 
and Richard Coeur de Lion (Richard the Lion Hearted) by 
Gre try in 1809. 64 This type of plot in which the escaping 
fugitive is aided by loyal friends was comraon with the French 
writers during the violent period of the Revolution. In Kr61 
Bokietek (King Lokietek) the peasants, in aiding and befriend-
ing the escaping King, display the lofty sentiments or faith-
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fUlness, kindness and loyalty, making them saviours and heroes. 
It is also interesting to note that the beginning of the 
second act of Krol ~kietek is similar to Les Deux Journees 
in that both open with the same warlike theme. Les eux 
Journees opens with a soldiers 1 chorus, ~mile Krol ~kietek 
opens with the Czech soldier 1 s march. 
, 
French opera comique, which blossomed in full glory in 
the early part of the nineteenth century, had attracted many 
foreign composers to Paris. Elsner had been one of these pil-
grims and undoubtedly had been greatly inf'luenced by his stay. 
This French influence on the repertoire of the National Theatre 
was great, for the most popular works with the people were the 
French ones in translation. Composers whose works were perform-
ed with great success were Iv1ehul, Solie, Dalayrac, Boildieu, 
Gretry, Cherubini, and Isuoard. 1he Italian and German works 
64. Loewenberg, Alfred. Annals of Opera, 1597-1940, Cambridge, 
1943. pp.274, 206. 
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took secondary place and itiere represented by such men as 
Salieri, Paisiell~, Cimarosa, Pa er, Zingarelli, \Vinter, Huller, 
Hoffmeister, i'Jranitzky, ScherL'lc, a nd Gyrov;etz. 
From 1820 to his death in 1854, Elsner taught composition 
and directed the conservatory which he, with the assistance of 
Countess Zamoyska, founded in 1821. Th is school develo ped from 
a small society organized by them to helu further artistic en-
deavours in the country. However, due to political unrest the 
school was closed in 1830, but was reopened in 18J4. His in-
fluence a s a teacher wa_s great and his name will always be re-
membered as the teacher of Chopin. Some of his other pupils, 
a lthough they did_ not a.chleve the world fame of Chopin, took 
an a ctive a nd import a nt p2rt in the history of Polish music. 
These ·Here: Dobrzynski, Stefa ni the you!lger, Nideck.i, Orlolvski, 
No-v:akowski and Fo nta.na. 
After 1826, the year of composition of J agello at 
7enezyn, Elsner 'ltTrote no mor e operas. The finest v..rorks that came 
from his pen during the l ast 28 ye a~s of his life were his 
compositions of church music. The most outst a nd ing is a Passion 
for voices a nd orchestra which itva s performed in 1844. Here 
he exemplifies an unusual resourcefulness in musical ideas; 
rich harmony, masterful counterpoint and outstanding sk ill in 
v-rriting for a. l arge c horal ensemble. A work on a le_rge sc a le, 
the Passion of our Saviour Jesus Christ, requires the following 
pHrticipa.nts ( according to Elsner's directions) for a proper 
performance: seventy_t,vo sopra nos, t"t·renty-eight altos, 
seventy tenors, and sixty basses for the main chorus. In 
ado.ition there are two choruses: Angels, twenty-four voices, 
and Israelites, seYenty voices. It also calls for twenty 
solo voices. 
The orchestrat ion is exceptionally large and calls for 
the foilowing instrumentation:6S 
60 violins 
15 violas 
12 cellos 
li.J basses 
8 clarinets 
4 oboes 
6 flutes 
4 bassoons 
4 harps 1 piano 
1 chinese bell 1 bass drum 
6 horns 
6 trumpets 
S trombones 
J ty.mpanis 
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In addition to religious music, many symphonies, chamber 
music and songs appeared betv-.reen 1827 and 1854. 
Elsner's operas kept in step with the development of the 
genre as it was progressing in other Europe an countries. Utili-
zing the popular rescue plot centered around a \iell k nown his-
torical figure or event, filling the score with singable and 
cha.rming music easily grasped by the people, with a bright, 
transparent orchestra tion, he succeeded in establishing a 
Polish historical opera . Though lacking the more profound dra-
matic elements of expression of thought, the native spirit 
that permeated the music made his \vork s popular and successful 
for many yea.rs. 
65. Sowinski, p. 181 
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Chapter VI 
Comic Opera in the Nineteenth Century 
After the Congress of Vienna (1815), comparative freedom 
reigned in the country. This event inspired a nev-,r spiritual 
life and stimul ated a revival of nationa l art and literature. 
Romantic v.rriters such as Adam 1'1ickie't.Yicz (1798-1855), 
Juljusz Slo1ve.cki (1809-1849 ), and Count Zygmunt Kra sinski (1812-1859) 
dominated literary life, gaining more followers a nd admirers than 
the cla ssicists. Their works, while expressing hope for libera-
tion, were an inspiration to t he people. Mickiewicz, the ~uthor 
of Gr•azyna, Dziady, EJ.nd Pa n Tadeusz, expounded a belief in lib-
eration through moral s acrifice. Slowacki on the other hand, in 
his patriotic play KordJan, urged armed revolt in the belief that 
liberty could be gained only through sacrifice of life. These 
• 
works which expounded nationalism and patriotism had a very gre a t 
influence not only on the people but also on the music of the 
country . 
Karol Kurpinski (1785-1857) became director of the Ne.tional 
The atre troupe at the time l·;rhen the v-Triting s of these Romantic 
revolutionists \·Jere having a profound effect upon the :peo:9le. 
He was born in a small village near Poznan. A talented young-
ster, he received his early music a l tra ining on the clavichord, 
violin a nd voice from his fa.the:r , Martin Kurpinsk i. At the age 
of t\'lelve young Kurp insk i be came organist in a c hurch in Sarno't;r, 
a small village in Poland a l ong the German border. In 1 800 he 
bec ame the sec ond violinist in the ctuartet that was · sup:9orted 
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by the reg ional Governor, Polanov-.r sk i. Here he had an opportunity 
t o study the musical scores of such men as Haydn and Mozart, two 
particular favorites of the Governor. The influence that this 
had upon his writing is apparent in his later works. 
In 1810 he was offered a post as assistant conductor to 
Elsner with the National Theatre, training the chorus, coaching 
the soloists and occasionally conducting the orchestra. At this 
time the Polish troupe consisted of three sopranos, two altos, 
four tenors, four basses and a chorus of six which was increassed 
by the use of supernumeraries • . 
His first work for the stage' was an operetta D\-rie Chatki 
(T'\vO Huts) based on a libretto tre.nslated from the French b y 
Dmuszewski. After a good reception in 1811, he was encouraged 
to write a four act opera PeJ:.ac Lucypera (The Palace of Lucifer) 
tr anslated from the F-.cench by Zolk ov-,.rski which v-ra s performed in 
the same year. A heroic comic opera, it possesses certain li·Teak-
nesses in its dramatic structure but some of the scenes e~e well 
set to music. The musical characterization is very effective at 
times and shows thc-'lt Kurpinski had a good grasp of the "The a tre 11 
vl ith its exacting demands upon a composer. 
The story of Palac Lucypera related the adventures of 
Lancelot (Bass) and his lackey Gawel (Bass) in what is considered 
to be a haunted castle. The famous brave knight stops with his 
wife and retinue at a small Inn for the night. The local peasants, 
upon he aring of his presence, preve_il upon him to save them from 
the gho_~tly · spi~_:!: :~s. Lancelot, a fter listening to their description 
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of the happening s at the Palace, is convinced the.t they are the 
doing s of scoundrels or t h ieves ancl.. he vovrs to free the peasants 
of these three.ts. 1f1ith Gawel he sets fort h to see the palace 
wit hout telling Adelajda, his wif e, of his mission. They encounter 
ma ny hair-raising experiences, t[l..rea.ts to their lives, frighten-
ing sights, and the most alluring · temptations of the beautiful 
queen who rules a subterranean country. True to the knight's 
code, Lancelot does not betray the trust and faith tha t had been 
entrusted to him by the pea.sants. He does not surre.nder to all 
these difficulties nor does he fall prey to the beguiling cliarms 
of the queen. 
His wife hears about his mission and vlhen he fails to 
return, she sets forth to help him or to die -vlith him. 
Finally it is discovered that all the dangers to which 
Lancelot had been subjected were the plot of Count Adryan, 
g u e.rclian of Adelajda, Lance lot 1 s wife. The count had been opposed 
to their marriage and upon hearing tha t they would pass through 
the villa ge, set up the ruse in the old castle for the purpose 
of testing Lcmcelot 1 s coura.g e and faithfulness. Convinced of 
-
La nceloJG 1 s great love for Adela. jda, he gives them both his 
b lessing. 
The story \vith e.ll its variety of experiences, vias not a.n 
easy assig nment for a.ny composer. To achieve the desire d drama-
tic effect e,nd to characterize and to :_oortra.y these scenes well 
\·l ith music, required a g ood knm.v-ledge of the theatre, a nd the 
ability of a me.ster. 
The overture, compared with those of Ke.mienski or Stefan i 
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is much bolder in co ncept and is melodi c.a.lly :i'"'elated t o the main 
body of the 1:mrk . ':i:he mood and c haracter of the story is por-
trayed cleverly a.nd in one section, in which three trombones 
C?.re utilized, it is reminiscent of the tre e.tment of the 
Commandant theme in the overture tci' Don Giovanni by Moza.rt. 
The opera o:9ens with a cha r ming B.nd humorous song by the 
Gospod.yni (Housek e eper) in F m2"jor. This is followed by a. \·ritty 
song in G major for Gawel, Le.ncelot 1 s lackey, \vho could pass for 
Leporello 1 s twin by his behaviour a nd character. The comic element 
of the opera is firmly established at the beginning vrith Ga\·rel 
singing: 
Czy na miejscu, czy wpodr6zy 
Ranna czy wieczorna pora, 
Zawsze wino zdrowiu sruzy 
To saysza~em z ust doktora. 
Either at home or while travelling 
Morning or evening tide 
Wine is good for health 
That from a doctor's lips heard I. 
The song consists of five strophes. An interesting feature oftthe 
orchestral accompaniment is found in the different orchestration 
for each strophe; however, in each case the flute doubles and 
embellishes the vocal line in the following manner. (Example 24). 
EX. 24 
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on some adventure, or fi ght on the field of battle. Anot her ci..uet 
for Adelaj da a nd Lancelot follm-.rs· in A ma.jor, a tender love 
song in \vhich they express their great love for each other. 
The first ominous drame.t ic mood is portrayed in the fifth see ne 
when the chorus of peasants relate to Lancelot their fears of 
the ghosts and beseech him to aid them. Lancelot responds in a 
moving aria vowing that he •·.rill rid the place of its curse. 
The fina.le of Act I in which Gospodyni, Gawel and Lan-
ce lot take part, is masterfully constructed. Each expreses his 
own sentiments and feeling s; G·a:v-rel, cognizant of the dangers, 
i s frightenec~ a nd tries to dissuade Lancelot from fighting 
ghosts; Gospodyni, cautions La nce lot to consider his wife, vThile 
La ncelot b ids Gawel to prepare for the journey a nd to light a 
l 2.ntern e.nd lea d the -vmjr. It is in this scene that Gawel so 
strongly resembles Leporello in Don Giove.nni. Both e xpress 
fe ar to their masters a.nd c aution them against venturing into 
the unknown. The reaction of both Don Giovanni and Lancelot is 
similar; Lance lot bids Ga:\.vel to get the l antern and lead the lla.y, 
while Don Giovanni in the cemetery scene vfith Leporello a nd the 
stone statue, b ids the frightened Le porello to invite the 
sta~ue · to di~ner. 
This finale sho"rs Kurp inski 1 s deftness in orchestra tion 
a.nd lea ding of voices. The musical cha.racterizat ions of the 
individuals and the e.ction of the plot are heightened by a 
carefully planned a nd e xecuted music~l design. The changes of 
tempo a nd the modula.tions clearly portray the tense - sittiatlon and 
feelings of the people \vho participate in the action. 
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JS This narticularly true of the musical characterization 0 1f 
1\ -
Le.ncelot and Ge.wel, with the composition in contra_sting colors 
c e.pturing the individua l differences in the personalities of 
t hese tl.ro men. 
Not all t ·he scenes in the remaining three acts possess 
t he clarity of musical detail found in the finale of Act I. 
Of all the individuals, the buffo character of Gawel is most 
honestly and faithfully ret a ined throughout the "YThole vlOrk. The 
musical portre.yal of some of the trials of La.ncelot) the battles 
v:Ti th the unseen enemy, the de sua ir and valour of the knight, 
s adness, love a nd hope 2.re not v;ithout fault. They are treated 
at times as pure rnelo-d.ram£•.s, in recit atives, cavatine.s, duets, 
trios or as le..rger ensembles B.nd choruses. 
One of the finest numbers of the second act is the duet 
for Le.ncelot and Gaviel, for vlhich the orchestral accompaniment 
contains some of the most colorful music of the whole scor~. The 
scene depicts the arrival of the two men at the ruins of the 
Palac. Gawel sings: 
Co ra. ruiny zwa.liska, 
\'. szedzie ponure mile zenie. 
.. ~ 
Oh what tumbled down ruins, 
Everyv1here a gloomY. - silence. 
He then continues in a moralizing vein, a plesant song which 
bece.me popular because of its simple, easy flowing melodic line. 
Gdyby Gauel byl' boge .. ty, 
Dalby obia.d na sto os6b, 
Przy kt6rym j~dza~, w ten sposob 
Wnosil:bym r6zne vTiwa.ty, 
Niechaj zy j a mona.rchOvlie' 
Co zamie.st vTavrrzyn6v:T v.rojny, 
Wol~widziec na. swej ~lowie 
Oliwny listek spokojny •.. 
If Gawel were rich 
He would give a dinner for a 
hundred people, Ee.ting at whic 
in this me.nner, He would toast 
many cheers: Long life to 
monarchs who, Instead of war 
l aurels, Would prefer to see 
on their heads, The olive leaf 
of peace· 
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The finale of Act II does not possess the tightly knit, 
fe.s t moving drame.tic action or feeling of Act I, but the s k ill-
ful tre atment of choruses p,nd orchestra add to its merit. 
There is a definite decline in the e.ction and movement in Act III, 
but this is like the lull before the storm as it leads into the 
f a st moving fourth Act. Here the ~ction is compressed into fast 
moving smaller units composed of solos, small ensembles and large 
ensembles artfully planned to obtain a striking effect. The ac-
tion is interrupeted only once with a moralizing song in E flat 
ma jor sung by Gav.ie.l. 
"Kto sl:'m..ro r a z dane :tamie 
Choc p6zniej nie ujdzie kary 
Chytrych to ludze jest zna.mie, 
Nie dotrzym~va6 sw~j wiary". 
One who breaks his g iven word 
Later will not miss punishment 
It is a characteristic of crafty 
people, Not to uphold their word. 
The music and the thread of the dramatic action are 
i mmedia.tely picl~e d up in a stirring march for chorus a no. soloists 
which brings the opera to its climax v1ith the entire ensemble 
singing : 
Juz sie nie zmieni wa.sza swoboda, Your freedom now vlill not chang 
Take. a3::bov: iem nagro da. Becaus e such is the reward 
S:r,)Qtyka szlachetne sprav1y. Which befalls noble causes. 
An undertaking of such dimensions for a young composer of 
t\·lenty-six ~ihose e xperience in dra.mat ic music v-.ras quite limiteo_ 
testifies to his unque s tioned t a lent. Certain "'·Je a.'!.cnesses which are 
app e.rent in the score c a n not be wholly attributed to his lack of 
skill as a composer, for in many '"rays he "'vas following the pre-
vailing conventions of the time in opera.t ic music. Some of t hese 
now appear very trite to us. 
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One of these '\ve akne sses is· the over-florid and highly em-
bellished cadenza in an aria by Ame.nda, e. ward of Count Turyngi, 
. o.-vJ . 
in which one syllable is held for thirteen measures,~was a de-
vice commonly employed at the time. All the tricks which could 
s how off the singer 1 s technique were admired by the people in 
the early nineteenth century and were utilized in this aria. 
i%.25.~.------------------------------------------------------------
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The orchestration, much large~ t han any utilized by pre-
vious Polish composers, cont a.ins three trombones which are used 
to heighten the dramatic element in the scenes connected with 
the var ious dangerous and perilous situat ions wit h which Letn-
celot is confronted. This influence can also be attributed to 
Hozart and compared to t he Graveyar d scene in Don Giovanni in 
which the stat ue of the Commandant speaks to the accompa niment 
of trombones. 
The unrest in the country in 1812 wa s felt strongly by the 
artists in the the atre. There were conste.ntly mounting frictions 
\·Jithin the government vlhich re acheo. such proportions that in 
1814 Bo guslaviski was forced to resign as director of the 
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Ne.tiona. l Thea.tre. In his p lace Lua.wik Osinski was appointed 
director. · Kurpinski beg an to tE:tke an active :pe..rt in teaching 
and coaching the singers, and to concluct more performances. 
Three more operas by him e.!r!:)ee.red in short order, Sza.rlat a.na 
( 1813) ( Charlate.n), -Laska Imner a.t ora. ( 1813) (Fe.vor of the 
Emperor) , and J adwiga. ( 1814 ) 
Jadv;iga, a national historical opera, is consic1ered one of 
Kurpinski 1 s best works. The libretto, written by Julian 
Niemcewiz, is based on the historical events which occured dur-
ing the life of Queen Je.dwiga. In order to capture the true na-
tional spirit, the composer utilized such che.racteristic Polish 
music as the Polonaise. The rhythm of the Polonaise is especially 
strong and is effectively used in the finale.of Act I. Kurpinski 
does not resort to the use of the popular folk rhythms solely 
for the purpose of cree.t ing a nostalgic mood, but also as in-
tegral components in the dra~atic development of the action. 
A prolific composer, many of his works appeared in a 
compa.ratively short time. His more important works for the stage 
include: 
x 1811 . Dwie Cha:hki ( 'I'w.o Huts) 
Palac Lucype~a (Lucifer's Palace) 
1812 Mar6inmva z dunaju (Miss Marcin from 
Ruiny Babylonu (Ruins of Babylon) 
1813 Szarla tan (Cha.r:)..at a n) 
I:.aska Impera.tora. (Emperor 1 s Favour) 
181/,l Jadwiga 
1815 Alexander i An elles 
Obl~zenie Gdanska. (Sieg e of Danzig) 
x Transla ted from French 
Trans. Dmuszewski 
Trans. Zolkowski 
the Danube) Melo-Dr 
Orig. Zolkouski 
Orig. Niemcewicz 
Orig . Dmusze~lski 
1816 
1817 
1818 
1819 
1820 
1829 
Nowe Krakowieki (New KrakO\'fians) 
Dzie.dek (Grandfather) 
1·1a:ta Szkola Ojc6w (Small School for 
Jan Kochanowski 
Czaromysl {Bewitched) 
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Orig .Jan Kaminsk i 
Orig . Osinsk i 
Fathers) Orig .Dmuszewski 
Orig. Nie mcm-1ic z 
Orig. Zolko1trsk i 
Nasze Przebie gi (Our Dodges) 
Zemek na Czorsztynie(Palace on Czorsztyn) Orig.J.Krasinski 
Kalmora Orig. Brodzinski 
Lesznicy w puszczy Kozienickiej 
(The Foresters in the Kozienick Wilderness) 
Cecylia Piaseczynsl..:a Orig. Dmuszewski 
One of the out standing features of Kurpinski 1 s vTorks is the 
unusus.l exactness he employed in adapting the Polish language to 
h is music, a nd to the vmrks \vhich he translated. He was much more 
successful in this respect than his predeces s ors Kamienski, 
Stefani, and Elsne r , foreigners by birth. These three men were 
not a s discrimin~ting in t heir c hoice of libretti. They often 
acce~ted poorly translated e ditions of Italian opera s a nd per-
formed the work s with the Nationa l The atre troupe. Kurpinsk i in-
sisted upon a f a ithful adherence to the original text, reta.ining 
the same accents, d.ivision of syllables and meter in the trans-
l ations. 
In 1823 he travelled throughout Europe visiting opera cen-
ters. \'lhile in Italy, the music of Rossini had a grea t in-
fluence upon him. After his return to Warsa";v he was appointed 
conductor a nd director of the opera , taking the place of Elsner 
who had be gun to devote more of his time to the development of 
the recently organized conservatory. Kurpinsk1 wa s instrumental 
in having many of Ros s ini 1 s work s presented in translation. 
These include: Il Turco in It alia. (The Turk in Ita.ly), Il 
Barbiere de Seviglia (The Be.rber of Seville), :L !,It a liana in 
Algeri (The Italian Woman in Algiers), and Otello. 66 In addi-
tion to insisting upon a good translation, Kurpinski was also 
one of the first conductors to strive for a faithful renroduc-
tion of the composer's desires in the performance of the work. 
Singers had to abide by the music e.nd were not allowed to in-
terpolate cadenza s as a means of showing off their vocal tech-
ni~ue. The choruses in previous operas had often consisted of 
only a few people because of the fluctuations of the fortunes 
. of the theatre, but under Kurpinski 1 s guidance the chorus was 
built up to the necessary strength and was capable of conveying 
the desired intention of both dramatist and composer. 
ci A strict dis,plinariP-.n, he trained and molded the small 
orchestra (thirty pieces) into a fine and sensitive ensemble 
~fhich responded to his slightest desires. The l)erformances, 
from a musical standpoint, reached ape~~ of perfection that had 
never been achieved by any previous conductors. 
The works of Kurp ins1ri vlhich appe ared after 1823, w·ere 
direct imitations of Rossini. This is especially true of Cecvlia 
Piaseczynska, his le~ st opera , which had its first performance 
in 1829. The treatment of the orchestra follo"i.VS the Rossini 
pattern as it is subordinate to the voice at all times. The 
wood-v; inds and horns play a more important part tha n they did 
in earlier Polish ~·rorks, with the orchestration remaining bright 
a nd clear. 
The work is filled with many flowing e.nd singctble melodies. 
66. Loewenberg, Annals of Opera, cit., p. 315, 324, 318. 
The melodic line contains some chromatic passing tones or 
appoggi atures; ho'\-rever, it i s never excessively ornamentecL 
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Any florid pR.ssages or c a.denze.s a.re carefully written into t he 
music i n order to prevent t he singer from over-embellishing. 
The ar i a s are often a. nnounced by a short orchestra l ritornello 
that · usue.lly cont a ins e. phrase or t wo which is l at er r epe a ted 
by the singer. Although the orc hestra usually remains subor-
dinB.te to the voice, it occasionally plays the principal melody 
while the voice ornaments the same melody. 
The ensembles are bright and moving and are full of 
strik irig contrasts ac hieved by a deft c hoice of instrumenta tion. 
The Rossinia n crescendo, one passage repeated over and over 
again, rising in pitch eac h ti.Itle with a corresponding increa se 
in the orchestration, is found in the first duet between 
Pia seczynsk i and his s.ervant. 
The ex8.ctness with which Kurpinsk i adapted the Polish 
l e.nguage to music is most appB.rent in decyli.9_, v!There the det8.ils 
of t he text are scrupulously cle ar. The opera's gre at est f ault 
is its close imit ation of Rossini; it l ack s orig inality. An 
ac c~uaint ance 'lrl i th the techniques -and. the metho ds of v a.rious opera 
schools is essential to musical pro eress, but t hi s should act 
only a s a stimulus to one 1 s own cre e.tive e.bility . Direct imi-
t a tion prevents the develop!!lent of a n origina l style of corn-
position rat her than encouraging it. 
Until 18L~l v1hen Kuruinski retired after t hirty years ser-
vice with the National Theatre, the influence of Italian opera 
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was kept vrithin bounds. He 1.ve.s instrumental in presenting many 
of the best European operas of this period in Polish translation, 
besides those of Rossini, already mentioned were:Der ?~eischutz 
(\'leber) ,' Le Dame Blanche (The White Lady) Boieldieu, F~ra 
.. . .-(, 
Diavolo (Auber), Norma and Sonnamula (Bellini), Robert le Diable 
and Les Huguenots (Meyerbeer), L.'Elisir d 1 Amore (The Elixir of 
Love), Lucia di Lammermo6r, and Belisario by Donizetti. 67 The 
performances by the well trained cast and orchestra were a. faith-
ful expression of the com~oser's ideas. Kurpinski obtained this 
h igh standard of performance through tireless vmrk with the singers 
and musicians. The soloists were forbidden to embellish their 
arias on their ovm and v-1ere not a.llowed to consider these as ve-
hicles for the display of theh· vocal prowess, but as integral 
units of the opera. An accurate presentation of the \'fork vms 
Kurpinski 1 s aim; this he accomplished. 
Other Polish composers were active in writing for the 
theatre in the first half of the nineteenth century but their works 
never became popular. The best. known among these composers 1.1as 
Jozef Damse (1788-1852), who wrote twenty-six comic operas, 
seventeen vaudevilles, thirty melodramas and seven ballets. 
Though a skilled orchestrator, he relied too heavily upon borrow-
ing from other compose~s. Only a few of his operas were performed 
more than once or twice. These were: Kiarynecik magnetyczny 
(The Magnetic Clarinet) 1820, Nocleg w Zamku (A Night in A 
Pe.la.ce) 1821, Klatka (Cage) 1823, Dawne Czasy (Old Times) 1826, 
Przykaz (An Order) 1837, and Kontraband.zista (The Smuggler) 1844. 
Franc iszek Hirecki ( 1794-1862) v1ho spent many years study-
67. Loewenberg, Annals of Opera, op. cit. pp. 374, 392. 
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ing in Vienna became very po:puler in Italy and in Spain. Two 
of his opera s rrere . performed 'lrvi th success in Italy I Evandro in 
Pergamo in !Ulan, 1824, e.nd Due Forzati in Florence, 18)1. 
After a short stay in Lisbon as Director of the Opera he re-
turned to Krakow vrhere he organized a voice sc hool. His most 
popular works in Polish were Nocleg w Appeninach (A Night in 
the Ap:penines) and Cyganie (The Gypsies). 
Jozef Stefani, the son of Jan Stefani (composer of Cud) 
w~s not as successful in composing for the stage as his father. 
Only one opera, Lekcya Botaniki {A Lesson in Botany) 1829, 
received any recognition. A student of Elsner, he wrote in the 
simple, charming manner common to the early Polish opera composers. 
While other European centers were breaking away from 
Italian influence and establishing an operatic culture of their 
own, for instance Heyerbeer and the Gre.nd Opera in France, this 
It a lian influence became even gre ater after Kurpinski 1 s retire-
ment. Italian singers ana conductors \vere becoming a t h ing of 
the past in the important Euro:oean centers, \-lhile in Poland they 
were revered more tha n ever. Le.ck ing a conductor v-Iith Kurpinski 1 s 
h i gh artistic standards of performance, the Polish singers soon 
a dopted the abuses of the Neapolitan school still practiced by 
the visiting Italia.n artists. 
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Chapter VII 
Stanislaw }Jlonius zko ( 1819-1872) 
The steady growth of Polish opera was given an added 
impetus by Sta nislaw Mo niuszk o v.rhen he pre sent ed his master-
piece Halka in its fina l form in 1858. 
The fundamentel structure of Polish opere., until approxi-
mately 1850, consisted of a text portray irig national events 
embroidered with folk song s and dances. In developing its musi-
cal culture in this native, fo lk-lik e v:e.y, Poland vms not 
different from any other European country. If the over~ll 
structure of the plot or individual character development in 
any 1-vork is "~>leak, familia r folk music is very often pov-rerful 
enough to sustain it a nd g ive it some merit. However, for the 
. 
expression of more profound ideas which is essential in drama , 
local or reg iona l folk music lBcks the universality necessary 
for any great work of art. In order to unive r sally portray erne-
tional feelings, much loce.l atmos})here must always be sacr ificed. 
\'lorks v.rith a traditional setting written during a particu-
lar era have significance for the people directly concerned with 
the locale of the te.le, for it is an expression of their thoughts 
E~nd beliefs a nd a portrp._ye.l of elements closely 1.,-elateo. to them. 
Ho1.v ever, others not personally f amiliar vJ'ith the events of an 
opera. \-Tere ·· -l .ess. interested in them· - .l because of the local 
situa.tions -v: ith which they 11vere concerned. An American or 
English listener mi ght be f asc inatecl by the rhythmic Krakmfiak.s, 
Hazurs e.nd Polonaises, Hnd might consider the v.rorl{ as unusu.2.l, but 
he \vould not be moved by it as is the Pole who is rele.ted to it 
by his cultural heritage. 
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Opera schools, such as the French, Italian and German, did 
not 8_rise overnight, but were developed through a gradua.l gro1·1th 
in vrhich the local influences and character of the nations cul-
mina ted in an expression of universal thoughts and beliefs. The 
It a li2.n school, the exponent of empha sis on the vocal line with 
subordine.te orchestration; the French, procl2.iming faithful 
decle.ma.tion of the text accompanied by a sparkling orchestra-
tion; a nd the Germa n, vlhich p laced greater stress on the musi-
c a l accompaniment tha n on the voice, a.re . all indice.tive of their 
respective nationa l preferences. A fusion of the predominant 
elements of e ach of these schools resulteo_ in the cree_tion of a 
universal opers., tha t was understood a ncl had emotional meaning 
for p eople of the whole world. 
Stanisla'iv 1-'foniuszk o vJas the first Polish composer -v;hose 
works cont a ined musical expressions of emotions u h ich pe_rtially 
fulfilled the re quirements of universa lity . He was born in the 
small village of Ubiel in the district of Minsk in Lithua nia. 
His family, weB.lthy landowners, frowned upon a musical c a reer 
because they believed a musician's social status was below 
p eo p le of their social position. However, clue to mismanagement, 
the l a r ge family estate -vms dissipated, and after much deliber-
at ion Moniuszko was a llov.red to study music seriously with the 
hop e of repairing to some extent the fe.mily fortunes. 
After studying music in Minsk and Warsaw he went to 
Berlin in 1837, where he became a pupil for two years of 
Rungenhagen, the famou s conductor a.nd theorist. Upon his return 
to Pola.ncl in 1840, he settled in \:'Jilno, a nd marr iec:l Aleksand.rs. 
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Ivfiller. He accepted a posit ion &.s orga.nist G.t St. Joh n 1 s c hurch 
a n d a lso gave :privat e lessons. 
During his study in Berlin he ha d had three song s pub-
li she d by Bote and Bock . These compositions 1...rere an a ttempt 
to imit ate Nendelssohn, then a.t the height of his popularity , 
a nd considered by Moniuszko to be the grea.test composer of the 
time. While a t Wilno he v.rrote many song s utilizing texts b y 
e ste.blished Polish poets \vhich at t racted the attention of the 
critics. These were published in collections, Spiewniki Domowe 
(Songbooks for the Home). His interest in songs continue d dur-
ing his lifet'ime, and he w-rote appro:>::imately four hundred of 
the m, mostly in the rhythms of the Mazur, Krrucowi~ or Dumki. 
Twelve different volumes, containing two hundred and sixty-two 
song s were !)Ublished. He soon acquired a re pute.tion as a 
l yricist a nd v.ras compared by ma ny to Schubert.68 
Honiuszk o 's contributions to the theatre ce.n be divided 
into two s pecific group s. The minor op eretta s "'' hich he wrote 
during h is stay in \'li lno a nd the three ma jor opera s be g inning 
v·ri t h the . present ation of HB.l ka. i n \\far saw in 1858. 
In the first group, Moni u szko began with Nocleg l.·T 
Apenine.ch (A Ni ght in the Appenines) wh ich wa s performe d in 
Ll'lOW in 1841. Ba sed on a mediocre text' it does not possess 
any of the l~rric qua.lities e xe mplified in his e arly song s. 
La ter in lif e, Noniuszk o refe:i."'red to this 1,jvork1 as ~ 11 miserable 
sc hool assignment". The harmonic scheme is a monotonous G.lterna -
tion of tonic and domina nt. The orchestration is very simple, 
with a.n e xtens ive use of string s and a limited use of t he 
68 • S. Niewia domsk i, St a.nisl:au Honiuszk o, Gebethner i Wolff, 
\'farszaua, 1928. p . 30. 
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woodwind s and bre.ss. Consiclerine; the limited capacities of the 
musicia ns connecte d u i th the provincie.l the a t r es of Pol e_nd, it 
may not have e.ppeare d so simple to them. The first violin in-
v a riably doubles the voc a l line, while the second violin and 
viola fill out the hB.rmony, and the bass and cello play the 
ba.ss note of the chord. 
The second attemp t with Ideal (Ideal) based on a libretto 
by Oskar llfilewski was a little more successful. The e.ction is 
centered in a love intrigue involving disguised persons. The 
scene is e. small Polish village to vlhich Karol, the son of a 
\.ve a lthy l a ndowner, returns in order to marry s. gypsy girl whom 
he hB.d seen in a circus in \'larsaw. Emina, the gypsy girl, is 
not really e. gypsy, but a young gentle lady in love with Karol. 
She had disguised herself a nd joined the travelling troup e in 
the hope of winning his love. Just before the wedding , Emina 
revea.ls her true identit y , providing a n occasion for great 
rejoicing . 
The music ha s more life a.nd rhythmic movement vJi th a little 
more h.a rmonic variety a nd t h e s ongs in dance rhythms c apt ure the 
s p irit of the locale to better adva ntage than in Nocleg w 
AopeninB.ch (A Ni ght i n the Appenines). The orchestrat ion is a 
little bolder l-lith some a ttempt to heighten the meaning of the 
te xt. In the :plaintive song in v-;hich Emina expresses her sad-
ness up on he aring of Karol's love for the gypsy maiden, t he 
mood is enhHnce d by the a ccompaniment of a cello obligato. 
Another operett a by Honiuszko from his early period 
Karma niol czyli Francuzi lubia ze..rt0\·m6 (Karmaniol or 
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Frenchmen Like to Joke), based on a French vauc1eville by 
Oskar Mi1eviski, is rarely performed now, but it v-ras popula_r 
during Honiuszko 1 s life. 
It -vms not until Nowy Don Kiszot (The New Don Quixote) 
with text by P~eksander hr. Fredro, that Moniuszko gave any im-
p ort ance to the overture. Here there are themes from the work 
introducing the a udience to \"lhat 'Hill ta.~e place l ater. The 
music captures the folk sp irit, yet it displays the composer's 
orig inality, as yet undeveloped in his previous works. The 
harmonic scheme becomes bolder a nd the orchestration is brighter 
with some color. The arias begin to show Italian influence in 
the colora tura embellishments. 
The operetta which first brought him to the attention of 
the people in \'larsm'l was L~terja (The Lottery), text by Oskar 
Milewski, performed at first in Minsk in 1843. The plot is 
centered around. the winning of some money in the government 
lottery which enables the peasants Hs.nna and Jan to be me..rried. 
With the performance of the work in Warsaw in 1846, Moniuszko 
took this opportunity to visit the city. The operetta was re-
ceived with some reserva.tions by the music critics. They admit-
·' 
ted the composer's talent but cond emned the libretto. 
The operett a opens l.vith a n Intra da, one of the wealcest 
elements of the 'lvork, for it is nothing more than a musical 
excerpt uhich has no connect ion 1.vi th the operetta, either 
thematically or in the general mood. The first c horus provides 
the background. for the story. The villagers sing: 11 Tode.y is 
t he day. Hope 'lvill rise or fall, as this is the de.y of the 
lottery". 
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The second number, which is a duet for Hanna and Janek, 
Cair"a nadzieja na tym . bilecie (All our hope in this ticket) is 
interesting in the v-m.y the main subject is imitated in the 
It a lian buff~ • style utilizing embellishments. (Example 26). 
The musical accompaniment consists of t'lr.ro clarinets in A 
which double the voice line and accentuate the mood and 
feeling of the text. 
EX. 26 
- -
- -
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The trio that follolis he.s unusual individuality in both 
melodic treatment and harmonic color, with three-part canonic 
entrances, in octave and a third at the distance of a measure, 
, e.cco~pa.nied by ?orns, Bassoons, Clarinets and strings. (Example27). 
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The chorus, Ach, spiesz, sniesz, nocztyljonie (Ah, 
postma.n, hurry, hurry) he.s a vibrant rhythm which enhances the 
humor of the postma n's text. (Example 28) . 
li 
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Reiteration of a. musical idea a .:' few times is a technique 
tha t Ivioniuszko utilizes in order to empl;Lasize a particular point 
in the text. A good example of this is found in a chorus in 
the second act, A niech Jasny piorun trzasnie (Ah let bright 
lightnning strike). The theme is first stated by the altos 
followed by the sopranoa .and finally the men enter emphasizing 
it double forte. (Example 29). 
rc l~) a. ~ ~-~ 
nu. (so..,.) 
The orchestra used in Loterja is much larger than ·any . 
previously used by. Moniuszko. It consists of: 
2 flutes 
2 oboes . 
2 clar. B flat 
2 bassoons 
2 horns in F 
2 trumpetJt. in F 
trombones 
tympani 
violins 
violas 
cellos 
basses 
The music characterizes the situations and some of the in-
dividue.ls to better advantage tha.n it did in Idea~ or Nocleg, 
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but there seems to be a certain stiffness in adapting the music 
to the text. Faulty accentua.tion of the text deprives it of 
necessary freedom and ease of movement. 
In December, 184?, F~lka, a tragic opera in two acts, with 
a libretto by Wlodzimierz Wols~i, was first presented in concert 
form in Wilno. Most of the cast were amateurs, and the only pro-
fessionals were the musicians in the orchestra. The _original in-
tention had been to have the vmrk performed in \·Tarsa.w. The piano 
vocal score and orchestration ho.d been sent to the National 
Theatre, and though Honiuszko ha d been assured it \vould be g iven 
in a few mont h s, it remained shelved for ten years. Th is in-
action of the VJarsaw manage ment prompted t'1oniuszko into g iving 
the work in concert form in vlilno. Singers were recruited f'r.om 
the local churches. The pa.rt of Jontek wEts taken by Bonoldi, a 
voice teacher and a baritone, a lthough it was later rearrang ed 
for tenor. The first dram2-.tic :presentation was not given until 
1851.!· , when it was performed in the local theatre in \IJ'ilno. 
Before Halka was presented on the \varsaw stage in its 
fina l four 8.Ct version in 1858, Honiuszko wrote two short ouer-
ettas, Bettiy (Chalets) t:tnd Cyge.nie (Gypsies), both in 1852. 
Bettly (Chalets), in one act, we.s a translation of a F-.!'ench text, 
Le Chalet of Scribe and Melesville by F. Schrober. Written in 
the compa r a tively short time of t .... ro we eks, it. 1rlas performed by 
a.n amateur cast in vlilno in 1852. Cyganie (Gypsies), a vaude-
ville \·rith text by F. Kni&.znin, 1...ra s g iven by this aame group. 
The story of Cyganie (Gy::?sies) had been previously set to music 
in 1822 by Franciszek Mirecki i'lithout much success. Both of 
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t hese "t-lorks 'tvere minor contributions and never became popular. 
After a few performe.nces they were forgotten. 
At the time that Honiuszko was revising Halka into a 
four-s.ct version, the National Thentre in Warsaw was hampered 
by censorship in presenting opera s of their choice. The troupe 
continued to give the established French and Italian operas in 
translation, but the exciting musical gctivity taking place in 
other Europe a n countries such as the new works of Gounod, Liszt's 
opposition to the Leipzig romanticists, and lvagner's b attle with 
Heyerbeer and Berlioz, hed no influence on musice.l activity in 
\V'arsav-1. 
The ne'tv version of Halka \ve.s presented in Warsav-1 on 
J B.nuary 1, 1858, e.nd was received enthusia s t ically by many of 
the critics. It vTas a -vrork far superior to those of Elsner or 
Kurpinski vThich possessed nat iona l traits but lacked the true 
drame.tic feeling or i mpact of Halka. Here the r hythms of the 
Polonaise or Mazurka are interwoven into the dramatic action, 
a nd popular Polish melodies are utilized to express the most 
tenc1er and touching sentiments. This fs.ithful musical expression 
of feeling s and emotions is so po~o'!erful that it appeals to all. 
Of all Polish operas that had appeared up to this time Halka 
is the only one that possesses the depth of feeling that trans-
cends local or regional preferences. 
The story of the opera concerns the poor peasant girl, 
Halka, from the mountain reg ions of Poland. She had been wooed 
and discarded by a wealthy l anded gentlemen, J Rnusz. He.l ka , in 
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her sea.I'ch for Janus z , comes u:9on a. i·!edding 1.-.rhich turns out 
to be that of Janusz a nd Zofia, the daughter of a ivealthy noble. 
Distressed by this deceit, Halka goes mad- and s.ttempts to set 
the c hurch afire, but a t this moment she rega.ins her senses, 
a nd then blesses the yo'l,ing couple. In her sorrow she jump s from 
e. cliff into the roaring river a nd ends her life. 
With such a story based on the conflict between the nobles 
a nd the serfdom of the peasant 8, in which ·the heroine Halka. 
represent 8 the oppressed peasantry and Ja.nusz the immoral 
nob ility, it is no wonder that the work remained unperformed 
for ten yea.rs. It could not meet the approval of the censors 
for performance. 
The libretto by Wlodzimierz \'lolski is ba.sed upon e. dra-
matic noem, G6ralke., by Kazimierz ' 'lojcicki, a nd is supposed to 
have been vlritten in four days vThen the former was twenty-one 
years old. The minor f au~s of the libretto which were condemned 
by some of the critics after the first performance of the work 
in \'Jarse.w are out-vmighed by the lively musical inventions. The 
process of revising the vTOrk into a four-act version vlas merely 
a matter of extending the origina l t\vo e.ct 8, in t\vo scenes each, 
by the e.ddition of verses to each of the scenes. 
The drama is !Ldeally suited to the theat re; it is cle ar, 
strong and flexible. The basic causes of the conflict and tragic 
resolution of the action are believable, and made real by the 
interplay among the important elements of church, nobilit y and 
pe a santry. The dramatic contrasts, as in the joyous opening scene 
in which the guests are dancing a Polonaise that is unexpectedly 
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interrupted by Halka 1 s pla.intive song coming from the distance, 
a re p o1.v-erful. 
In the opening of the second e..ct, a recitative anct aria 
for Halka, Gdyby ranem slonlciem (If with the morning sun) , the 
text is especia lly l yrical and flows with a naturalness r a rely 
found in Polish opera s. 
One of the most i mport a.nt ind ividuals in both the dl"'ama-
tic a nd musical s tructure of t h e vlOrk is Jontek, a mount a ineer 
in love v-Ii th Ha.l ka . His meeting with Janusz in the second act 
if handled cleverly by the librettist. Although incensed with 
Janusz because of the way he treat ed Halka, Jontek s:peaks in 
her defense but does not dare to raise his hand against the 
noble. It is not only a case of peasant against noble, for Jontek 
in his a nger sh ows that Halka had a free choice in the ma tter 
of g iving her love to the noble. 
The third a.ct p oi•trays village life on a Sunday vTith danc-
ing e.nd sing ing. The festivities are suddenly interrupted by the 
entrance of Halka · v.rho h a s gone ma.d, followed b~r t he fs.ithful 
Jontek. In this scene there is dramG.tic c cmtrast of exceptional 
strength. 
The clima.x in the fourth HCt is reached \·;rhen & .l k a, seek -
in§; revenge, e oes with burning bra nches to s et fire to the church 
in ;;"Jhich J a nusz and all the wedd ing guests a.re gathered. Hhen 
she hears the chorus, 11 Goo. he.ve mercy 11 , coming from the c hurch, 
she regains her senses a nd sing s an aria in vThich she forgives 
Janusz e.nd g ives her blessing to the young couple. At the close 
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of the aria she runs to the cliff and throws herself into the 
roaring river. This climax is a dramatic resolution of the 
action which had been methodically building up in the preceding 
three acts. 
The overture is intimately connected with the main e.ction 
of the story. The beginning of the overture reappears and serves 
as a prelude to a ·recitative ancl aria for He.lka which opens the 
second act. (Example 30) 
Ex. 3(). (OvilttiJU) 
~"!>AliT.£ 
.,.. 
The theme of the Molto Agitato section in D minor reappears 
in Halka 1 s aria in the fourth act. (Example 31) • 
Ex. 31. (ov!R'T'IJRE) 
no I+. A5,t.rto • J ~.,. 
.,. 
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The coda of the overture reappears as the accompaniment 
to the drirucing chorus of Act I, Spoczac Juz czas, a waszmosc 
' 
nic nam nie folguJe (It is time to rest but the host does not 
let up at. all). (Example 32). 
EX. 32 (Coda-overture) 
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The feelings and desperate actions of Halka are super-
bly summarized in this tightly constructed overture. The short 
and bright excerpt l ater used as the drinking chorus appears 
as a ray of hope, but is soon overpowered by a predominant 
feeling of doom in the deceived Halka. It has a driving 
rhythm and is full of orchestral contrasts which preps..re the 
audience for the drama that is to untold. 
The opening number of Act I is a Polonaise, (Example 33), 
vigorous and courtly, which contains a melodic naturalness tha-t;; 
heightens the feeling of ge..iety that preve.ils at the part~ given 
in honor of the a.pproaching marriage of Zofia to Janusz. The 
leader of the Polona ise is St olnilc , Zofia 1 s father Y.rho leads 
the dancers from room to room. 
-EX. 33 
~ :: 
-• 
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- After the dance the young couple kneel and receive her 
fat her 1 s blessing, a trio, Poblogos3:a'1 o.lcze .Panie (Bless us, 
dear Father) in which !>foniuszko displays a melodic invention 
never achieved in his earlier works. (Example 34). 
EX. 34 
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This is interrupted by Halka 1 s song' of sadness rrhich is heard 
off stage, Jako od. wichru krzew :2ol"aman;t (As if broken by a 
·gale) . (Example 35). 
EX. 35. ru CNtH.KA) ;r 1 , t ;, ; )I ! b h b 
"' 
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The sincerity and simplicity of t his overv,rhelming ~usical epi-
sode marvelously expresses the intense feeling of F~lka a nd 
sets it a.side as one of the most out :standing numbers of the 
op era. 
Janusz recognizes the voice of Halka, leaves the ba.ll room 
a.ncl. goes outside to meet her. Before Halka sees him, he sings a 
recitative and aria in which he expresses his anger and wonders 
v-Ihy she has follo-rred him to the city. The recita.tive he.s a 
connection with the dra ma.tic element of the story but the aria 
is r e.ther long and seems to halt the action, for the text has 
very little to add in establisl'Iing the mood or enhe.ncing the 
action. Upon seeing Janusz, Halke. exclaims 0 J a sku, drog i Jask u 
{ Oh Johnny, de e.r Johnny). They then join in e. duet, and Januez 
Ca.lms her by promising to return to the mount a ins to be l';T ith 
her forever. Halka 1 s love a nd fa.i th in Janusz h a s not viavered. 
She believes him a nd le aves in a bp_ppy mood, while J a nusz re-
turn's to the celebration '\":here the guests are dancing a gay 
mazur. These scenes; Ha.lka 1 s song, Janusz 1 s monoloe;ue and their 
duet are linked as in the Wagnerian theory of continuous dr·&.ma.-
Thi~ unity ie achieved by linking t he s ect ions together tr~oug~ 
modulations e.nd melodic relationship. (Example 36). 
0~ So- ko- A 0 ~ So - l<e> 
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In the duet betv-reen J a nusz e.nd He.lka every chcmge of 
feeling or emotion is superbly che.r&.cterized by the music. 
Short musical motifs express Helka 1 s joy upon seeing Janusz, 
a nd her faith in his love. 
The first act is intricately constructed in three parts 
with ciassic e.l balance. The opening is bright and gay and is 
follovTed by an impressive Le.rgo section, which is a long duet 
for Janusz and Halka. Then comes a gay Mazur which ends the 
act. The symmetry and musical contre.sts, interwoven e.nd linked 
together by a harmonic and melodic relationship, make it a 
masterpiece of dramatic expression. 
The gay celebration of Act I is continued in Act II. 
Halka, · who has been i'la.i ting for Janusz to return to her, has 
come back to the outside of the house hoping to get e. glimpse 
of Janusz. Slowly she becomes aware of her fate and expresses 
her feelings in a song, that is filled with pain and sorrow. 
Gdyby ranem s!on..lciem (If 1-vith the morning sun). (Exe.mple J7). 
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Jontek, the faithful mountaineer in love with Halke. who has 
followe d her, a.pproa.che s. F ..alka 1 s sorrow increases as he tells 
her about the deceit of Janusz who, having discarded her, is 
now engaged to the young lady of the manor. A dramatic climax 
is reached \-lith Ha.lka 1 s painful outcry e.s she b a ngs on the 
door, \vhile Jontek tries to Cl.ra.g her away. The noise a ttracts 
the attention of the people in the house and as 'they e.ppear 
in the doorway, Jontek relates Ralke.'s f a te End beseeches the 
y oung man to ta.'lce p ity _on her. J a nusz is not moved an<:'L orders 
Halka and Jontek a_-v;ay from the manor. 
The entr' acte sets the mood for the third act. It contains 
motifs which are related to Halka 1 s song from the first a ct, 
Jako od wichru krzew pola.ma.ny, (A~ if broken by a. gale). 
(Example J8), and serves a s e. reminder of Halka 1 s fate, and 
her gre a t d isappo intment. 
Ex.ae. 
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The opening chorus of Act III, Po niesznorach nrzy nie-
dzieli (After vespers on Sunday ) is treated simply a nd the 
che.r acter of the religious mood is captured effectively. The 
folk element does not come to the fore until the !-1ountaineer 
dance. The change of }:'Jace e.n cl the timin~ both musical a nd 
drame.tic are handled with grea t skill. It shows the good grasp 
I 
, 
~ 
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that the composer had in builc1ing up step by step little idea s 
which culminate strongly in the mood desired. In this act the 
opening chorus gr adually changes in tempo untii _e. happy mood 
is captured in the section: Wi~c wesof1 i odroczy niech nam 
bE(dzie dzien dzisie,lszy. (Thus happ y a.nd restful let this 
day be for us. {Example 39). 
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This cha nges into a mountaineer dance with a strong and driv-
ing rhythm that indic a tes the spirit of this particular sec-
tion of Pola nd. (Example 40). 
EX. 40 
~~ ~ . 
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. 
Th is dance -vras not borrowed from existing folk music, but 
written by l.foniuszko a nd it gives excellent relief to the 
dramatic action of the story. The build-up that t akes place 
musically and dra.matically esta.blishes firmly the feeling of 
< 
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gayet y and becomes e. _strong contrast to the entrance of He..lka 
e.nd Jontek. Halka, \•rho ha s lost her mind, enters with Jontek, 
and they approach the dane ing group. \1hile Jontek ·explains to 
Halka what has happened, she does not listen but hums an old 
song e.bout a bielutkiego go3::Etbeczka (a little white pigeon) 
that falls dead to the ground after a. blow by a falcon. As 
she sing s this song the chorus points out a.n ill omen for 
Ha.lka, a black crow which circles over her head. 
Act IV introduces a scene depicting Janusz's wedding day. 
Jontek, heart broken over w·hat has he.ppened to HB.lka, and fill-
ed with his own unhappiness, expresses his feelings in one of 
the most popular Polish songs of all times, Szumia jodly n~ g6r 
L 
szczy6ie, szumi~ sobie w dal a m~odemu smutne zyci~, gdy maw 
sercu - zal (The fir trees murmur on the mountain tops in the 
distance, but for the young man life is sad when sorrow is in 
his heart). {Example l.J-1). 
EX. 41 
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Hal ka a.no. the other mount a ineers have ar r ived in· front 
of the church to greet the young C>ouple. Janusz notices He.l ka 
sitt ing apart from the others. His fiancee also notices her 
an c1 nm-v having observed Hal ka 1 s f ate, in her own realizat ion 
of its injustice tearfully embraces her f ather. The bridal 
couple enter the church followed by the guests a nd the mount a in-
eers. Halka does not enter the church, but she begins to gather 
dry wood in order to burn the chur ch a s she sings _ an aria 
bursting with he.te and revenge upon J anusz. Za krzy\i dEt mo.le. 
spal~ cie J a sku Panie, czy t y slyszysz mnie? (For my pain and 
sorr ow I shall burn you, Mr. John, do you he a~ me,). 
At t he moment 't h.B.t she is pre paring t o i gnite the build-
ing , a moving choral numbe~ , introduce d by a ritornello for 
organ Boze . mocny, SWi!JtY Boze ~ ne,d tv;rym ludem zlitu.l sie 
(Mi ghty Lord, Holy Lord , have mercy on your people) is he ard 
comi ng from t he c hurch. (Example 42). 
EX. 42 
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The musical motif on which t he chora l number is b a sed was 
~ 
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originally the same as for the duet of He.lka and Janusz in 
the first act. (E:J<.-ample 43). 
Ex.43. 
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Tnis is indeed a powerful means for integrating the 
resolution of the dramatic e.ction. The use of the same musi-
cal motif iri this manner is an innovation in Polish opera. 
The theme which had first appeared. in the duet in Allegro, 
reappears in the choral number in Adagio. This sensitive and. 
gripping dramatic m:oment builds up to a mighty ·climax e.nd at 
the same time reminds the listener of the perfidy of Janusz. 
Upon hearing the chorus sing (Lord, have mercy) Halka 
drops the lighted wood that she is holding and falls to her 
knees. In her last song she for gives Janusz, bestows her bless-
ing upon the young couple, and then runs and leaps into the 
river. 
This opera has be come the best loved and most often per-
formed of all Polish operas. This is due, no doubt, to the many 
singable melodies, the vitality, and the intense dramatic feel-
ing that portray true Polish spirit. The universal appeal in the 
I 
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content of the opera is artistically realized with an ease 
a nd naturalness in the portrayal of individuals and events. 
Intense dramatic feeling is achieved through orchestral color, 
as in the aria in which Halka goes me.d, and much natione l 
s p irit is found in the wedding chorus and vledcling fee.st. The 
music a l e.ccompa niment for Jontek })ortrays much strength and 
sorrow and he is one of the most fully developed characters 
in the opera. 
The overall structure, v;rith its melodic invention, \vas 
technically vJOrked out to intensify the d.ram2.tic element. It 
contains a s pontaneity in rhythmical vigor that sets it aside 
from all other Polish oueras. 
There is no imitation of any of the important other 
European composers of the day e.s there is in Kurpinski 1 s later 
w·orks. This is a creation of great originality and individual-
• 
ity which rec a lls no other known operas. If one seeks to dis-
cover any influence, it may be from Wagner's theory of contin-
ous drama, since cert a.in sections of Halka are linked together 
theme.tically into e. compact Clrta.matic unit in his manner. 
Ho'\>Iever, Haika does not cont a in the lyric recitativee "!.vhich are 
common in \'lagner, but recitatives which are dramatic, followed 
by f1...rias. 
Moniuszk o made F .. alka a. cre?.t ion wh ich opened a new era in 
Polish music a nd este.blishec1 Polish opere. a t that high level of 
universality for vlhich it had been striving since Nedza 
Uszczeslhviona (Misery rnacLe :FL?.pp y) a.p:9eared in 1778. 
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The gre at success of Hal ka b rought a.ccla i m to Moniuszk o 
a nd a fina ncial reward vihich e nabled the comp oser to settle in 
Wa rsaw viith his family e.nd then to travel to France and Germany. 
He \vas also ma de the d irector of the t 'h eatre in Warsa1.-v. On 
h is trin t o Pari s he took along a libretto, Flis (Raft sman) 
tha.t ha d been g iven to him by St a nislaw Boguslawslci. He sk etched 
out the music to this one act comic folk opera in four days 
a nd comnleted it in a short time after his return to \'larsaw. 
Th e first performance was g iven September 2L~ , 18.68. 
The loca le of the opera is a. small village on the Vistula 
River, not f ar from '!tla rsa1.1 . The river, m.vollen from torrential 
r a ins, thre a tens to flood the homes, when suddenly the rain 
stop s, and the sky clears. Antonio, one of the older men of t h e 
village, lead s the people in a. pr a ye r of thanks to God for 
s aving their lives a nd their homes. However, Zosia, his daugh-
ter, is still sa.d a nd crys bitterly , because her love d one, 
Fr a nk , a raftsma n, is still on a r e.ft in the angry river. 
The love tria ngle, which is the nucleus of the plot, 
unfolds 1.-Jhen it becomes evident t hat her father has promised 
her hand to Jacob, a rich b arber from Warsaw. Word rea.ches the 
village that Fraru~ is well a nd will soon return on his r a ft. 
All the villagers are ha ppy for Zosia , and they are deeply 
troubled when Antonio tells Fra nk that he prefers to give 
Zosia 1 s h a nd to a. rich barber tha n to a poor raftsma n. Frank 
e x:pre sses his sorr ow in a song , in which he mentions his 
long-lost brother, t.;ho turns out to be the rich barber Jacob. 
J a cob, overJoye d at the reunion \vith h is brother, g ives u:p 
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Zosia to Frank, e.nd they all join in singing a happy c horus 
for the finale. 
A simple libr etto vlith no pretensions to profundity, 
it l a cks any dramatic value or orig ihali ty. The individual 
delineation of character is stilted, with Jacob, the barber, 
mo r e e. caric at ure tha.n e. rea.lity. :Moniuszk o took good advant-
age of the humorous e p isodes, a.nd the music a l por.tra yal of 
Jacob is reminiscent of Hozart 1 s Leporello and Rossini's 
F i garo. 
The overture does set t he mood for the op ening scene, 
a nd the orc hestra l color effe ctively portray s t he s t ormy 
Vistula river. The i mport e.nce of the v-rork lies in it s display 
of Honiuszk o Is ·u.nderst a nding of the comic opera p;enre wh ich 
he d eveloped to a high degree in Hrabina the.t appeared in 1860. 
During the yea:r 1859, Moniuszko was wforking on three 
op era s simult a neously: Rok iczana (Water Willow), Paria (Th e 
Pariah) a nd Hrabina (The Count ess). The libretto for t h .is 
comic oper a. wa s prepared by \'flodzimierz vlolski and s atirizes 
u pper class socia l life in Warsa.v-1 a t the beginning of the 
nineteenth century when the French influence was strong in 
the the a tre e.nd in socia l life. The libretto h a s its weaknesses, 
but \'Jolski effectively captured the spirit of this superficial 
se gment of Polish life by inserting French phra ses into the 
Polish s peec h , a device fr eo_uent l y emp loye d by these peop le. 
The c har acteriza tion of some of the individuals is g ood, 
especia lly I-Ir£,_b in2. , the Cou nt e ss , uho accepts everyt h i ng French 
a s sup erb, a nd Bronia , t he true Pol e who a dmir es Pola nd a nd its 
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l a nguage .9_nd who does not succumb to the French influence. 
The contr a st between these tv.ro men is most striking. The 
Hrabina 1 s song is dazzling in its brilliance but lacks sin-
cerity, while Bronia 1 s sincerity is emphasized by the sim-
~icity of her song. 
The opera opens \vith a scene in the palace of the beauti-
ful Co:untess, '\vho is a rich 'tt1ido'\v const antly surrounded by 
many admiring ma les. Preparations are being made for the forth-
coming ball v.rhich is to be the event of the season. The Coun-
tess has ordered a new gown from Paris which, the rumors state, 
'\fill cause a. sensation a.t the ball. Ignoring her attentive 
admirers, The Countess chooses a handsome, though unpreten-
tious, young officer as ber escort. Bronia is also attracted 
to this officer, Kazimierz, but the latter is charmed by the 
Countess. 
In the second act the Countess gets ready for the ball 
a_nd trys on her new dress. A rehearsal of the various acts 
that are planned for the enterta inment of the guests takes 
place. There is a ballet, and a Prima donna sings an Italian 
aria, vthich is satirized by !v1oniuszko. Kazimierz proposes that 
Bronia sing. She sings a popular, simple folk lullaby. With the 
arrival of some guests the Countess requests that Kazimierz 
assist her in welcoming them. In his clumsiness and anxiety he 
rips her new dress with his stirrup . The Countess faints, and 
the guests, in very sad mood, proclaim that the ball will be a 
failure. Kazimierz, mortified a nd ashruned, leaves the Countess' 
house. 
~ 
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Act III t~kes p~aee in ~onia 1 s country manor. Kaz i mierz 
i n t he interim had gone to wa1 , but hB.s now returned safe~y. 
The Count es s is st ill pursuin, him, but he ha s come to his 
se nse s , and re ali zes t hat he l eally loves Bronia . The love tri-
a ngle is resolved , with those who remained s incere and unaffec-
te d being united with t he pr omise of happy lives together, 
whi~e the Countess continues ~er ~ife of artificia~ity . 
The cust om of satiri zin~ t l1e nobility was not new in 
opera , for we find. i t in the *arria aro by Mozart 
a nd t he Barber of Seville by ·• ossini, base d on the Beaume.rc hi a s 
st or i es. Wo~ski treats the su1 jeot much more de~icate~y and 
h is satire l ack s t he biting p wer t hat is found in t hese 
ot her t wo works. 
The overture t o Hrab i na is light and clear . It _sets the 
mood and sta tes the main i dea of t he opera . Mus ica l motifs 
are st ated which appear l ate r in t he work , the most popular 
beginning of the ' over-
when the guests toast 
one being ba se d on a walt z r hl thm. The 
ture reappears at t he end of r he opera 
t h h lth f K i i d B A i r-oniz, k ed..y 
/ da sie nora z rza e e a. 0 a z m erz an 
i t aka doba., pijmy zdrowie go suodarza, .1ak sie uodoba (When 
the occasion a.r ises, drink t o the host's he alth, a s you like). 
(Example 44). • • 
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It also contains bolder harmonic 9rogressions thari are 
I 
common in his ea~lier works. ~n the F major section at measure 
nineteen the chord of G flat maJor suddenly changed to ·B major, 
follo-v,red by a modulation back \t o F major. (Example 45). 
EX. 45 
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The waltz theme which makes i~appearance in the over-
ture occurslater in the first scene of Act II, again in the 
chorus of the Ball scene, jak sen co radoac ·w marzeniu dawal 
(Like the sleep which gave hap:oiness i ·n a drea:m), and fin-
ally in the last chorus of the work. (Example 46). 
EX. 46 
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• After the waltz Bronia 1 s lovely lullaby theme is then 
st ated. (Example 47). 
EX.47. 
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The coda. contains the theme from her second song, Szemrze 
strumyk pod jaworem (The brook murmurs under the fir tree). 
( Example 48) • 
EX. 48. (IN o~ertu..rt) 
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The humorous musical characterization of Dzidzi, one of 
the C.ountess 1 s admirers, is especially effective in a duet in 
the second act, Wujciu drogi, wujciu mily to tak cudny swiezy 
kwiat (Dear Uncle, sweet uncle, it is such a sweet fresh flower). 
The delicate humour of the text is cleverly emphasized by the 
soft dotted rhythmic pattern of the melodic line. (Example 49). 
EX. 49 
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One of the finest numbers in the score is a Mazur, 
( Pomn~ ojciec lvascim · gad.aJ::·; j esli v-T sercu co zakole (I recall 
how my father · t 'alke·d, 1.-;hen something touched the heart) sung 
by the Chor a zy (Ensign) ~rhich ca-otures the spirit and atmosphere 
~ 
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of the hunt, a tradition -vrith the nobility. (Example 50). 
EX. 50 
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The lightness and charm essential to a comic ope~a is 
de picted in the duet of Kazimierz and the Countess, Ach prosz~ 
nie sadzi6 nas tak surowo i nieco serca przyznac 1 nam (Please 
... 
do not judge us so severly and give us credit for some heart). 
(Example 51) . 
EX. 51 
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The ballet scene contains some of r'loniuszko 1 s best 
orc hestral invention and color. It is descriptive program 
music portraying Zefir chasing Flora. Unfortunately music 
of this type is seldom found in his other works, since he 
wrote very little for ballet. 
The satire of the Italian :.Orima donna. is one of the 
most humorous and entertaining incidents of the whole opera. 
It is a marvelous caricature of the Italian opera school 
re presented by Rossini and Donizetti. The following two short 
i 
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excerpts from the aria give an idea of the vocal pirotechnics 
to which the caps.city of the singer is subjected• (Example .52). 
EX . .52 
A ··Polka , the dance of the Satyrs, which alternate& from 
major to minor, has verve a nd zest a nd contains a motif v-1hich 
may have influenced Smet a na in "Vlri ting his Polka for the 
Bartered Bride which appeared in· 186.5, so similar are the two 
excerpts. ·(Exampl~ .53). 
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The introduction to Act III is a Polo nia se possessing 
majestic beauty and a n intense expression of feeling which is 
brought out by an unusua l instrument a tion consisting of three. 
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cellos, one viola a.nd one bass. (Examule 54). 
EX. 54 
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A great. deal of musical humour is found in the arietta 
sung by Dzidzi, Poco sie to myel nat~za? (Why strain your 
bra.in?), (Exa.mple 55). 
EX. 55 
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and also in the flute progressions in sixths to the wora s; 
I 
ej to wdowie s~ grymasy (Those a~e a widow's whims). (Example 56). 
EX. 56 
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The utilization of recurring motifs associated with 
events or persons, a prime factor in Wagner's theory of musi-
cal d.rarn~t structure, is most noticeable in this particular 
\f ork of Mo niuszk o. A g ood example of this is the introduction 
to Kazimierz 1 s recite.tive a.nd aria which consists of a musi-
ce_l · motif t aken from Bronia. 1 s lullaby in Ac.t II, Szemrze 
strumyk pod jaworen_ (The brook murmurs under the fir tree) 1 
a nd ·v.rhich had first been st a.ted in the coda of the overture. 
The listener i mmedia tely grasps from the connection of BroniR 1 S 
theme ~rrith Kazimierz the fact that the two peop le belong to-
gether and t hat ultimately the love triangle will be resolved. 
In the a ria , which is too long , overworked, and conventional, 
each mention of Bronia bring s a recurrence of her motif in 
the orche stra.t ion. 
A quartet and se xtet follovl vrhich a.ct a s steps to the 
finale in which the full c ast joins . The happy and exurberant 
chorus to asts the young couple in the musical numbe r th8t brims 
vli th good cheer. 
The musical characterize.tion i s especially good in this 
work a nd the comic opera mood is captured eff ectively and sin-
cerely, if not forcibly-. Not a s popular as Halka or Straszny 
Dw6r (The Haunted Manor) which appeared in 1865, it deserves 
more recognition tha.n it has received. 
The main f ault in the work is apparent in its loosely 
woven overall structure. The severe.l scene-s e.re not connected 
to each other in an easy, natural me.nner. A revision of the work 
. 
vli th the e.ddit ion of musice.l bridges to unite some of the 
scenes and overcome the present cles.vages would g ive the 
~o·J" ork better structural unity a nd satisfy the s.e sthetic de-
mands of the listener. It would be a v-Jelcome addition to 
the repertoire of any opera company. 
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It was after the completion of Hrabina that Moniuszko 
began to work \<lith a ne-vr librettist, Jan Checinski, a popular 
p laywright. Their first collaborative work was e. one act comic-
opera. in the Italian buffo style, Verbum Nobile (The \'lord of 
a Gentleman). The first performance took place on January 1, 
1861. A r a ther conventione.l work, it contains neither the 
musical chare.cteriza tion nor the harmonic a nd orchestral 
color of Hrabina . The harmonic pattern is simple, remaining 
in the related major keys \<lith no bold or unusua l harmonic 
progressions. The musical accompanime nt to the song s andre-
c1tatives consists of simple c hords primarily designed to 
keep the singer on pitch r ather than to dramatize the action 
or the chara.cter. 
The story makes fun of the unquestioned 11\1ord of a 
Gentleman 11 • Tvro friends have vo-v1ed that their children, when 
they grow up, sh8.11 be married to each other. The young man 
Michal, the son of Harcin, meets Zuzia, the daughter of 
Serv-tacy, a ccidentally e.nd vJhen he ·is unc1er a different ne.me. 
\'!it hout the knowledge ths.t they are intended for ee.ch other, 
they fall in love. The fathers are distressed when their 
children individually confide their loves to them. They are 
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helpless, for they desire the happiness of their children, 
yet they have given their honorable word to each other· The 
intrieue is resolved after the fathers ~eet to make arrange-
ments for the 1.1edding. They find that the young folks are 
actually in love \vi th e ach other ~mc1 not with unknowns, as 
they had feared. 
The work, reminiscent of the early comedies of Goldoni, 
particularly in the mist aken icLenti ty contrivance, has not 
much literary value. The highlight of the work is reached in 
the dialogue bet,,reen the two fa.thers. In this p iece of 14rit-
ing Checinski effectively portrayfl the spirit and speech of 
the old nobility. Considered overall, it is a work small in 
concept and unpretentious in its musical execution. 
The political unrest that was increasing each year 
reached its pee~ with the uprising and revolt that took p lace 
in 1863 .. The uprising proved a fe.ilure and the Poles were de-
prived of their last remnant of independence in 1864 by the 
Russians. This had a grea.t effect upon the creative output of 
Moniuezko. No opere.tic works by him appeared between 1861 and 
1865. He had started ivork on a new opera. Straszny Dw6r (The 
Haunted Manor) a text by Checinski, in 1863, but it was not 
completec1 until sometime in J anuary, 1865. The first per-
formance was g iven in Warse.w in September of the same year. 
A semi-serious uork, it de1)icts the gaiety and tradi-
tions of the eighteenth-century Polish nobility in a spark -
ling, masterful manner. In ma.ny respects it is a much finer 
work than Ha.lka, especially in its structural unity. It does 
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not possess any of the dramatic elements of the former, but 
it is much more lyrical in char acter. Although Moniuszko wa s 
able to achieve dramatic intensity in his music, he never 
reached the point of being thoroughly convincing. His most 
natural and sincere expressions are successfully evident in 
the lyrical moments, the characteristic Polish dances, or in 
the musical portrayals of the nobility. At times he achieves 
real drame.tic strength, but in many instances he resorts to 
imitating established conventione.l techniques, thereby losing 
much of his individuality. 
Stra szny Dw6r (The Haunted l-1e.nor) is not h ampered by a 
p seudo-dramatic plot, · a nd its bright e.nd humorous stor:y unfolds 
in a s tree.m of s pont a neous music a l invention, beautifvl mel-
odies and a ma sterful orche stration tha t enhance·s the rest of 
the story. The st or y rela tes the experiences surrounding t -v;o 
brothers, Zbigniew a.nd Stefa n. The opera opens with a Prologue 
in vlhich the t wo brothers, having completed t heir tour of duty 
,.,-ith the army, are saying good-bye to their comrades. Stefetn 
informs his friends tha t he and his brother hp._ve sworn never 
to marry. He proclaims they \'Jill a lways be ready to go to war 
vThen c a lled, a nd they do not wish to h ave the responsibility 
of being deterred by crying wives or children. The second 
scene shows their arr ive l nt their old homestead. The servants 
a.re setting the house in order, a.n d. upon entering, the brothers 
a re overcome wit h nost a l g i e .. They immediately inform the old 
servant Maciej that the house-hold shall be run like an a.rmy 
camp without the presence of eve n one -vmme.n. The comic element 
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of the opera is entrusted to the Aunt Czesnik who a.t this 
moment arrives and informs the brothers that she has made 
plans for them to be married. She tells them the situation 
is serious, for the women outnumber the eligible men seven 
to one and that the mothers, fathers e.nd uncles of the girls 
a.re practically tearing a.part the eligible young men. She is 
upset when told of their plan to visit a family debtor, 
1\Uecznik, for she knows that he has tillO beautiful young daugh-
ters. In an effort to deter the brothers, ehe tells them that 
a curse hangs over the Miecznik 1 s manor and that one's life is 
not safe within its walls. The young men arrive at the castle 
where a plan to frighten them a'IJ-JaY has been devised by Da.masy, 
the chamberlain. He had been convinced by the aunt, who 
hurriedly preceded them to the mEJ.nor, the.t the t\'TO brothers 
are cowards. True to the comic opera technique, the young 
men fall in "love with the t-v10 sisters, overcome the ma.ny 
fri ghtful episodes, and finally both a.re accepted in -oro-
posals of marriage. 
The use of musical motifs a})parent in Halka is developed 
to a greater extent in Stre.sznv D1v6r, (H8.unted l.fanor). Here 
they e.re closely related to We.gner's leitmotifs, in that 
Moniuszko assigns particular motifs to specific characters 
and fits them into the action through augmentation, diminu-
tion, or change of lmrmony. 
The orchestral Intrada which opens the work, contains 
a few motifs from the opera, which seem to emanate from each 
other. The feeling and mood of mystery and suspense is 
• 
< 
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est ablished by the orchestra at the very beginning when it 
pl ays: (Example 57). 
EX. 57 
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A t he me is t h en st a ted vThich appears l a ter near the end of 
the opera . {Example 58). 
EX. 58 
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The Prolo gue, one of the best constructed units of the 
score, was banned by the censors during its first performance 
. 
because of ·the sce ne dep icting an army camp . All warlike 
t hemes were suppressed to prevent the people fro m even think-
ing about the po ssibilit~ of a revel t. It is in three-p:;;.rt 
form, full of robustness e.nd bright musical invention vihich 
a dmirably set t he mood. The music paints e. clear and con-
cise p icture of the scene in a symmetrically balanced f orm. 
It is a very popular element of t he opera and is considered 
' 
< 
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by some to be Moniuszko 1 s gre a test contribution to music. 
The orchestra l accompaniment to the brothers' entra nce 
into their homestea d effectively highlights the mood which is 
a pantomime in which they walk around touching objects that 
recall old memories. In the trio for Zbigniew, Stefan and 
the old servant Maciej, in which they reminisce about the 
days when the mother and father were alive, an influence of 
Wagner's ieitmotif is apparent. In the orchestral accompani-
ment a theme from the third act, Courant, associated with a 
( 
song that their f ather sang is stated. (Example 59) 
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• The partial statement of this theme in the scene acts as s.n 
anticipation to its full development and is an example of 
one· of the devices Moniuszko employed to unify the whole work. 
The nostaligic mood is not overextended but stops 
within the bounds of good drama, and the sudden contra st of 
mood with the comic entrance of the aunt Czesnik attests to 
the good the atrica l sense of Moniuszko. The musical accom-
paniment greatly enhances this mood in the following manner: 
(Example 60) • 
~ 
~ 
1.51. 
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The colorful orchestration accompanying her descrip-
tions of the horrors, the tre.gedy, e.nd the beastly characters 
the young men are sure to encounter in the 11 haunted manor 11 , 
is highly descriptive and illustrative. (Ey~ple 61). 
EX. 61 
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The short introduction to Act II leads directly into 
a pleasant c horus for girls weaving garlands of flovrers in 
the supposedly haunted manor. Aunt Czesnik 1 s entrance is 
I 
'· 
__. 
accompanied by the same musical mot if that appea!'ed in the 
orchestra when she visited the brothers in Act I. (Example 60). 
The finale of the Act II is one of the finest, closely-
knit dramatic and musical episodes that can be found in 
Moniuszko 1 s 'l.vorks . It builds u:p in dramatic action and musice.l 
I 
"' 
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movement, gaining in spirit Rnd. strength by unusual orches-
tral effects. In three-part form it is a complete unit with-
in itself and. a summation of the preceding events, culmin-
a.ted. in a climax by a repetition of text and. thematic mater-
ial in the coda. 
A short orchestral introduction for the cellos sets the 
mood. of mystery to Act III, but this is interrupted. occasion-
ally by the humorous motif of the flute \vhich is associated 
with aunt Czesnik. These interruptions act as a \v?...rning to 
the listener that the horrors and. mvsteries should. not be ~ . 
taken too seriously. (Example 62). 
EX. 62 
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The most interesting number is Stefan's aria in which 
he reflects upon the events of his youth. These reflections 
are embellished in the orchestration. The utilization of 
thematic material as unifying elements for the \vork is ob-
served. here. The Courant theme associa ted with the young men's 
father and. mother which had appeared in the accompaniment to 
the trio in the first act reappears in the accompaniment to 
;the aria. (Example 59) . 
' 
Act IV, "\i hich is opened by a comparatively weak and 
stilted aria for Hanna, is a complete disappointment after 
the preceding three acts. Here the musical invention lacks 
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the spontaneity tha t it had in the other sections. The libretto 
Heakens and the denouement of the plot seems inadequate to 
sust a in the high spirit that he.d been carried to this point. 
Even the 1--!azur, the dance form in which Moniuszko excelled, 
lacks brilliance and sparkle '...rhen compa.red to that in Halka. 
There are many more fine points e.bout Stra.szny :Dv.ror, 
even consid_ering the weak fourth e.ct, than there e.re in 
H8. ll~a . The literary structure of the libretto is of 2. higher 
artistic value · with better stylistic unity. The orchestra-
tion is worked out cleverly a nd. the color a c h ieved heightens 
the s p irit of the comic a.ction a.ncl emphe sizes the text. The 
orchestra never domine.te s t he voice nor is it ne g lected -.;-;hen 
pe.rticule.r rome.ntic devie.tions e..l"'e necessary. It is not a 
nev-1 technique for 1-ioniuszko, but e. perfection to a higher 
de gree of the methods th8.t he he.d used in Halka .• 
The most import a nt musicHl a dvance in Straszny D1-u5r 
(The Haunted Manor) over Halka or Hrabina (The Countess) is 
the utilization of motifs as the unifying links in the whole 
work . There e.re no cleava.ges to separate the scenes as there 
were in Hrabine... Here the motifs bring together the smaller 
scenes in one act, or b ind one act to a.nother, so that the 
final result is a well constructed whole. The ensembles 
contain perfect timing vlh ich results in an impressive climax, 
as in the finale of Act II. 
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The v-10rks that appee.red after Straszny D\vor v-;ere fail-
ures, and after a fev-J presentations they vfere shelved never 
to be performed again. As Heyerbeer in his L'Africaine, .and 
Verdi in his Aida, Honius zko vJas drmvn to the East for the 
material of his nex t work, Paria , (The Pariah), wh ich vlas 
p resented in 1869. The libretto bj· Checinski was based on 
the Delavigne drama. It is heavily orchestrated, and the en-
semb les are so overcrowded tho.t the desired the a trical effect 
is lost. The scene is set in India a nd the most incongruous 
situation found in the opera is the duet for Neali and Idamor, 
a Lithuania folk song. The work in general is artificial and 
superficial, vJith very stilted recitatives void of any drama-
tic elements. The music as opposed to the technique anct 
structure show·n in Halka and Str8.szny Dwor (The Haunted l~fanor) 
is ineffective a nd lacks originality. 
Beata, an operetta ~dth libretto by Checinsk i, was pre-
sented in 1872, but did not ma.lce a good impression upon the 
critics or the public. The story, built around a. beautiful 
g irl v1ho contra cts scarlet fever a nd her fianc.e vlho returns 
from uar fei gning blindness, is not a pleasant one. It con-
sists of a s hort overture a nd song s a nd ensembles divided by 
dialoe;ue, closely related to a Sing suiel. It is simila r in 
its musical approach to the earlier works from his Wilno 
period. Deeply hurt by the critic's reaction to Beata he 
began work on a two act opera Trea, -vrith a libretto based on 
a Flemish legend, by Checinski, which was interrupted by his 
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d eath in 1872. Other uncompleted works include; Rokiczana 
on which he worked in 1859 and of which only a ballad for 
'6 bass solo a nd chorus e xists; 9 and Budnik, b a sed on a novel 
by J. Kraszewsk i. 
Moniuszk o represents the high point of Polish opera. 
His ma sterpieces, Halka, and Straszny Dvror (The Haunted Manor) 
est ablis he d dramatic music in Pola.nd on a firm foundation. 
Not a s a n innovator , in s t yle but a s a creator of lyrical ideas 
intimately r e le.ted t o t he a c t ion of the fu"" ama , Honiuszk o 
re a c hed a height of e xpression be yond n e.tiona l app e a l. 
The treme ndous p opul arity of Ch op in nevex· aff ected 
Honius zko; t hey v;ere bot h nat i ona lis ts but very unlik e in their 
artistic philo sophie 8. Ch op in 1 s mu s ic combines the i dealistic 
Polish ne.t ional s p irit, while Moniuszk o 1 s vmr k s appeal be-
cause they are closely rele.te d to t he people of t he country. 
Honiuszko 1 8 music achieved e.cclaim becaus e of its sin-
c erity, simplicity a nd f a ithfulness to the p a.st and bec ause 
of its common bond v.ri t h the people, vlhile Chopin 1 s art por-
tray ed the i dealistic, re aching above life's realities. 
Chopin w-ras e. genius, and Noniuszko a skilled and talented 
cr~sman. 
One cannot say the.t Moniuszko was a direct imitator of 
\1 agner 1 s leitmotif syst em, for the recurrence. of the musical 
themes was utili zed primarily for dramat ic pur p oses of recall-
ing an earlier situat ion, a techni que common in Verdi's works 
which can even be found in t he eighteent h-ce ntury opera s of Mozart. 
69. Z. J a c h i meck i, St. Noniu sz~\:O , Viarsza\va, Ge bethuer i Uolff, 
1 9 21, p . 110. 
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In Hal ka a nd Stra s zny Jhror, Honiuszko ctispla.ys an un-
usua l feeling for the the a tre a ncl a melodic invention wh ich 
brims \ ·J" i th grace a.nd cha rm e.nd a.n intense en~rgy in ex-
pression. Through the ind ividua lity evident in his s parkling 
orchestrat ions -vrhich encompa.ss a t-vell rounded musical form, 
he ma de an imprint on Polish opera that 1rlill never be erased. 
His 1-1orks far surpassed those of the earlier Polish composers 
of purely Polish ope ras, in tha t the lyrical expression, mus-
ical chare.cterization, contrasts of mood, and clear declama-
tion reach a point of universal acceptance. 
Chapter VIII 
Gr and Ouera 
The prevailing influences and i mnortant trends that 
were present in opera in Europe during the nineteenth cen-
tury '\vere slo1r1 in being adopted by Polish composers. This 
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is r a ther strange, for the best of French, German and. I talian 
operas were translated into Polish and performed on t he \'larsaitl 
st age wit hin a fevl years of their :pre mieres. They ~:rere greeted 
with enthusiasm by the public, but Polish composers still ad-
hered to operatic principles of fifty yes:rs earlier. 
\'lith Noniuszko, whose music \'las aimed to appeal to the 
e motions r ather tha n to the intellect, we see a comnlete break 
. ~ 
from the eighteenth-century fundamentals of opera. Though 
foreign influences are apparent in his works, one cannot 
trace the predominance of any one particular opera school. 
This is also true of the works · of composers of lesser importance 
such a s I gnacy Dobrzynski (1807-1867) whose opera Monbar czyli 
Filibustero·wie (Monbar or Buccaneers) was performed in 1863, 
a nd Lud'\-v i k Grossman (1835-1915) comnoser of Duch \·loje\vody (The 
Ghost of the Governor) ~Ihich appeared in 1873· 
The steady progress in Polish opera. achi eve d by Mo n-
ius zlt:o stopped a t his death a nd no f ur ther adv anc e was made 
for many years. Instead of f ollovring in his foot steps a nd act-
vancing along wit h nineteenth-century developments in other 
countries, Polish compo sers shoHed an i nclination to revert to 
a style e,nd form which prevailed in Pre-Wagner days .. 
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An exp onent of this tradition vms vlladysla~v Zelenski (l8J7-1920) 
vrhose v!Orks, received with great enthusiasm in Poland, vrere 
never performed outside the country. His most outstanding 
work, Kom·ad Vl allenrod, is a Hork in the Grand Opera style, 
a form of orne.te, highly embellished opera that flourished in 
Fra nce between l8JO and 1840. 
A son of e. wealthy le.nd owner, he received a -vrell ground-
ed ec1ucation in the clc.ssics, studying music also "\•rith 
Fra nciszek Hirecki in Krakow. After a number of years of study 
and travel abroad he returned to Krakov; in 1862 to receive 
a Doctor of Philosophy de gree. It v1as e.t t h is time that he 
devoted himself to music completely . In 1871, he we.s ap!,)ointed 
:9rofessor of harmon;<{ a nd counterp oint at the Warsaw com~erva-
tory. He bec ame director of the \"Jars .?.vv Husical Societ y , one 
of the most influencia l musical organizations in the country, 
in 1877• 
He had vJOrked out a rough sketch of Konrad \'lallenrod 
by 1878, but it was not until 1880, when he received a libretto 
pre p a.red by Zygmunt Sarnecki and vlladyslaw NoskovTski that he 
seriously set to 'V·mrlc on it. A slow and meticulous worker, 
this vra.s not completed until 1885 and at that time it was 
g iven its premier performance in Lwow. The story is based on 
the tragi-dramatic poem by Adam Hickie-vlic z, the great Polish 
ne..tional -vrriter. The libretto concerns the a.dventures of the 
be-t"-wee"' Teutonic knights, the struggle "p a ganism and Christia nity, 
loy8.1 ty, courage a nd sacrificial love. The scene of the action 
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is Lithua nia a nd it is fillec1 vri th ne.tive atmosphere. Several 
e.llusions to contemp orary politica l life a.dd to the loc a l 
color. 
Both the libretto a nG. mus ical tree.tment are aimed at 
a rousing the emotions through sudden a nd strong contrasts by 
means of hug e disple.ys. It exp loits large and elaborate ballets, 
choruses, crowd scenes, processiona ls and novel orchestral 
effects. The score is exceptionally long , consisting of four 
acts: Act I, Pa lace of Kiejstula in Lithuania ; Act II, 
Marl borg Cathedra l; Act III, a hall in the Palace; and Act IV, 
the dungeon beim.v the Palace. 
The musical trea tment is quite original at times and 
at moments it Cl.Chieve s a truly ctramat ic povTer. Ze lenski tried 
to realize to the fullest extent a ll the scenic and emotional 
possibilities of the libretto. He d.oes this Hith vmnderful 
lyricism, but due to a.n overemphEJ.sis of this Quality the sin-
cere dram<>.tic elements of the libretto are somewha t wealcened. 
The ~·hort overture is closely rela ted to the opera. both 
thema tically a nd in structure. There is a n a.ttempt to utilize 
a musice.l motif for characterization of individua.ls, but it 
is not strongly inte gr ated into the H OI'k . The musical motif 
associated with Hctlbe.nJ close friend of Konrad, captures his 
mood a ncL feeling , 9.nd when it reappears it adds to the dra-
me.tic action a nd vivi<lness of the event. (Example 63). 
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One motif Hhich is used successfully is the trumpet 
c all that is sounded l'rith Konrad's first entra nce. (Example 64). 
EX. 64 
The motif e.ss i gne d to Aldo na i s in sharp contrast , consisting 
of e. short c hromatic _ assage. (Exam:ple 6.5). 
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EX. 6.5 
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An unusual feature of this opera is the great use of 
contrapunt a l dey ices in the ensembles. The musical develop-
.... +' ment.. OJ. "them is handled \lith great sk ill but often it doe a 
not Bdd to the dramatic action. The musical imit ative style 
is too concentrated a nd it l a clcs t he flexibility essentis.l 
f or a free e xpression of s he.rp dramatic contrasts. One par-
t icular instance,· the love duet b etlreen Konrad a nd Aldona 
in the s econd a ct, is writt e n in the form of a. c anon. 
(Example 66 ) 
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It has great beauty a ncl is handled with masterful skill. 
The c anon is appropria te in this scene, for the dramatic sit-
uat ion is not significant e.nd does not lose in v a lue through 
the restricted musical form. 
An e arlier instance of the utilization of the canon 
form in lik e circumst ances is the qua rtet in Fidelia (Mir 
ist so \<TUnderbar ) by Beethoven. In Act II, Scene 3 of Konra d, 
a quartet appe ars ·i _n "\'Th ich tvm of the pa.rts e..re treated in 
canon form, v-rhile the other t"\"ro a re free parts. ·(Example 67). 
EX. 67 
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The te xt to the quartet is inter e st i ng in tha t e a c h of t h e 
four participants e xpres ses h is own particular, s hax ply con-
tr a st i ng feeling s e.nd sentiments. 
A section of t he a.bove quartet illustre.tes the inter e s -
t i ng contr apunta l t exture with cont rary motion preva iling be-
twee n the pe.r ts, a nd a lso exemplif~es the c ontrasting moods 
e xpre s sed by the text. (Example 68). 
EX. 68 
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Ald ona sings: 11 0 h , let me convince you 11 ; Konrad: 11 I 1m weak -
ening , w·ha t shall I do 11 ; Arcyk omtur: 11 He escaped me, he is 
• 
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a master"; Halbe.n: "1-fy p lan of revenge is in danger". 
A unity in the overall structure is achieved by a thems . ...: 
tic relationship. This may , at times, prove to be merely a 
shor t musical motif which c onsists of a few notes. In Act II, 
Scene 1, the chorus of k night s sing s a t wo-part hymn in the 
cathedral. (Exa~ple 69). 
EX. 69 
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The short mot if (x) appears l e.ter in the quartet, in Scene 3 
of Act II. (Example 70). 
EX. 70 
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It serves as the unifying element for the whole act. 
The contrasts are unusually pronounced in Konrad 
Vla.llenrod \vi th impassioned dramatic outbursts appearing side 
by side v-rith simple ballads and romances. One such drams.tic 
outburst is strengthened. by a.n effective orchestration con-
sisting of strings followed by a strong emphasis in the 
brass. (Example 71). 
EX. 71 
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Act III possesses powerful and brutal contrasts, both 
dramatically and musically. It opens with a wild dri~~ing song 
by the knights, in which they express their creed of axing, 
cutting, burning and plundering the villages for their own 
benefits. It is a crude expression of brutal sentiments. 
During this drinking orgy, they call upon Orlando a minstrel, 
to sing a love ballad. The contrast is grotesque in its sudden 
change of mood and temperament. 
I 
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The ballet in Act III is wearisome in length and retards 
the flow of the action. It consists of four separate sections: 
a de.nce for men, e. dance for Lithuanian maidens, a dance by 
the knights, and a genera l dance for a ll. It is a spectacular 
< 
scene designed to dazzle the audience. 
Act IV, subtitled "The Trial", opens.with a short pre-
lude which sets the mood for a secret meeting in the dungeons 
of the Palace, during which the fe.te of Konrad 'is decided. 
(Example 72). 
EX. 72 
Arcykomtur, the revengeful e.ntagonist, speaks to the men 
and the melodic line heightens the mee.ning of his words. On 
prochu dzis pogrzebie (I will bury him in dust) the line moves 
downward a ninth from high D. (Example 73). 
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The figure which appears in the violin accompaniment (x) in 
the above example, reappears constantly during this act, and 
serves to unite it musically. 
In sharp contrast is the scene that follows (Act IV, 
Scene 2) titled "Death11 • It opens with a short Preludium 
tha t establishes the mood and e.tmospher~ of a snow storm. 
This is achieved by much chromaticism and many tremolos by 
the string instruments. Suddently a hymn accompe.nied by e.n 
organ is heard coming from the church. (Example 74) • 
EX. 74 
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Another device that Zelenski uses to emphasize the myster-
ious is e. unison chorus accompanied at the same time by the 
orchestra. (Example 75). 
EX. 75 
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decrescendos, sforzandos, the ringing of church bells in the 
dist~nce, and the organ ble~ing forth all exemplify grandeur 
at its height. 
Vigorous rhythms contrasted with lyrical ballads, an 
inflated style of effects \vithout causes, and brilliant musi-
cal numbers not related to the dramatic e.ction, are all here 
in abundance. The religious ceremony which is the climax of 
the second act is brought into the scene o.nly for theatrical 
purposes, for it has little relation to the actual drama. The 
weakest musical numbers of the score are the ballets which 
probably were included only to offer variety. 
Some of the ensembles, as the Scena wyboru (The election 
I 
. 
' 
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orchestrated. Aldone. 1 s song with male chorus in Act III has 
a noble and poetic expression of sentiment that makes it 
one of the finest excerpts in the score. 
Konrad was a work which appealed to the people of the 
time, who believed that the bigger, the longer, the more 
dazzling and spectacular, the better the work. It is rarely 
performed now, for these once desirable characteristics have 
gr a dually become outmoded because of their conventional musi-
cal expressions. 
The second opera by Zelenski, Goplana (The Maiden of 
Gopl an), with libretto by Ludomir German -vras received \-lith 
great enthusie.sm in 1896. A rome.nt ic opera , it is much freer 
in musical concept than Konrad Wallenrod. It does not contain 
the restricting musical :forms of the latter, but instee.d , 
emphasis is plB.ced upon lyricism. The orchestral color, and 
a continuous flow of music shows the influences of Weber's 
romantic ism. 
The story, based on a f a iry tale, ta_'tces place on the 
shores of lHke Goplan. A grouy of spirits are awaitin~ the 
return of Goplana the queen of the spirits. After she alights 
fr om a lily leaf on which she has been riding, ahe tells them 
her story of rescuing a mortal, Grabiec a peasant, '\iith whom 
she has fallen deeply in love. T'\vO spirits, Chochlik ancl Skierka, 
comfort her and assure her that they will find a way to unite 
her with her lover. Grabiec, when he is brought before her, 
scorns the queen and tells her th8.t he loves another. 
Another complication is suddenly injected into the story. 
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It involves a poor \vidow v;ith two daughters, Balladyna and 
Alina. The widow is asked by Kirkor, the Lord of the lfuhor, 
for lodging for the night for himself and his men while they 
a.re on a hunting trip. Upon seeing the girls, he falls in 
love V'Tith both of them and does not know whieh one to choose 
for his wife. The spirit Chochlik, who has been hiding in a 
tree vlatching all these events, exerts his supernatural powers 
and suggests a plan to the widow. The mother te·lls both girls 
to g o into the forest with a p itcher to fill with berries. 
She tells them that the one who first completes her task 
will become the lucky bride of the lord. 
Heamvhile Goplana has e xerted her powers over Grab iec, 
a stubborn man who has continued to refuse her love. For her 
revenge, she has changed him into a tree. Beneath this tree 
the young sisters meet with their pitchers. Alina has filled 
hers with berries, but Balladyna ha.s nothing in here. Balladyna , 
in a fit of rage, kills her sister and ta~ee her full pitcher 
to claim Kirkor in marriage. 
Balladyna lies about the fate of Alina, but she cannot 
rid herself of a curious spot which appeared on her forehead 
when she killed Alina. She covers this spot with a ribbon 
which she wears constantly . 
One day at the manor the guards notice a la~ge, ob-
viously rich, retinue a~proaching. It turns out to be Grabiec 
who ha s been transformed back to life and made a rich man by 
Goplana in return for his yielding to her love. Grabiec sees 
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Balladyna. and recalls the conversat ion that took place under 
the tree in the Hoods. Balladyna, a fraid of being denounced, 
poisons him. In seeking justice, the lord of the manor, 
Bs.lladyna 1 s husband, is about to :punish the urong person for 
the murder of Grabiec. Sudd.enly her mother enters to tell of 
a dream she had of Alina in which blood poured from the 
latter 1 s heart. She denounces her daughter Balladyna and :pulls 
the ribbon from her forehead. The crowd surrounds her scream-
ing 11 111urderess", just as a bolt of lightning, the work of 
Goplana , the fairy queen, comes down to strike her dead. 
The e.tmosphere in this fairy tale is established at the 
outset in a s hort introduction which leads directly into the 
opening chorus for the spirits. It is achieved with cellos 
and basses playing a tremolo (pp), and sixteenth note pass-
ages in the violins v~hich rise in sequence until they reach 
the higher re gister of the instruments. 
The opening chorus for sopranos I-II-III, ests.blishes 
a mood of an ethereal na ture, suspenseful andmysterious, height-
ened effectively by the tremolo e.ccompaniment of the strings. 
(Example 76}·. 
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EX. 76 
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a nd by chromat ic pC?.ss&.ges §.ppearing fortissimo in contrast 
to the opening pianissimo. {Exam:9le 77). 
EX. 77 
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The musical characterization of the spirits Chochlik 
and Skierka is brought out clearly by the first violins in 
a soft staccato passe.ge . (Example 78). 
. 
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EX. 78 
The canon form for which Zelensk i shows a great fond-
ness, is utilized here, but not as strictly as it was in 
Konrad Wallenrod. The duet for Chochlik and Sk ierka, has 
c a nonic entrances at a distance of two bars, but it does not 
extend for more tP~n t wo measures at a time. (Example 79). 
EX 79 
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The contrasts of mood, so essentia l to a romantic work, 
D.re q_ui te pronounce ct. here. The mysterious a nd superna tural 
mood tha t had preva iled is suddenly cha nged to one of a gay 
folk tune. A song for Grabiec, accom,anied by open fifths in 
the orchestra , is a sharp contrast to the chromaticism of 
the preceding section. {Example So). 
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EX. 80 
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The duet for Grabiec and Goplana is in ABA form, and 
contains a mannerism of the Neapolite.n school of vocalizing 
in vihich the rang,e for the sgprano is such the.t it requires 
supernatural power and technique to perform. (Example 81). 
EX. 81 
The entrance of Kirkor with his retinue of soldiers is 
introduced by a fanfare of horns beh ind the scene which gets 
louder and louder until fina lly the orchestra ste.tes the 
introduction to the chorus for soldiers. (Example 82). 
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EX. 82 
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The horn mot if rises in sequence, ere scendo poco a poco, and 
a ppears in the chorus (x). (Example 82). 
The introduction to Ba.lladyna 1 s and Alina 1 s erttrance 
contains a motif 'ivhich is --utilized in the Wagnerian ,manner, 
and appee.rs :rrequently throughout the work, whenever either of 
t he girls are ment ioned. (Exarnple :8J). 
EX. 83 
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A characteristic o'f Zelinsk i 1 s treatment of the melodic 
line is found in the themes tha t are associated wit h Ball.a dyna , 
Alina, and Kirker, the lord of the manor. Kirker's theme in 
h is song to Balladyna is evolved out of part of t he theme 
that is associated with the sister. (Exa mple 84). 
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EX. 84 
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The musical port:re.yal. of the spirit Ohochlik is especi-
ally g ood in t h e scene in 'lfThich he c a sts his spell on the 
widow, commanding her to send the daughters out to pick berries. 
The musical accompaniment heightens the feeling and the mood 
of the superna.tural, and contains motifs :which appear frequent-
ly in each act a nd scene, a c t ing a.s unifying parts of the 
whole i'mrk. (Example 85) 
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EX. 85 
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The first act ends with a tender, highly expressive 
song cont~ining poetic lyricism in which Alina asks God for 
help in filling her pitcher so that she can marry Kirkor. 
Tired from a strenuous day, she falls asleep, and the orches-
tra l accompaniment, fitting into the atmosphere, seems to 
die mvay. The string s play tremolo in the highest register, 
'1.-Tith the motif associated with Chochlik also appearing e.s 
a reminder of the supernatural influence the.t is ever 
present. (Example 86) 
' 
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Vigorous rhythms and an agitated orchestral accompani-
ment. accentuate the action in the second act when the s p irits 
try to convince Grabiec to t ake Goplana as his love. They 
try every method and means to sway him, a s for instance i"n 
the song by Chochlik and Skierka : 
You will ee.t delicacies, 
. 
~ 
Bfidzie sz zaje.dal s ame przysmaki 
Korzoru{i lilii, zabki, slimaki 
I b~dziesz pijar same lik\·rory 
Mi6d z lipy , mleczko z br~ozowej 
kory. 
Roots of lilies, fro gs, snails, 
You will dri~k only liqueurs, 
Honey from a linden tree, milk 
from birch bark. 
Goplana 1 s i mpass i oned outpouring of love a nd promises 
of gold , palaces a nd other riches are punctuated by arpeggio 
runs by the harp, -vrhic h increa se in tension a s her entreaties 
increase in fervor. This novel orchestral device clearly 
portrays the agita.tion a nd excitement of t he action. 
The duet between Balladyna and Alina in the second act 
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is one of the most finely constructed scenes, both musict-.lly 
and dra matically, in the whole score. (Example 87) 
EX. 87 
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It contains motifs from the first act, encomp~ssed in strong 
orchestre.l contrasts that progress hand in hand v.rith the ac-
tion, culminating in a striking dramatic effect when the 
murder is a ccomplished by Balladyna. The curtain closes at 
this :point '\vith an unusual orchestral effect, that of a solo 
viola playing a. penetra ting a.nd. sorrov[ful melody. (Example 88) 
EX. 88 
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A contrast to the sombre tones of the duet is the c h orus 
vlhich ends Act II. It is a gay song with folklike qua lities 
in vrhich the people e.nd soldiers toast the coming marria.ge 
of Balladyna and Kirkor. 
A monolo gue by Balladyna. opens Act III. It is of an 
unusual h armonic structure, d ivided into sections, in e ach of 
...vhich she recalls a n incident tha.t had happened a nd placed 
her in the position of l a.dy of the manor. Opening in C minor 
it progresses t hrough A flat ma jor, G fl at ma jor, B ma.jor, 
B fl a t major, F shar p minor a nd b ack to C minor. As indivi-
dua ls are rec alled, the motifs t h e.t are a ssocie.ted with them 
a ppe ar in t he orchestration. A pre domina nt one is th2.t of 
Chochlik , which ha ng s lik e an omen over all. 
Up on the arrival a t the manor of Grabiec, t he newly 
wea.lthy gentlema n, a ballet is per f or med. The music vividl y 
outlines the grotes que fant a sy of his outlandish garb and his 
crude ma nners. (Example 89) 
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A climax is achieved through a rapidly paced drBmatic 
episode which increases in tension a.s the resolution of the 
tr2.gedy is about to take p lace. It culminates with the full 
ensemble sing ing 11 1-1urderess 11 , c-.fter the ribbon is torn from 
Balladyna 1 s forehead. 
Thematic ~otifs are utilized for the characterization 
of events and persons. They serve to develo p the musical e.nd 
dramatic ideas, a.nd enrich the symphonic treatment of the 
orchestra. 
The music is continuous, v-.ri th no breaks between the 
scenes, giving the whole v-.rork good unity, and the motifs 1r1hich 
reappear in various scenes act as ties holding the smaller 
units together, t ·hereby achieving a well balanced structure. 
The orchestra, treated in a symphonic manner, enters 
intimately ·into the development of the drama. It creates moods 
a nd provides color a nd ha.rmonic contrasts. With the interwoven 
motifs of the spirits, it provides the exotic suggestion tha.t 
is essential to the stor./ . The chromaticism, modula.tions to 
distant keys, d.issonance in the form of susp ensions or mmoggia.-
turas are fre q_uent. 
The treatment of a rom0.nt ic fable, intermingled with the 
folk element, the lightness of the ethereal music effect, e.nd 
the brusque folk rhythms have rnE!.c.e it a. popular work \vhich h8.s 
been revived many times in the t1ventieth century ~ It was la.tely 
revived in Warsaw in 1935. 70 
- <\ 
70. LoevTenberg , Annals of 6nera op. cit. P. 577. 
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It is difficult to unclerstB.nd why Zelenski wrote his 
third drama.tic work, the operetta Janek, with libretto by 
Ludomir Germa n, that vJa s :performed in 190 0 . If it was an 
attempt to write an easy, tuneful, uork based on a national 
subject, for · the purpose of seek ing public acclB.im B.nd recog-
nition he was not successful. The ~-:ork lacks the musical 
characterization, melodic invention, .9.nd the rich harmonic 
tre a tment 1-vhich were evident in his previous l:rorks. The 
libretto, presumB.bly based on a folk le e;end, lacks any dra-
ma.tic unity and the various scenes are not correle.ted musi-
cally, thus causing the a.ction to move forward in rhapsodic, 
jerky movements. 
In attempting to capture the spirit of the mounta ineers 
as· exemplified by Jontek in Halka by Moniuszko, Zelenski 
utilized familiar musical themes of the mountaineers, but his 
own individual trea.tment lacks the zest and spirit essential 
for a truthful portrayal. 
The action takes place in the Ta.tra mountains at the 
b e g i nning of the nineteenth century. Janek , a leader of a band 
of brigands, wa.s wounde d during one of the raids. He is 
nursed back to he a lth by Bronia, e.nd they fe.ll in love. 
lJlaryn!ca. also loves J e..nek , vJhile St a.ch is in love v-.rith Bronia. 
The resolution of the love u lot occurrs vilhen Stach, prompted 
by the revengeful Ma.ry nka , k ills Je.nek . A banal story, :pre-
sented with a ~ lack of clx•e.mat ic p a cing or timing , is the 
b i ggest h a ndicap of the work . Isolated numbers that have 
beauty are not enough to rescue this mediocre work. 
< 
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The music is continuous with scenes connected by musi-
cal bridges but the rich harmonic treatment, colorful orches-
tration and vlea.lth of thematic invention common in Gopla.na 
is completely le.cking in Janek. Musical characterization is 
confined to a few musical motifs that are constantly ~epeated 
in sequence making the operetta monotonous and dull. 
The overture contains a theme which appears constant-
ly in the whole operetta, with very little relation to the 
dra.mc.tic action. (Example 90) 
EX. 90 
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The treatment of the chorus falls into a dull pattern 
without a.ny variation in the whole work. Most of the chorus 
numbers begin in the following manner. (Example 91) 
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EX. 91 
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It hs.s he.d some measure of success, but this is un-
doubtedly due to the local subject ma tter of the operetta. 
The Poles, deprived of their freedom, enthusia stically 
accepted any work portraying their ns.tional heritage re-
gardless of its ae sthetic value. 
Chapter IX 
1·.usic Dra.ma ano_ Vle.gneria.n Influences at the 
beginning of the Twentieth Century 
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A complete contrast to J a nek is· found i n Stara. Basn 
(Old Fairy Tale), Zelensk i 1 s last opera, presented in 1907. 
The excellent libretto: based on a novel by J. Kraszev.Jski, 
was prepared by Aleksander Bandrowsk i. The whole action is 
highly concentra ted and shows a n e xcellent understanding of 
the theatre and its tec hnical requirements. There is gree.t 
unity and the dramatic action flo'tvS· in e. steady , lo g ica l stream 
v-.r ithout int erruption until the clime.x is reached. 
The noble music with highly eleva ted expression and mel-
odic inventiveness is at times superior to thRt of Konra.d 
Vi a lle nrod or Gonla.na.. 
The opera, a romantic music drama, shows much influence 
of \'Ieber a nd Wagner. The continuity of the music, style of 
declamation and use of leitmotifs are reminiscent of Weber. 
The subject matter v.ri th symbolical overtones, emphasis on the 
orchestra, harmonic and melodic idiom show the influence of 
Wagner. 
The story, a complicated myth, contains sacrificial love, 
pa.ganistic rituals, symbolism, revenge, a nd finally, the 
triumph of Christianity. 
It ope ns with a s hort orchestra l prelude which leads 
directly into the opening chorus by the 11 Elders 11 v-Iho are a.rr-
iving , to the a ccompaniment of fa.nfares, for an a.ssembly. 
Doma.n enters a nd announces the VJ' isz h a s been murdered by Knez 
a. member of the tribe. Doman's description of the murder is 
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brought out strongly by vivid orchestral contrasts, with the 
melodic line, well molded to the text, evolving out of the 
supporting he.rmonic structure. (Exs.mple 92) • 
EX. 92 
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Some of the sections of the work e~e extremely effec-
tive in the individuality of their he.rmonies and in the r;ray 
they embody the essence of the dre.matic idea, giv.ing it depth 
and emotional power. An example of this is the funeral march 
which leads to the burning of Wisza 1 s body, his horse, his dog 
and his a~ms on a bier. (Exe~ple 93} 
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EX. 93 
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The chorus plays a.n important part musically a nd drama-
. 
tice:.lly, in this scene. It che.nts as the fire burns, remark-
ing , that his soul is on its "\vay to the le.nd of his forefathers. 
The clima.x of the scene is reached when hie beloved Jagna, 
unable to live without him, steps into the flames to join him. 
She is heard sing ing Wi taj mi Wiezu (vlelcome me, Wisz). The 
chorus, worked up into a frenzy, breaks forth demanding re-
venge in a choral number full of dramatic intensity. 
Slwrt motifs of an individual character recurr in the 
orchestral e.ccompaniment, a nd the harmony, dependent upon the 
inner chromaticism, is st ated with an instrumente.l color that 
ehha.ncee the action of the drama. and the meaning of t he· words. 
The second act is one of the finest constructed and 
closely knit units of the score. Here \11agner 1 s influence is 
. 
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most noticeable in shedding all traces of traditional division 
int o separate numbers. The overall form of the act is ABABA. 
It opens with a symfonia lesna (Symphony of the woods) with a 
horn solo accompanied by tremolo anct sixteenth note passages 
in the string s which give the effect of the rustling of the 
le aves. The horn solo is interrupted by a clarinet imitating 
a cuckoo bird, a symbol of good omen, symbolic in the story ·of 
the approach of the match making period. (Example 94). 
EX. 94 
The horn solo is resumed and the symphony leads directly in-
to a song for Dziwa whose short motifs are echoed by another 
voice in the forest. There is a gradual change in the orchestra 
which sets the mood of mystery a nd suspense tha t accompanies 
Jaruba 1 s entrance. She prophesies a nd foresees danger and warns 
Dziwa not to a ttend t he celebration of the Feat of Kupa l a . 
The orchestra l accompaniment to the prophecy is in unison with 
the voice, a device tha t had been ~requently utilized by 
romanticists such a s \'Ie ber in establishing a feeling of 
mystery. (Example 95) 
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When the "Crow 11 , a symbol of ill omen, appears and 
circles around Dziwa, the orchestral accom:paniment attem:pts to 
recreate the cawing of the crow with a C major chord with an 
~~gmented fifth, and a D major chord with an augmented fifth, 
played simultaneously. (Example 96) 
EX. 96 
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A short orchestra l interlude consisting of part of the 
symphony returns to lead into the scene in l.ihich Doman is 
stabbed by Dziwa. The prophecy of Jaruba ha s been fulfilled 
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ancL she states tha t this result wa s the 'lfish of the g ods. 
The symphony that opened the act vrith a. horn solo returns 
a n d the act ends. 
This act contains a musical continuity with transitions 
from one scene to the next made by orchestral interludes tha.t 
contain motifs connected· a nd associated -with the events. Part 
of a mot if appe ars 1-..rhenever reference is made to the event 
in t he story vJith which it is associated. In addition, the 
rel ationship between recit e.tive a nd aria is much closer. The 
melodic line is closely link ed to the text, but the clea r cut 
d ivision bet\.reen recit a tive 8.nd P.ria , so appar ent in ea.rly 
nineteenth century opera, is not existent here .. The t wo units 
a re constructed so th2.t one evolves out of t h e ot her in melo-
o. ic treat ment, thus achieving e. b lended continuit y in the music. 
Act III tak es p l a ce in a g loomy pagan tem:9le, a nd t h e 
moo d is e s t ab lished by a shor t orc h e s tral prelude. Dz i wa, vrho 
h a s come here seeking salvat ion for her deed, want s to become 
a gu a:-d of t he 11 Holy Fire 11 • Hov.rever, she is informed by \'l izum, 
the high priest, that Doman v!lll live and that she must re p ent. 
The ;{ are interrupted by the ent r a nce of Knez, the muderer of 
\'l isza , who a sk s Dzivm to prophecy his future. When she inf orms 
him tha t it is grim a nd filled with blood, a nd tha t crows will 
e a t his body , the h :0.r monic accomp8niment of example 5 reappea.rs. 
Knez, a ngered by this, threatens her life, but at this moment 
Dornan enters and comes to her rescue. 
The l a st act t akes :pl ace in the garden of Piast a . A s hort 
~)relude of a pa s t ora l n P.ture opens the act a nd contains motifs 
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that appear in the opening chorus of this act. The people have 
met to elect a leader, a nd motifs from the a sse mbly chorus of 
the first a.ct reappe ar here. The ent r ance of t, .. m Pilgrims, 
whose dialo gue is spoken over the music, speak of the God who 
has supreme pov1er over all. This incident depicts the triu:muh 
of Christia_nity over paganism. The wise and benevolent Piasta 
is then chosen as the ziemowida (leader on the earth). 
Unusual color effects are achieved in the orchestra by 
combining the divisi violins in their highest register with 
clarinets, oboes and flutes, creating an ethereal and heavenly 
mood that heightens the feelings and lofty emotions of the 
story. 
The opera is one of Zelenski 1 s finest works and a dis-
tinct advance in an effort to establish Polish opera on a level 
with that of other European countries. Stara Ba~6, (Old Fa iry 
Tale) shows more than a trace of Wagner in the utilization of 
short mot if s for dramatic a nd unifying purposes. The r.tarmonic 
treatment consists of chords of sevenths a nd nineths, app-
o ggi E~.turas and suspensions governed by the chromaticism of 
the inner parts. The orchestration is h ighly colorful and 
expressive vlith a. grea.t deal of r hythmic verve. The contra sts, 
both dramatically and musically, are not e.s abrupt a nd extreme 
as they appeared in Konre.d VJallenrod. A more sensitive and 
effective balance is ac hieved in St ara Basn (Old F~y Tale), 
by progressing gradually from one mood to another. Masterful 
stB_ge effects are achieved, but with a certain restraint, t hus 
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preventing the work from deteriorating into Grand Opera 's 
2)ompous , superficia l gre.ncleur. 
By 1880 , Wagner 1 s mu s ic drama theories began to h ave a 
major influence on opera tbroughout Europe, with t h e p ossib le 
exception of It a l y . This t re nd is noticeable in t he c hoice of 
subject matter in the libret t o or in t he musical treatment 
of the ideas a nd a lso in the systematic use of leitmotifs, 
cl:l..romaticism, harmonic a nd melodic idiom and emphasis on the 
orchestra. 
In France this influence on the libretto and music is 
p articularly noticeable in the works of Alexis Chabrier 
(1841-1894), Vincent D1 Indy (1851-1931) a nd Earnest Chaueson 
( 1855-1899) • The libretto a nd music of Chabrier 1 s, Gvtendoline 
(1866 ) show the influence of Der fliegende Hollander (The 
Flying Dutchman) a nd Trist an und Isolde. D'Indy , in the foot-
steps of the Bc?_yreuth master, 1vrot e his m..rn libretti for 
Fervaal (1897) a nd L 1Etranger (Th e Stra nger, 1903) vth1ch 
cont a in myt holo gy, p2-ganism e.nd sacrificial love. Le Roi Arthus 
(1900) of Chausson is inf luenced more in the musical tre at-
ment tha n in the libretto, for its structure adheres to the 
Grand Opera traditions of Heyerbeer. 
Wagner's influence was, of course, most pronounced in 
Germany. The principa l disciples ir.rho for the most part, also 
virote their own libret t i vJere Felix von \'leingartner ( 1863-
1942), Heinrich Zollner ( 1854- ? ) who ~Irate ten opere.s, 8.nd 
August Bungert ( 18L~5-1915) 111ho composed two opera cycles: the 
first Die Ilia s, consists of t'\vo operas, Achilles and 
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Klytemnestra; the second, Die Odysse , consists of four operas; 
Kirke, Nausikaa, Odysseus 1 Heimkehr, a.nd Odysseus 1 Toq . The 
t"V'lO cycles are entitleo. Homerische '\f!elt (The Homeric World). 
A reaction Hgainst the \'lagnerism nattern l ater beg.an 
to arise. Germany turned to the form of the fairy-opera as 
Humpel"dinck 1 s Hansel und Gretel, while Italy, \vhere opere. was 
bound by tradition, rejected \tlegnerism e.nd turned to verismo 
or realism. The two most outstanding Italian composers of 
operas in the verismo genre were Pietro Masca.gni (186.3-1945) 
-vr ith his Cavalleria Rusticana, (Rustic Chivalry, 1890), and 
Ru ggiero Leoncavallo 1 s (1858-1919) Pagliacci (The Clowns 1892). 
In France, the reaction took the form of impressionistic music 
e,s found in Pelle as et Melisande ( 1902) by Claude Debussy 
(1862-1918). 
Italia n opera "i.vhich had held such a strong position in 
the musical life of Pola.nd in the e arly part of the nineteenth 
century, gre.dually be ge.n to g ive uay in the l a tter part of the 
centur;<{ to the influence of German opere .. The performances of 
Wagner i a n ope ras in Pola nd stimula ted this tendency in Polish 
op era. In 1 877, Lohengrin was presented in a Polish translation 
in Vlarsa.ti a nd was soon :follov-red by Tannhauser, Das Rheingold, 
Die Walkure and Der :fliegende Hollander. A performance of the 
complete Ring by V.fagner \vas g iven in Polish in Lemberg in 
1911. 71 
The Germa n influence in Polish opera is most noticeable 
in the musical tre a_tment, t-.r ith a cyclic recurrence of motifs 
71. Loewenberg, Annals of Opera, op. cit. p.546. 
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and a vocal line in a rather free, arioso style. The rome.nt ic 
harmonies consist of sevenths a nd ninths, with chroma ticism 
a nd much stress p l a ced on the orchestration. The a ffect of 
Wagner was not so pronounced in the s ub ject matter of the scores. 
The overall s t ructure a n cl. st yle of the Polish op eras of thi s 
period show a combinat ion of the f or mal element s of Grand Opera , 
c ou:;)led 1.v i th tre.dit ione.l folk qu a lit ies. The follo-vling composers 
e.nd their works e.r e re presentative of t h is style: Zygmunt 
Nos ko"Yl s k i ( 1846-1909 ), Livia Quint illia 1898 , \'lyrok (The 
Sent ence, 1907); Adam JYiinc he jmer ( 1831-1904 ), Mazeppa , 187 5; 
I g nacy Paderevrsk i (1860-19 41) Manru, 1901; Roman Ste.t k O\t s k i 
(1859-192 5) Fileriis (190 3 ), which won first prize at the 
Int ernational opera cont est in London in 1903, Marja, 1906; 
He nryk Helcer ( 1869-1928) l-iar ja, 1904; Miec zyslaw Soltys 
(1856-1929) RzeczPospolita Babinska (The Republic of Babin, 
1905) a nd Adolf Guze"Yrski (1876-1920), Dziewica L6dowcmv (The 
Iceberg l11ai den, 1907). 11ost of these works \vere unsuccessful 
a n d w·ere wi thdr a\·m e.fter a few performances. Hov.rever, ~1anru by 
Pade:c·e'lri s k i a c hieved reco g nition in the world of opera, and 
aft er its initia l performance~ i n Dresden a nd Pola nd in 1901, 
it received performances in Prague, Zurich and New York . 
Based on a novel by J. Krasze1·rsk i, the libret t o \·ras in 
German a nd was l a ter transla ted into Polish by S. Rossows k i. 
It is a romantic-tragic opera i n three ac t s, with strong f olk-
like qua lities. The scene is lE1.id a.mong the Tatre. mountains, 
b et1.-.reen Galicia and Hungar y . The s tory illustra tes the wander-
lust of Manru, the gypsy, who is married to the Galicie.n ma i den, 
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Uletne_ , VJhen she returns t o her villp_g e after her marrie.g e she 
is scorned by the villa.ger s a nd her mother v-,rho h ave not appr oved 
of t he ma tc h . Ho.vint; observed. s i e;ns of 'tia nderluet i n her hus-
b a nd , especially a t the time of a f ull moon, she turns for 
help to Urok, a dwarf vi ith a sorcerer 1 s power. Urok, \-lho is in 
love -vdth Ulana , consents to help her and :prepares a magic 
draught for her to g ive to }.fanru. This helps for a time. Hm-;ever, 
the full moon, e. tempting gypsy maiden, a nd gy p sy music b reak 
do1.-m Manru 1 s resistance a.nd he returns to his gypsy tribe. 
Orcs, the gypsy chief, in love with the gypsy ma iden, Asa, 
Hho had tempted Ma.nru 1 does not want Ma.nru back in the tribe. 
Manr u I '\'lith the help o.:f his friends, becomes the c h ief I but 
Or c s revenges himself by pushing Ma.nru doivn a precipice. This 
tr ag ic a ction occurs only minutes ~fter Ulana h ad dr owned her-
self in a montetin l ake. 
There are unmista.keable tra ces of Wagnerian influence in 
the utilization o f the leitmotif for c hgracteri zation a nd cen-
t inuity. Hov.rever, the ove rc-.11 st ruct ure is not a music-dreJna, 
but is in t he conventiona l form consisting of a ria s, e n sembles, 
c h oruses a n d. ballets. ':'he pronounced folk traits appear most 
effectively in the c hora l numbers c;_n d ballet music of Act I, 
a nd in the gyp s y music of Act III. 
The op era opens with a shor t introduction, plaint ive a nd 
melancholic, with the main motif st a ted by a solo oboe, leading 
d irect ly into the first scene, e.nd used throughout the first 
.s.c t. (Example 97) 
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EX. 97 
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A strik ing musical cont r a st is s.chieved by the gay c horus f or 
peasant g irls preparing for the he.rve st festiv a l vlhich a lter-
n a tes with the sorrowful e xpressions of . Hedllig , reflecting 
upon the fe.te of her daughter Ula.ne. 1.-rho had been e.bducted by 
the gypsy :t-1anru. (Example 98 ) 
EX. 98 
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Urok, the dwarf, comica l e.nd pathetic, with m·agice.l p o\vers, 
interrupts the gay chorus. The music a l char8.cterize.tion of Urok 
is one of t h e finest, .?.nd the following motifs 8.re associa ted 
'iid th him . (Example 99 ) 
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In describing Ule.n 2. 1 s :plight and in his appeal to Hedwig 
to forgive her, the motif (x) of e xem:9le ninety-five appears 
in the orchestral accompaniment . Ula na 1 s entra nce is introduced 
by a short mot if vrhich p lays a n i mport a nt part in the musical 
c1evelopment of the s,cene. (E:xa.i11:ple 100) 
Ex.lOO. 
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Then a musical dialo gue between Ula n a and the chorus tekes p l e.ce, 
She defen~her actions and there follows a gay chorus which in-
cludes a motif (x) from exa mple ninety-seven. (Example 101) 
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\'lhen Ulan&, approaches her mother 1 s hut to ask for for-
g iveness, another motif, (example 102), is stated by the violas 
a nd cellos. 
EX. 102 
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In the duet with her mother, this same mot if (x) of example 
ninety-seven, is again a dded. Scene 7, in which Ula na a sks 
Urok for the magic potion, the motifs a ssociated 1-vith them 
form the ba sis for the ctuet. This cl..re.m8.tic intercourse is 
interrupted by the return of t he young people of the villa ge 
singing gaily and preparing f or the dane~. The rhyt h~ic al swing 
of the ba llet is enforced by the chor us• song of encouragement. 
(Exe.rnple 103) 
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The agitation of the dancers increaseS. in passion and excite-
ment. They surround Ulana a nd taunt her. Manru apyears at the 
edge of the forest e.s the chorus a nd dance reach a climax . \'lhen 
he attempts to rescue her, the villagers surround him and 
threaten him, but they are prevented by Hedwig, who takes this 
opportunity to curse the young couple. The act ends with a 
s hort coda consisting of the ballet theme of example 103. 
The short cescriptive orchestral introduction to Act II 
effectively portrays the blacksmith shop in which Manru works. 
He is g iven a specific rhyth.mic pattern the.t he bangs out with 
his hc.mmer. (Example 104). 
EX. 104 
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This is reminiscent of Hans Sachs, in Wagner 's Die Meistersinge~ · 
v-;rho uses a cobbler 1 s hammer to play a specific rhythm. Ulana 1 s 
lullaby, one of the most l yrical numbers in the ¥-Thole score, 
is heard coming from the house a short distance awa.:y by Manru 
at his uoi'k. (Example 105). 
. 
1 
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He interrupts the lullRby wit h his irritated, vigorous, r i1ythmic 
hammering . 1·1anru sing s then of his disgust at Ulana 1 s d isplay 
of love a nd begins to re p ent his leaving his tribe c.nd his 
being tied down by matrimonial resp onsibilites. The motif (x) 
of examp le one hundred, appears in the a ccompaniment when Manru 
and Ulana beg in their duet. As the duet gets more a nd more 
imp assioned, Hanru is interrU:'_:)ted by the entrance of Urok v-rhose 
motif , exB~ple ninety~nine, now app ears in dimution. 
FJX. 106 
) 
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and is used througho~t Act II in imitation of itself. (Exnmple 106) 
A violin solo, of wh ich the following motif p l ays an 
important part in the music a l develo pment, a.nd is e.ssociated 
vlith the old gypsy J agu, is h e ard from the distance. 
(Example 107) 
~ 
~ 
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EX. 107 
The :penetrating gypsy e.ir '\vith florid cadenzas and many trills 
e.wakens the gypsy instincts in Hanru and he tears himself away 
from Ula.na and runs into the forest toward the music. 
The magic pot ion brevred by Urok is given a eepara.te 
motif played by the woodwinds and the violas. (ExB~ple 108) 
EX . 108 
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In Act II, scene 6, when Ulana g ives the magic potion to I-ianru 
to drink, the motif takes on a n ad&ed i mportance. The love 
duet bet1.-veen Manru a nd Ulana \vhich follm.ve the drinking of 
the me.gic potion is filled \·lith lyrical beauty which mounts 
in intensity and reaches a dramatic musical climax of great 
force. (Example 109) 
> 
. 
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The musical treatment of this second act displays 
orig inality in its conception. The recurring motifs that are 
so c losely interrelated with the action unite the act into a 
tight l y compact dramat ic unit. One of the strongest correla-
ting elements is the hammer r hythm of Manru. The sharp con-
trasts betv-.reen the lyrical v ocal lines of Ulana, the vigorGus 
r hythms of Ha.nru, the rhapsodic motifs assigned to Urok, and 
the penetra ting , melanchol~, 7 gypsy violin theme, are combined 
in such e. masterful manner that is has an entrancing eff ect on 
the 'listener. 
The nrelude to Act III, vrhic h leads directly into the 
action, is a stormy symphonic p iece and is similar in its 
effect to the vorspiel t o Act I of \'Jagner 1 s Die VIa.lkure. ?he 
novel instrument a l effect s portray the feverish unrest of 
Manru. An unusual colour is achieved when the cello~ play a 
series of minor thirds, (Example 110), 
. 
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a motif associated with Oros, and the storm and wind effect 
obtained excellently by muted strings playing chromatic pass-
ages in unison. The prelude is intLmately connected to the 
action by the main motif whiCh was stated at the very beginn-
ing by the piccolo and flutes in a high register.(Example 111). , 
EX. 111 
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Yf.hen Manru sinks to ttie ground to sleep, the gypsy melody 
that had appeared in Act II, returns and presents clearly to 
the listener the thoughts and the main causes for his feverish 
sleep fraught with dreams. The effect of the full moon on 
Manru is skill:f'Ully brought out by the orchestra. Each tLme 
part of the moon appears, only a short motif is played;however 
when the full moon appears the theme is stated in its entirety. 
The gypsy march and chorus in Act III, Scene 2, enhance 
Ill 
.. 
• 
the fl avor and spirit of this traditional Hungari a n music. 
( Exa::::ple 112) . 
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Asa, the be\'Titching a n d a.t tractive gJpsy g irl,- 1.1ho finally rrins 
Manru back to the gypsies, de.nces t o t he musical motif, (Example · 
11..3) ' 
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whic h becomes the .oasis for a tremendous climax in which the 
1.-rho le chorus participates~ They e.re interrupted by the entrance 
o·f Urok, vlhose motif appe e,rs in the a ccompaniment, and is n ick ed 
u p by the chorus 'vhen · they me1Jce fun of him. This motif becomes 
the most · i mport ant eleme nt in the mu sic a l a ncl dra_mat ic tre at-
ment of the action. In the l a st scene, Ulana, overcome with 
grief in b eing deserted by Hanru , dro1.-ms he rself in t h e l ake, 
a n d r,1anru is hurled to his death over the precip ice by Oros. 
' 
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The opera_ ends v-r ith Oros proclaiming himself chief of the tribe 
and Urolc, laughing demoniacly, enjoying the fate of hanru. 
One of the finest aspects of 1-ie..nru is the close unity 
ac h ieved through the musical characterization of the indivi-
duals in the story by the use of musical motifs. The symphonic 
treatment of the orchestra coupled with the cyclic occurrence 
of the motifs, give it the dimensions of a large symphonic 
piece \.vi th many climaxes e.nd contrasts. The instrumental colour 
enha nces the mood and action of the story; hovvever, the ha rmonic 
colour is some"t..;hat limited ano. not as effective. The pattern of 
the harmonic scheme, although embroidered uith some chroma_t icism, 
does not venture into many bolo. r..nd sharply contr9.sting modula-
tions. The only exception is the prelude to Act III v-1hich con-
t a ins descriptive excerpts reminiscent of Wagner, and portrays 
the stormy and restless atmosi::lhere of the action as it unfolds. 
The sharp musical contra sts of intense passion (the love 
duet of Manru and Ulana ); the gy!,)sy-flavored march; the folk 
tre.its in the ballet of Act I, the tender lullaby of Ulana in 
Act II ctncl the -vlild e.nd ecstatic dance of Asa are intervmven 
into a homo..:_:.geneously constructed music /il- l creation. 
The musical scheme v1hich is so highly dramatic and or-
iginal in many aspects is hamuered somev1hat by dramatic -v.ree.k-
nesses in the libretto. The main action and intrigues of the 
story are too lengt hy . If they were condensed and concentrated 
into a more compact unit they vmuld overcome the rhausodic 
halting and interru::; t ions of the act ion that are preva.lent in 
the 1:1ork. 
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It is a vJork l.fhich received much attention 1vhen it \vas 
first produced in 1901, but it had very few nerformances after 
1902. The most recent performance ltJB.s 8. revival in Poland_ in 
1930. Lacking the progressive tendencies that \·Jere si~Teeping 
Europe a t the time of its cre at ion, 11Ianru, like the other 
Polish opera s- of this period, never a c !:1ieved lasting popular 
success. 
( 
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Chanter X 
Rozycki, Szymanov-rski, and Their Follo-vrers 
At the beginning of the twentieth century in Poland 
there existed two schools of musical thought. One which ad-
hered to the old traditions of romanticism which considered 
Hagner's music a.l theories daring , and the other wh ich -vra.s more 
progressive e.nd acce pted 1'{a gner' s influence as an established 
precedent. The modern comp osers of the latter school '\·rho :play-
ed the most imp ortant pe.rt in the development of Polish opera, 
p e.ralleling . the trends in Germa ny a nd F-rance, vrere Ludomir 
Rozycki ( 1884 - ) ; Tadeusz Joteyko ( 1872-1932) ano. KaT'Ol 
Szymanowski (1882-1937). 
The most productive in the field of opera of these 
three composers is Ludomir Rozyck i, v,rhose vrorks i nclude 
Bole sle.w SmieJ:y (Bole slavl the Bold, 1909), Ivleduza ( Hedusa1 
1913) 1 Eros and Psyche, 1917, \'ihich v-ron the Polish state prize 
in 1931; Casanova (1923), Beatrice Cenci (1927), and Pani 
72 \'lalevTska (Hadam l:lale\·rska) composed during vlorld War II. 
Tadeusz Joteyko 1 s ZYgmunt August (192.5) was one of the most 
successful operas of these three composers. His other works 
include the Ryba.l.c (The Fisherme.n, 1919), Ryzykant (The Gambler 1 
1919), 2.nd Kr6lo"tva Jadv-liga (Queen Jadwige., 1928). Szymanowski, 
recognized a s the greatest Polish composer of this century, 
com~)osed three opera s: Loter,ja: (Th e Lottery, 1909), never per-
formed; riagith (1912), and Y~ol Roger (King Ro ger, 1924), first 
performed in 1926. 
72. Ruch Muzyc zny, Kwiecien, 1jJe.rszE! . .,..la , 1947. 
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After receiving his early musical training at the 'Vlarsa.i."l 
conser.vatory, Ludomir Rozycki "t<rent to Berlin in 1904, 1.-vhere he 
studied composition vrith R\imperdinck for three years. A tal-
ented and g ifted composer, his symphonic suite, Boleslaw 
Smi a l:v (Bolesla"!tr the Bold) was performed by the vlarsaw 
Philharmonic uhen he uas nineteen years of age. This suite 
is the be.sis for his opera of the same name ·t<rhich was performed 
for the first time in Lwow in 1909.73 The libretto in three 
acts (four scenes) vlas written by Aleksander Bandrowski. The 
opere. , a heroic roma ntic c'l..rama, revolves around an e p isode in 
the life of King BoleslHw . The King kills Bishop Stanislaw 
>,vho had placed a curse on him. He is renounced by the people 
a. nd his family, but his superiority soon triumphs over all 
anc1 he leads Poland_ to great nev-1 heights, politically and 
culturally. 
The music follows the We.gneriR.n theories utilizing 
recurring musicB.l motifs to chare.cterize the main ind ivic1ue..ls 
in the story, and to heighten the feeling and psychological 
expression of the action. 'l'he basic action around vvhich the 
opera revolves is freedom from the Bishop's curse. Th is theme 
is logically developed throughout the drama. One of the most 
povJerr~ul dramatic excerpts of this work is the scene between 
the King e.nd the Bishop in Act . I. Another forceful scene is 
the storm sequence in Act II which draws e.n analogy between 
the storm and the turmoil end unrest of the King after 
committing the murder. A great depth of feeling is achieved 
7J. Aclam ~Jieniai.fski, Ludomir Rozycki, Ge b i itlolff, 1928 , Vlarsaw 
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/ in the chorus, S1-liety, Svrietv, niepoje~ty (Holy, Holy, Unfath-
a::c:; 
omable) i n Act II. 
The orchestrat~on is brilliant, rich end colorful with 
b old harmonies that fit the nction of the drp.Jlla e.dmirably. The 
'\-vork not only s h ovrs the influence of viagner but also of Hichar d. 
.Strauss i n the treatment of the orchestra. It has large dimen-
sions, \vith a pronouned use of c:b...romaticism V>Ihich is handled as 
e. se parat e unit independent of the vocal line. 
I n Rozycki 1 s second 0:9era, a rome.ntic-tragedy , Meduze. 
(Medusa) 1912, we see a. break vrith the German influences and 
strong traces of the Italian bel canto. The story, be.sed on 
an e p isode i n the life of Leonardo da Vinci, is one of revenge. 
Gaspe.ra s purns the e.rtist 1 s love e.nc1 is painted by him to re-
semble the hea.d of r·!edusa. i:Jhen Ga-s para vie-vv-s her portrait she 
fe.lls de ad . This action follo-rrs cla.ssical mythology in the 
i dea that all V'lho looked on the snake-crowned head of Medusa 
uvould die. 
The spirit of the Italian renaissance is felt in the 
music ';·ihich is developed to highlight the dramntic e.nd mystical 
e le ments of the story. The music a l excerpts 1,-rhich characterize 
Leonardo vividly portra.y the mystical person v·Jith gref!.t clepth 
and melodic beauty. The d.uet between Leonardo and Gaspe.ra in 
Act I is one of the finest musically conceived parts of the 
opera. 
In 1917, Rozycki's ne~e was heralded throughout Germany 
b ecause of the gre a t success of Eros · and Psyche 1trhen 1 t vias 
2l0 
first presented in Breslau. The music is impressionistic and 
s hows the direct influence of Debussy in creating moods by 
reiterated small motifs, the hazy tonal center and the orches-
t ral timbre. The emp loyment of modal a nd 1..rhole tone harmony 
estab lishes the dreamlike atmos phere necessary to suggest the 
ethereal. This met h od stimulated the i magination of the listener. 
The five strong conflicting and contrasting elements 
-vrh ich form the basis of the story , each of which has its o-vm 
psycholo g ica.l mood e.re: the beauty a nd erenity of Arcadia; 
pagani s m; a sce.:_.ticism of the mi ddle ages; the French revolution; 
e.nd the materialism of the early t1rrent ieth century. 
The delineation of each of the sub jects is clear cut. 
The arcadian, melancholy song of Psyche in Act I sets an ideal-
is t ic mood a nd atmosphere, which is strengthened by an orches-
tral accompaniment containing a theme that is associated \v i th 
the l a zy a nd brutal Blaks. The happiness of Eros and Psyche 
is shattered v;hen Ble..ks interferes a nd Eros is forced to flee. 
Psy c he calls up on the gods to help her regain her lover and 
is inf ormed by Hermes, messenger of the gods ~,,rho appears 
accompanied by lightning, tha t she must wander throughout the 
world v!ith Ble.k s a nd undergo :pain a nd suffering before her 
wish will be fu l fille d . This beautiful, peaceful a nd fantastic 
Arcadia is painted wit h imnre ssionistic music forming a misty 
veil over the text. 'l'he orchest r at io n , light f!.nd hozy , e.c h ieves 
t hrough muted str ing s :pla.y ine; c1 ivis~, a.n ethereal, dree..my mood. 
The follo-vdng scene t e.ke s :place in Alexs a ndriet and is in 
sharp contra s t to the Ar c aclic=m scene. It portrays a Roman orgy 
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tak ing pL=:ce in the Prefect 1 s house . Parallel fifths introduce 
the scene and estB.b lis.h a mood of 2.nti a_uity. The orc hestra tion 
c o nsists of hs.rps, strings pizzicato accompanying a penetrating 
violin solo, and this serves a s the background for Ps yc he's 
entra nce into the feast hall where she sings . 
Id~ przez gory, przez •iemie i rzeki 
Prze z miasta z:Yote , przez szumi~ce 
morze 
Gdzie slorice ga~nie, sk~d wstaje 
zorza 
Przez ludy id~, wypac~i i wieki, 
Kr6lewna nie gdy ~, dzi~ wygnana 
bosa, szukam Erose . . 
I wander over mountains, 
over land and rivers, 
tn~ough golden cities, 
over stormy seas, 
Where the sun sets, and 
dawn rises. 
Through nations, calamities 
and eras I go 
Once s_ queen, now exiled 
barefoot, 
Seek ing Eros. 
The struggle between the tw~ philosophies of life, 
paganism and Cf1..ristianity is clearly illustr2.ted by the music. 
Paganism is accompanied by hollol·l a n d em})ty sound ing fifths, 
while Christianity is inusic in a n ecclesiastice.l mood, fre-
que ntly in p lainsong . 
Act III, entitled Pod Krzv zem (Under the Cross), opens 
vi i th church bells ringing to call the nuns to the service. The 
utili zation of short motifs is most _pronounced here. ~he motifs 
a.ssociated -v"iith Psyche and Hanna, 1-vho is relating the story of 
the knight beyond the v.ralls, and the knight 1 s mot if B.re all 
interwoven to create a g loomy e.tmosphere v_rhich gradually in-
cree.ses in intensity until a penetrating drA.matic climax is 
reached, c-.t v.rhich point Psyche throws herself at the monastery 
door crying , J a chcy zyc (I vmnt' to live). Her f a te is foretold 
by the entra nce of Blaks, accompanied b y strongly dissonant 
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har monies p l ayed by the horns, trumpets a nd trombones. The 
k night 1 s song , "rhich ends the act, serves as a prophecy to in-
dicate tha t ell is not lost. 
Paris, September 2 , 1792, is the scene f or Act IV. The 
music based on a motif fro m the 11arseillaise, the na tionB.l 
a nt h em of the French re public, enhe.nces the action and paint s 
its historical signific a nce. Psyche refuses the aristocrat de 
la Roche v-rh o is - i n love -r.-v it h her. She considers herself the 
daughter of the people and c e,nnot desert them. Bells ring , 
a ccompanied by the resounding cries of the people in the streets 
led by Psyche. Blaks, now a butcher, stops the cro-v;d e.nd en-
tices them to murder the aristocracy. When Psyche attempts to 
interfere, she is thrown to the ground by Blak s who st ates, 
Te n lud jest m6j, (These people are mine). De la Roche rescues 
Psyche and VJith a promise of peace El.nd happiness in a distant 
country, he p ersuades her to go with him. Their exit, e.rm in 
a r m, closes Act IV. The fervor of the action, the nationalism, 
brut a lity e.nd tendernes s of t he young couple are strong con-
trasts which are brought out by the brillia nt a nd sometimes 
re a listic orchestration, inte gr a ted by a single motif fro m 
the Harse i lla ise. 
Act V, Dzieha J (Th e Present), <1epict s the c onflict be-
tv-Ieen Psyc he a nd a bank er (Ble.ks ), 1iiho, through his v-re a lth , has 
a hold over her body a n c1 soul. She re gains her freedom vvhen, 
in the climax , she burns the banker 1 s house a nd perishes in 
the .flames. The l a st scene t alces p l ace in Arcadia. Eros 
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The mus ic a l tree.tment of the strong a na_ brutEtlly re a listic 
story is simila r to the e motionali sm of Strauss in his Salome 
and in Elektra. Slmvac l-c i 1 s story ha s been somelihe.t diluted in 
the libretto vlhich was prepared by Rozycki and his uife. 
Slovracki, the famous Polish writer, once stated 11 tha t shovling 
it in its naked trutP, on the stage would not be tolere_ted by 
the ue oule 11 • 
.,. -
Act I portrays the old Cenci, father of Beatrice, \vho 
had spent his life in debauchery, and who has an e xtreme hatred 
for his daughter Beatrice. This hatred turns into an incestuous 
desire for his daughter. The only recourse for Beatrice and 
h er mother is to murder him. They enlist the assistance of 
Ne gri, a friend of the f amil y , but 'lrlhen h is hired underling s 
fail to commit t he crime, Beatrice decides to d o it herself. 
The pulsating t ension of t he trage dy d isp l ayed in the opening 
s cene does not lessen in t he remai ning por t ions of the u ork , 
but is sust a ined until the end. 
Ne gri, in love 'lith Beatrice, is enraged v-1hen he finds 
that she loves h is brother Gianni. In revenge he denounces h er 
t o t he imqu isitors. While in prison she is visit ed by Gianni, 
a nd her sent ence of execution is procla ime d b~,r the ring ing of 
church bells. Gianni then a dmits that he has k illed his brot her 
b ecause of h is denunciation of Beatrice. When the messengers 
of the ruler of Rome, Clement VII, a r r ive with the verdict , 
the young couple in love e.re informed that both must die. 
It is a well constructed work with e ach act building 
u p in tension until e. most powerful climax is reached at the 
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end of the opera. 
Rich color is ob t Et ined from the l arge orchestra tion 
lvhich contains daring 2.nd bold he.rrnonic progressions. The 
nervous a nd passionate music holds the listener s pellbound. 
The orchestre. is handled_ independently from the vocal line in 
e. symphonic manner, a nd t h e b ruta lit y of t he action is height -
ened by effective orchestration. The l yrical voc a l line is, 
at times, tre a ted a s a se par ate instrument in the orc hestra. 
The tense Ht mos:::)here is vivid ly ancl realisticelly 
illustretted by a brilliant orchestra tion, closely related 
to the story . The music h eightens the tension and inte nsif ies 
the ctrama t ic expression, cre ating a strong emotional i mpact 
on the listener. 
The musical form of any opera by Rozycki is determined 
by the internal structure of the story. As in Eros e.nd Psyche, 
it is suggestive a nd s timulating, a nd produces the desired 
mood. Strong contrasting tensions, as in Beatrice Cenci, excite 
e mot ione.l re S:'.Jt;>nses fro m the listener. His highly illust rative 
mu s ic underlines the sma llest scenic det a ils by its rich 
thematic tre a tment and relationship. An ind ividue.list ic comp oser, 
the influences of Stre.uss, Debussy 2.nd t he It a lie.n verismo 
school 2.re noticed in his 1..rork s, but they f>..B.ve been e.clapted 
a n d utili zed by Rozyck i in h ie own or i g inal style. His brill-
i a nt or c hest r at ions and his strong l y lyi'iC2.1 voc e.l lines 
comb ined Hith a true dram2.tic s p irit, melee his vmrks e qual to 
the be st that have appe are d i n the t1.-v entieth century. 
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The gre at est Polish comp oser of our time was Karol 
Szyma nowsk i (1882-1937), a nd although his contributions to 
the dr8.me.tic st2.ge v-rere few, one of t he~> Krol Roger (King Roger) 
he_s prompt ed H. H. Stuckenschmidt to say, 11 Time is not yet 
rip e for t his work, 1-.rhich is not only among the most original 
pr oducts of modern opera.tic art, but among. t he most important 
vJorks ever produced b y Poland 11 • 74 
Szyma nOl.'lfski ob t ained h is ee.rly musical tra ining under 
t he guidance of his f ather liho vra s pa:i.."'ticularly fond of Ba c h , 
Beeth oven a nd \'lagner . Le.ter he stud ied theory and p i a no -vri th 
Gust a.v Neuhaus, a friend of the family. It was v-rhile study ing 
with Neuhaus that he s howe d remarkable te.lent 1•rhen he comp osed, 
in 1900, e. series of nine preludes for the p iano which w·ere 
pu b lished in Vienna in 1905 as Opus 1. They show to some ex-
tent t he influence of Chop in a nd Scriabin a nd they reve a l t h e 
composers subtle and sensitive na ture • 
.P.fter completing his studies with Neuhaus, Szyma nm..r s k i 
\vent to vfarsaw in 1902 to continue his studies v-.rith Gygmunt 
No skov-rski, one of the foremost composers in the country. His 
compositions of t h is period s h ow the influence of Chopin, 
Scriabin, \'lagner a nd Riche.rd Strauss. Moreover, these early 
vv ork s possess certa in characteristics of h is persona l style; 
emotional elements, boldness, e.nd i ndividu alit y tha t set him 
2.s i de a. s a unique f i gure in modern music. 
After having had e. small de gree of success ~·l ith his work s 
in \·Jar s e.v.r , Szymano\v-s;_: i 1.;e nt in 1906 to Berlin , t he mu sical center 
74. H. H. Stuck ens c hmi dt, 11 Karo l Szymanov.r sk i 11 , in The Boo~-c of 
Ho cl..er n Composers , edited by David Ev-.ren, Nevl York, 1947 
p . 239. ' 
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of Em.""01Je at t he time. Theree.fter, Richard Strauss became 
h is idol. His compositions of this per iod, s how the command 
of polyphonic -vn:•iting a nd orchestre.tion '1.-Ihich is typica.l of 
Stra.uss, but they still preserve Szymanowski 1 s own style of 
ro mant ic expression. It is sub jective, tinged with melancholy, 
drama and tragedy, a nd it lacks the long flowing melodic lines 
of h is e arlier works. 
vfhen Szymanowski left Berlin in 1908, he became in-
tensely interested in the ancient Persian poet, Hafiz. His 
oriental mysticism pervaded Szyme_nowski to the extent that 
he lrJrote the Love Songs of Ha.fix, 0Dus 24:, a nd Songs of the 
Mad Muezzin, Onus 42, with translation from the Persian by 
the Polish poet, Jarosl aiv It-vaszk ie-v;ic z. In these works, 
Szyma nowski recaptures the mysticism and philosophy of the 
Orient through the use of melody, harmony and rhyt :b.mical treat-
ment. His second opera., Hagith;'ivE!_s composed in 1912, when he 
was under this orient a l influence. 
The German libretto for Hag ith, was written by Felix 
Dorma.n, e.nd b a sed on the old teste.ment. The story concerns a 
revengeful old king \vho attempts to recapture his youth with 
a young g irl. 7he treatment of the subject by rich instrumen-
tation and bold harmonies, is reminiscent of Strauss's Salome 
e.nd lacks Szymanmvski 1 s earlier melodic cha.ra.cteristics. The 
~Julsating, feverish rhythm, coupled with ultra-chromatic 
harmony, is too much a copy of Strauss's Salome to claim a ny 
orig ina lit:y. 
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The orchestra is treated symp honically, elabore..ting the 
independent voc a l line, which places exceptional dema nds upon 
the technical capacit y of the performer. 
Wagner's leitmotif technique is evident throughout the 
work . It is utilized for character portrayal and serves as a 
co oro.ina.ting agent by its intervieaving into the orchestral 
score melod.ically e.nd contra.puntally. 
The war years, 1914-1919, curtailed Szymano~fski 1 s travels 
in Europe, 8.nd at the outbreak of hostilities he returned home 
to the Uk r a ine. He devoted his time to work a nd travel in 
Russ i a , a nd during this pe riod produced comnositions which 
were completely different from a nyt hing tha t he hHd hitherto 
cr eat ed. In his visits to St. Petel~snurg e,nd Moscm:J he b ecame 
intereste d i n the orchestra l 1.-wrlc s of Debussy c.nd Ravel, and 
in these F-rench impressionists he found an esca.p e from t he 
influences of Strauss a nd t he Germa n s chool. The lightness 
of style, texture, and tonal color, the free melodic line a nd 
the b a lanced rhythm of the French appe a led to him. The esc a:pe 
from a cademic traditions wh ich he had unsuccessfully sought 
in Berlin, he no1.1. . found. 
'I'he result of his long search for freedom are s hot·m 
in the Hythes, for violin and p i a no, based on mythological 
themes, a nd the First Violin Concerto, Opus 35. A complete 
break with the bonds of t o na lity F~e observed in his First 
S_!ring Quartet, Onus 37. Szyme.nowsk i utilizes atonality and 
p oly tona lity for the purpose of a tta.ining s pecific color and 
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expression. Thi s tona l color is highl y orig ina l a nd is one 
of the main che racteristics of his i·JOrk. His style becomes 
less subjective and more descriptive. 
In 1918 the Polish p oe t I ;;v-aszk ie1..,r icz visited 
Szyma nov-rski, a nd their mutua l interests in orient e.l philoso~;hy 
spa rked. the idea of writing Krol Roger (King n oger). ':!:he 
libretto, ho\-fever, vvas not complet ec. until 1920, a nd 
Szyma now-ski 1 s enthusiasm for the subject of their c hoice had 
-vre.ned. In the meantime he had become intensely interested in 
the folk music of the Gore.le, the Polish mountaineers. In 
1921 , his l a st a nd most important period began. This 1-·ras his 
:period of nation a_lism, in wh ich he fused folk music vdth his 
own p articular style. His co.mpletion of the score for Kr61 
Roger progressed slowly and it was not completed until 1924. 
The libretto 1 according to l1-vas zkie1.,ricz 1 is ba.sed on 
a scene from Euripides, Ba.cchae (The Bacchantes) 405 B.C., as 
it vm s interpreted by Zielins~d in the introduction to his 
Russian trans l at ion of t he tra.gedy. 7 5 
Krol Roger was refered to b y Szymanowski a s a 11 Sicilian 
drama 11 . - The action t a.ke s p l a ce in the court of King Ro ger 
during the t·Helfth century. It cente:!'s a.round the co nflict 
bet1.-.Teen Greek pantheism a nd Christianity. The young Queen 
Roxa ne is infatuat ed by a y outhful she pherd, a prophet , pro-
claiming a new relig ion based on beauty a nd happ iness. The 
shepherd is denou~d a s a h eretic by the represent a tive e of 
the church. Ho\llrever, the shep herd 1 s po-vTers are so great 
75. Jaroslal-v Iwaszkiev.ricz, s -ootlce.nia. z Szvmanov.r skim, Polskie 
VJyd. Huz, 1947 Krakor.r, p. 79 
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that he persuades the people to his doctrine, and soon the 
King begins to succumb to his teachings. In the last act the 
she ~9herd a ppears dressed a s Dionysius amid the ruins of a 
Greek the atre ivhere King Roger e.nd his ArHb counsellor, 
Eclrisi, a re v-re.iting . The King emerges triumph ant and con-
tinues to · follm-v the uath of Christianity. ':2 he victory is 
symbolized py the rising sun which King Ro ger greets as if 
he is seein~:> it for the first time. 
The op era. opens with s s:·10rt introduction of a c h orus 
singing b ehind the scenes, in 1rrhich most of the music a l mat-
erial is deriveo. from Greek church modes, by utilizing parallel-
org anum, and by a ccomp a niment on the tam-tam in fifths. 
(Example 114) • 
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This mixed chorus alt ernates w-rith a boy 1 s choir, consisting 
of di sc ants cmd a ltos. (Example 115). 
J 
EX. 115 
The full chorus then joins in :~pe.yinc tribute to the King. 
A religious fervor dominates t his opening scene. 
The King 1 s entrance ~vith his court is introduced by 
the orchestra in the following manner. (Example· 116) 
EX. 116 
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A great concerted number for the archbisho~, the 
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deaconess, the young queen Roxane, King Roger and chorus 
follows. The archbishop denounces the shepherd, stating that 
he is enticing all into sin by singing honors to an urutnown 
god~ The chorus, vlhic h takes a n a.c t ive pe.rt in the action, 
states that the shepherd is being le d in and should be "stoned 
and burned a t the stake 11 • The music that accompanies the 
shepherd's entrance is an effective contrast to the ecc1esias-
tical atmosphere that dominated the first scene. (Ex~unple 117) 
' 
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EX. 117 
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The shepherd sing s a song in vlhich he tells of his 
g od . (Exa~ple 118) 
EX. 118 
2 2p 
The short motif ( x ) is utilized e xtensively in the development 
of the melodic line. The phrase vlhich consists of eight b e.ra 
is broken up into small se gments that are variegated, or dis-
solved r hyt h'n ically; a half note becoming a quarter note, a 
qu c:.rter note an eighth note, etc. Another c haracteristic 
feature in the trea t ment of the melod ic line is the use of 
a motif in se q_uence. (Ex ctrnple 119) 
J 
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EX. 119 
This treatment is also noticed in the chorus uhen they sing 
0 Panie u..'l{arz go ( 0 master punish him). (Example. 120) 
J • 
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However, "'vi th the intervention of Roxane , the shepherd 1 s life 
is sp·ared, but he is informed the.t he must later appear before 
the King and the court of justice. As the shepherd leaves, 
he sings his opening song. 
The short introduction to Act II contains t-vm motifs 
they p lay an important part in the musical development that 
< 
a ccompanie s t he a c t ion. (Example 1 21) 
EX. 121 
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An unus ua l a nd or i gina l i dea appears i n the \·ray i n 
\vhic h the c haracter of t he young o_ueen Roxane is treat ed . 
She int roduc e s he rse lf b y a s l1ort c a.de nza , (Exampl e 122 ), 
Ex.l22. 
\vhich lea ds int o her aria sung off-st age. (Example 123 ) 
Ex.l23. 
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This song has become famous a s a solo number because of its 
eharm a nd the religious fervour of its melodic line. The 
free rhythm thB.t a.lternates betw·Jeen 6/8 and '9/8· and the 
a ugmented seconds seem to instill a pEi.ge.nistic suirit into 
the music. 
The entra nce of the shenherc1 in Act II is accompanied 
by the s ame musical e_ccom:pEJ.nirne nt tha t heralded his ent r ance 
in Act I. Roxane. 1 s song re appears, but this time the melodic 
line is in augmente_t ion. (Example l2 L~- ) 
EX. 124 
~+ 
I 
The musical climax is reached in Act II, and is devel-
oped out of motifs from Roxa.ne's aria and the fanatic relig-
ious dance in 4/8 and J/8 rhythm, prompted by the shepherd 
which aids him in winning over the people and partially con-
verting the King . (Example 125) 
Ex.l25. 
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As the dance progresses, the choruses join in, singing in 
fifths, which adds to the excitement and frenzy of the dance. 
(Example 126). 
EX. 126 
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The whole scene culmine.tes in a. po\ierful musical climax. 
Act III takes place in the ruins of a Greek theatre 
and is more mystical than it is dramatic. King Roger, who 
had arrived here \'lith his counsellor Edrisi, a:v1aits the 
shepherd. The act opens with a s hort orchestral introduction 
that develops the main motif (x) in sequence. (Example 127) 
EX. 127 
J..EIJiO 
.; 
I 
~· 
An unusua l musical effect i s a ch ieved through the 
orchestra• s ple.ying of a tremolo c.ccompaniment to the follou-
I 
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ing c hor a l e xcerpt v.rhich esta1)lishe s the s p i r it of antiquity. 
(E xample 128 ) 
EX. 128 
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Husic a l e xcer-ot s from Act I r e appear in Act III vlitP..-
out a ny v ar i a nce: the s hepherd 1 s song a nd the musical ma terial 
from exrunple one hundred sixteen. 
The paganistic atmos:phere is heightene d b y the a ction 
a s in the scene i n 1.-;hich :tl.oxane and King Roger throw \v-re aths 
a nd flo'ilers into a fire vvhic.h suddenly explodes and produces 
the Shepherd i n the guise of Diony sus. Sparks and g olden rays 
surround him wh ile everything else on the st age is in dark-
ness. The fi na . l scene i n which the Sh epherd beckons to the 
King to follow a nd join him , is interrupted by the rising 
sun, the s ymbo l of restoration of light a nd the dawning of 
a new d.a.y in which enlightenment brings about the triumph 
of Christie_nit y over p age.nism. The King , :previously parti-
a lly c onverted to paganism , no~rr resp onds joyfully in ,,;elcom-
ing the symbol of Christi a nit y . 
.. 
J 
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In defining Szyma.nO'd·sk i 1 s tre a tment of the melodic 
l ·ine, it c a n be st ate d. thet ba.sice.lly, it is lyrica l with 
emphasis p l aced on the utili zation of smaller fr a gments of 
the themes. An unusua l c h-Cl.racteristic occurs when more t han 
one theme is used in that they seem to be interrelated a nd 
emanate from one e.not her. Cert a in basic interve.ls e.nd r hytbmic 
pa.tterns found in the v a rious themes trHce t heir orig ins back 
to some nrevious main theme. The art 'l.vith which Sz;ymanowski 
treats these motiffs, se gments, and phrases of the themes i n 
the music a l development is so ma sterful that a perfectly 
balanced unified work is the result. 
The harmony is d istinctly colourful a nd it is obvious 
tha.t regardless of what p articula r chord a sequence of notes 
may form, Szyma nowski did not consider them from that stand-
point. His uppermost thought was to ac h ieve a tona l colour 
which would best express the i de a in hi s mind . This colour 
is a c h ieved at times by using t wo tria ds of a v arying ton-
a lit y or by adding colour notes to c hords. Chroma.ticism is 
:probably the most out ste,nding f e e.ture of h is works , a nd it 
is em9loye d e xtens ively in Krol Roger. 
Open fifths are ut ill zed as :pe dal points, e.nd over 
t hem b itonal c horc'cs a re i m::,Josec.l.. ':L'he u ltime.te s ound and c o lour 
is Szymanowsk i 1 s basic criterion. A h az y tona l center, clust-
er a nd colour ch ords are his ve h icles for expressing the 
literary or pro gr ammatic i de a . Often the harmonic outline 
of a cert a in k ey might b e expressed by the c hord struct ure wi th 
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the melodic line indica.t ing ::mother l~ey. Often chords based 
on the interval of a. fourth are utiliz.ed as supports and 
are a n inte gral :part of the v-rork. 
Although harmony, melody e.nd instrumentation are the 
be.sis elements by v-rhich Sz,ymano"i·rski obtains an unusua l tex-
ture in his music, the utilize.tion of specia l effects, such 
a s t!'ills, glissandos, a r peggios , tremolos, :pizzic a tos, a nct 
doubling s contribute effectively in att a ining the colour tl~.t 
fills one -viTith a"'v-.re, aplJrehension e.nc1 mystery. 
Tonal colour, coup led 1.1ith lyricism, is the founda tion 
of his music. This is most pronounced in Krol Roger. Its 
overa ll construction is unified through melodic intert-.re av ing . 
Sp lendid a.nd unusua l orche stra.l effects, the l yricism of 
the vocal lines, a.nd the unconventiona l action, set it aside 
as one of the most orig i nal works of modern operatic art. 
The independence of PolHnd after the first World W~.r 
st i mul a..ted. and encouraged composers to write dramatic music 
for the thes.tre. Their diversified works follovT the progressive 
trends of ot her Europee.n na t ions. Some of the -v,rorks have 
never been performed, as in the case of Henry]$: Jrcrecki 
( l BL!-6-1918 ) vrho "'v·Jrote f ive opera s: J.lindone ( 1880 ), Jadwiga, 
Barbara, List Zelazny (The Iron Letter) and Pov.rr6t Taty 
( Fe.ther 1 s Return) Here discovered in 1932. Iv!ieczyslm-T Soltys 
{1863-1929 ) v.rrote t wo opere.s, }:;e_rJ a (1910) of v-.r h ich t here 
a re no recor d. s of performa nce, B.nct Panie Kochanku (Mr. Lover, 
1924 ) b a sed on a play by J. Kr aszewsk i, which was performed 
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in Lvrow of the s ame ye ar. The opera Lil,le (Lillies, 1917) 
b y Felicj a n Szop sk i (b 186e) h 2 s never been performed. 
Henryk Op iensk i (1870-1942 ) the well knot~ Polish h istor-
i a n 2.nd musicolo gist V>r ote two operas, Har ja ( 1924) and 
J akob Lut nista (Ja cob the Lutenist, 1927). The noted Emil 
Nlyn~.rski ( 1870-1935) , concl uct or, composer, a nd former 
<1 i r ector of t h e v!ar s av-r conservatory --c.v-ho a lso t a u ght for a. 
f e1-1 y ears a.t the Curtis Institute (1929-1931), in Ph ila-
delphi a , co mpos e d Noc Letnia (Summer Ni ght, 1915), b ut it 
\va s not p erforme d until 1923 in Warsaw. The comnoser Feliks 
Nowm-..r iejsk i (1877-194-5) e.n outst CJ_nding c hora,l c onductor itlho 
-vr o n many pri zes in compost ion (Londo n , 1899 ; Paderewski Pri ze, 
190J; the Heyerbeer prize, 1 901 End 1902) strove for massive 
c h ora l a nd dy namic eff ects. His opera tee enda Baltyk~ (The 
B2.ltic Le gend, 1924 ) is EJ. neo-rom2.ntic -,-.rork that cont a ins 
some tinges of i mpres s ionism. The opera Ae gae (191 2 ) by Adam 
1\f ie n i ev-1ski ( 1879-1948 ) ha s been t he most p opular o f t hese, 
f irst performed in 1912 in Warsa'ii'l, it vle.s revived in 192'? in 
VJars avl , a nd in l9JO, in LvlOvl . Records do not shmrr whet her 
his s econd opera \'ly zwolony (Freed, 1928) h a.s : ever been 
p e r f ormecl . 
The sec o nd 'illorld \'lar dicl not seem to h amper the 
creative output in t he field of op era of some of the Polish 
c omposers . The p resent Hector of the vlars av-1 c onservatory , 
St e n islai.v Kazuro (b 1 881) wrote t-,v-o operas between 1939 a nd 
1 94·7: Ba j lra (Fa i ry T.g le) 8.nd Pm·Trot ( The Re t ur n ). 
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Ludomir 1vl. P.og ov.rski ( b, 1881) a lso v-rrote tvro operas, Te..ma..ra 
a nd Krolet·Jic z Ivl2.rko (Crown Prince l·iarko) • One of the major 
~-Iorks of Piotr Rytel (b, 1884) a vvell-kno1-vn te a cher of har-
many, counterpoint 2nct composition at the \'larsall conserva-
tory, a nd music critic for the Gc:.zet a Wa rsza-vJska, is t h e 
four act opera Ijole. , based on a 11l ay by J. Zulawsk i, which 
lTas performed in 1929. Other vJOr k s for the stage inc ~ude 
Krzy.Zovrcy (Teutonic Knights, 19LI·l) in five scenes, and Andrze,i 
z C he~na (Anc~ew from Chelmo, 1943) in five scenee.76 
According to the scanty information the a.uthor was 
.e.ble to obtain from contemporary Poland, the scores to many 
of the above mentioned operP..s may in all probability be lost 
forever to the world of opera. Many of the operas were in 
manuscript form ano. were o.estroyed in bombings c1uring the 
l a st \'far. There is a move ment in Poland to reestablish the 
op era theatre, ho't·rever t.: is project is ma.king little progress 
c1ue to a. l a ck of music p.nd instruments. \vhether or not Poland 
will achieve in this period following World War II, a position 
e qu a l to that which she formerly held in the \Wrld of music 
is prob lematical. 
76. Information on Kazuro, Rytel and Rogowslci is b a sed on 
references in the Polish musical monthly, Ruch 11uzyczny, 19L~7. 
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Summary 
Opera began in Poland soon after its origin in Italy 
in the early seventeenth century. Its importation ~as prin-
cipally due to the enlightened efforts of King Wladysla~ IV, 
~ho , as Crown Prince ., had traveled in Italy and had become a. 
devotee of the ne~ musical genre. He reigned from 1632 to 
1648 . Italian artists, musicians and engineers under his 
pa tronage ~ere before long presenting opera on a large and 
lavish scale. It was customary for the King to have his opera 
troupe travel with him, and whenever a performance was desired~ 
a wooden theatre was constructed for the occasion. Although 
opera flourished thus in the various courts in Poland~ it 
remained for many years a diversion for the aristocracy onlyJ 
and the people continued to en j oy the two standard forms of 
theatre available to them,the farce and the mystery play . 
The later was usually under the auspices of the J·esui t or 
Benedictine orders. As the century progressed~ political un-
rest brought about a general decline in the cultural life of 
Poland, and opera, which had been neglected since the days 
of Wladyslaw IV aid not revive until the reigns of Frederick 
August II (1697-1704 and 1709-1733) and Frederick August III 
(1733-1763). These monarchs maintained courts in Dresden as 
well as in warsaw. A theatre for opera constructed by 
Frederick August II in 1724 made an effort to attract and to 
cultivate a broader audience. A more demo :.;cratic spirit evolved 
'--" 
in which the productions were no longer presented only for the 
privllec;ed few. Two main barriers~ · however, prevented the 
theatre from becoming truly popular: a meager repertoire 
and a language problem created by libretti mainly in Italian 
which were_, of course, beyond the comprehension of many in 
the expanding audiences. By 1765 this theatre had become 
the Nat iona l Public Theatre under the protection of King 
Stanislaw August (1764-1798). Stanislaw was responsible for 
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the translation into Polish of many French and Italian operas 
currently being presented in the National Theatre. The language 
barrier thus overcome~ opera in Poland had made the first step 
in its development as a national art~ rather than a foreign 
importation. 
Indeed) the most striking fact which th i s dissertation 
has uncovered is the important part which nationalism ha s 
p laye d throughout the development of Polish opera. The different 
partitions of Poland> as might be expected, had a profound 
influence on the creative productivity of composers and writers. 
The political influences are particularly evident in the plot 
structure of many operas whi ch made the thorough discussion . 
of their libretti necessary. Although nationalism can of course 
be observed in the operatic works of other ma jor European 
countries (France, Germany > Italy), in the Polish repertoire., 
patriotism is present to a greater degree than has formerly 
been indicated. Most of the composers of early Polish opera 
share in their expression of a defensive reaction against 
the sub j ugation. which the people were forced to endure during 
various partitions of Poland by neighboring countries. 
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They a ccepted and appreciated the opera tic trends in France~ 
Germany and Italy~ as attested by the many foreign work s 
whi ch were translated and performed on the Warsaw stage. How-
ever~ there seemed to be a reluctance on the part of most 
Pol i sh composers in accepting these influences ·wholeheartedly 
and incorporating them into their own endeavours. They u t ilized 
only those features which would enable them to streng then the 
expression of their own deep nationalism. 
The earliest works on patriot~c themes were simple and 
naive in the form of the vaudeville or early opera ~ique. 
Curiously enough) the first three outstanding cont~ibutors to 
the Polish . opera were not natives of Poland: Macie j Kami ensk iJ 
Nedza Uszczesliwiona (Misery made Happy ) 1778), born in Hungary j 
Jan S tefani~ Cud czyli Krakowiaki i ~~rale (Miracle or Krakow-
i ans and Mountaineers) 1794) born in Praguej and Jozef ElsnerJ 
Krol !:.okietek (King Loldetek 1818 ) born in Germany . 
In the first Polish opera, Kamienski' s Nedza Uszcz e sliwiona 
the influence of the early opera comique is most pronounc e d in 
the libretto. Following Rousseau's 11 bac k to nature '' philosophy ) 
i t ca ptures the spirit of the Polish peasants~ but the popular 
song s which were intermingled did not contain elements which 
could be termed na tional. Its greatest significance for Polish 
music lies in the fact that it was the first operatic work to 
be based on an orig ina l libretto in the Polish language. 
The musical structure of Stefani ' s Cud czv li Krakowiaki 
i Gorale (1794) is equally as simple as Nedza Uszczesliwiona 
. -- , 
but it conta ins both in the libretto and in its utilization of 
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characteristic Polish dance rhythms more of the nationalism 
which is eventually to dominate Polish opera. Its allusions to 
contemporary political life brought it very close to the peopleJ 
and its songs soon achieved the status of folksongs ~hroughout 
the country. It has had many revivals, the latest in 1947. 
Elsner continued in this national vein with his Krol 
Lokietek (King Lokietek~ 1818). The libretti used by this 
composer usually were constructed around some person or event 
in Polish history which never failed to stimulate the patrio-
tic emotions of the Poles. His musical treatment of ideas was 
more advanced than those of the composers before h im) and he 
followed in the pattern set by Gretry., Paer, Paisiello and 
Cimarosa1 outstanding figures in European opera at the time. 
It was not until after Stanislaw Ivloniuszko had estab-
lished Polish national opera on a firm foundation dur~ng the 
years 1850 to 1865 that composers eventually began to take a 
greater interest in opera as a music-drama form in addition to 
its function as a tool of nationalism. The most important 
figure in Polish opera of the ninetee.nth century) r'loniuszk o 
introduced lyri~ drama tic music to Poland. A strong indivi-
dualist with a distinct lyrical g ift) his works even surpassed 
the various foreign influences to w.hich they were at first in-
debted. His lyrical and graceful melodies are supported by ex-
pressive harmonies and by a clear instrumentation wh.ich gave a 
true dramatic expression to the libretto} raising it to lofty 
heights previously unattained in Polish opera. The forms he 
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utilized were conventional~ and the musical style is remini-
scent of the pre-~lagnerian romanticists_, but there is a per-
fect b a lance between the highly expressive lyrical vocal line 
and the intense feeling of the drama tic declamation. In his 
masterp iece Halka (1858), for example~ the musical structure 
emphasizes the dramatic story~ and a naturalness in the de-
lineation of characters g ives to this opera a universal appea l. 
Grand Opera, which was flourishing in France between 1830 
and 1840, did not appear in Poland until the latter part of the 
century in Zelenski's Konrad wa} lenrod (1885). The influence 
of Yagner's music drama theori~s became evident in Po land a t 
the beginning of the twentieth century . 
The works of Rozyc ki and Szymanowskij contemporary Polish 
composers of opera, are equal in value to other European pro-
ducts of our time. A distinctly colorful harmony, brillian t 
orche stration, lyricism~ and unusual orchestra l effects to-
ge ther with unconventional libretti assure them of a place 
among the ranks of the most successful modern oper atic c om-
posers. 
Operas which are strongly national gain little appea l 
beyond their own borders. This was the case with early opera 
in Poland, but nevertheless~ Polish opera is an importru~t part 
of the overall history of the genre. Many of the early works 
were wr i tten to fulfill the needs of the times and to se rve 
as patriotic stimulants for the people. Today these works 
hold little appeal for us beca use of the remoteness of their 
sub ject matter and their outmoded musical treatment. They a r e 
not in harmony with the widespread changes in manners, 
thoughts> and customs which our century has witnessed. 
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We can conclude from the material presented in this 
dissertation that recent Polish opera has ke p t pace with opera 
developments in the world and that the contributions of Fo l and 
a r e equal, and sometimes surpass; those of other countries. 
The not inconsiderable a chievements of Poland in this musica l 
genre have not hitherto been sufficiently recognized; and 
this history has attempted to indicate areas in whi ch further 
study is desirable. 
A"PDendix 
Chronolo gic a l List of Polish Opera s 
First 
~C~o~m~p~o~s~e~d~~P~e~r~f~o~r~m~e~d~------~Title 
1778 1778 
1779 1779 
1779 1779 
1779 1779 
1780 1780 
1780 1780 
1780 1780 
1782 1782 
1783 1783 
N~ dza Uszcz~~liwiona 
(Misery made Happy) 
Zoska c zyli Za loty 
Wiejskie (Zosia or 
Country Courtshi p ) 
Prostot a Cnotliwa 
(Virtuous Simpl icity) 
Nie Z8.lt1Sze spi ten co 
chrapi (Not everyo ne 
sleeps who snore) 
Cudzy maJ~tek nik omu 
nie pluzy (Some one 
else 1s fortune bene-
fits no one) 
Tr a dye ya dovn5 i nem 
za~atwiona (Tradition 
settled with humor) 
Balik Gospodarski 
(The Country Dance) 
Skrupul Nieuotr zebny 
(Scruple not ne eded 
Don Jua.n 
Comnoser 
Kamienski 
Kamienski 
Kamienski 
Gaetano 
Holland 
Kamienski 
Kamienski 
Vejnert 
Albertini 
Librettist 
Boguslavlsk l 
Szymanski 
Bohomolec 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Zablocki 
Zablocki 
. 
Boguslav.;sk i 
Provenience 
of Libretto 
*Orielnal Polish 
0. p. 
0. p. 
0. p. 
0. p. 
O. P. 
0. p. 
Based on Le Bal 
Bourgeois by Fav-
art. 
Original 
0. p. 
*0. P. in this Appendix indice.tes that the libretto vms first written in the Polish lan-
guage, a nd is not a. transle.t ion of or an a dapt ation_ from e.nother l anguage. 
1784 
1786 
1787 
1787 
1787 
1788 
1788 
1790 
1794 
1795 
1796 
1796 
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1786 
1787 
1787 
1787 
1788 . 
1788 
1790 
1794 
1795 
1796 
1796 
Ag8.t ka 
Rywale czyli _cz apstr zyk Ze.gorsk i 
"'i.J' Krak ovJ ie (RiVHls or 
s pree in Krakovl) 
Donnerv-Jetter cz li Kanr2.l Wejnert 
na \'Jerbunk.u Thunderstorm 
or Corpora l Recruiting) 
Samnitka 
(Lonesome) 
Zo~nierz czarnoksieznik 
(The Soldier, a Sorcerer) 
Pola Elizejskie 
(Elysian fields) 
Z6l:ta Szlafmyca 
(The Yellow Nightcap) 
Obrona Tr~mbowli czylf 
MEt.stwo Chrza.nowekiej The 
Defense of Trembowel or 
Bravery of :tv!me Chrumo-vmk i 
Gaetano 
Ogineki 
Gaetano 
Kublicki 
Cud czyti Kr akowiaki i 
Gdrale Miracle or Kra-
kovlians a nc1 Gora le) 
.Stefa ni 
lvlecisze\,rski 
Pierozynski 
Wybicki 
Pirozynski 
Oginski 
Zablocki 
Kublick i 
Bogusle.Jvski 
S::t'owik c zyli Kas i a z He.nka Kamienski \'litk owald 
na \vydaniu ( Ni ghtingal e or 
Kasia and Hanka ready for· 
marriage) 
Zdrajca ukar a ny (Tra itor Stefani Stefani 
Punished) . 
Wdzi~czni Poddani 
(Gra teful Sv.b jects) 
Stefa ni Drozdovlski 
0. p. 
0. p. 
0. p. 
0. p. 
Translated from 
French 
0. P. 
o. p. 
o .• p. 
o. p. 
0. P. 
O. P. 
0. p. 
1797 1797 Dr ze-v.ro ZaczarovJ'ane (The Stefani Zablock i Tr ans l e.ted from 
Enchanted Tree) French 
1799 1799 S~rdne j i Zuri.la 
and Zuma. ) 
(Sidney Elsner Boguslalv sk i o. P. 
1800 1800 Iskahar Krol Gua.xar;y Elsner Boguslawski o. p. 
( Iskahar King of Guaxary) 
1800 1800 Ame.zonki (The Ama zons) Elsner Bogus law ski o. P. 
18oo 1800 Sultan Wamnun Elsner Glinski tind Transl ated from 
Boguslav.Isk i German 
1804 1804 Mieszkanc;y K8mkat al 
(Inhc'l.b itants of KamJ.CCJ.t a l) Elsner Dmus zev.rsk i Original 
/ 1804 1804 m&£~m razy ,]eden (Seven Elsner Dmuszeivski O.P. 
times one) 
1805 1805 St e.r;y Tr zniot (The Old Elsner Hatus zewski Tr~.nslated from 
Giclc1y - head) German 
1805 1805 Nurzahad Elsner Adame z e1vsk i Tr ansla ted f r om 
F"..c'ench 
1806 1806 Froz;yni, Stefani Adamcze'tvsk i Translated. from 
French 
1806 1806 Wieszczka Urzella (The Elsner Beduin Ba sed on La Fee 
Fa iry Urzel) Urgelle by Favart 
1806 1806 S~§, Salomona (Judgement Elsner Glinski Tr ans l E!.t e d from 
of Solomon) .I<"rench 
1807 1807 Andromecla Elsner Osinski O. P . 
1807 1807 Rotmistrz Gorecki Elsner Pekalski o. P. 
( Capte.in Goreck i) 
1807 1807 Trybunal Niewidzi~ln Elsner vlr zes in sk i o. P. 
nvisible Tr ibunal 
1807 1807 Poika czyt~ Oblezenie Stefani V/ybicki o. P. 
Trs:boHli 1 he Polish \:ilo-
man or Storming of Trebowl) 
1807 1807 1-l:iec z.yslaw Sl:"e·oy Elsner Szymanski Translated from 
{Mieczyslaw the Bl ind) French 
1807 1807 Karol i \'Jit;t:kind Elsner Lubinska o. P. 
h8_rlemagne ano_ 1;li tt i k. ind) 
1808 1808 St ar;y lvlysliwy (The Stefani Pekalski Transle_ted from 
Old Hunter) French 
1808 1808 Diabe!t' Alchemista Vlejnert Drozdol-lski Translated from (The Deyil as Alchemist) French 
1808 1808 Szewc i Krawcowa (The Elsner Drozdowski o. P. 
Cobbler and Seamstress) 
1808 1808 Uro enie i Rzecz i·listosc Elsner Adamczewski Translated from 
Imagination and Reality) French 
1808 1808 Echo Elsner Pekalski o. P. 
1808 1808 , / Elsner Uison Translated from Sniadanie Trz~iotow 
(Giddyheads Bre2~fast ) French 
1808 1808 Pa:oirius ( Pa:pyrus) Stefani Adamczewski Translated from 
German 
1808 1808 Trzech Ga.rb a.tych \'lranicki Wyrwalski Tran~lated from (Three Hunchbacks) German 
t\J 
!+'> 
t\J 
1808 1808 Zone>. no Dro dze Elsner DrozdoFsk i o. P. 
( \IJife enroute) 
1808 1808 Kauelmaister Polsk i Al bert ini Dmus zeHski o. P. 
{The Polish Conductor ) 
1809 1809 Le szek Bia.3::t: ( Le s zelc Elsner Drnus zev.rski o. P. 
the \'ihite) 
1809 1809 Rz:t:rn Osvwboctzony Elsner \"le zyk 0 . P . 
(Liberation of Rome) 
1810 1810 Benefis (Benefit) Elsner Pekalski o. P. 
1811 1811 Dwie Cha.tki (Two Huts) Kurpinski Dmuszewski TranslB.ted from 
French 
1811 1811 Palac Luc:t:nera Kurpinski Zolkowski Translated from 
(Lucifer 1s Pal ace) French 
1811 1811 Oblezenie Gda.nslca. Kurpinski Dmuszewski Translated from 
TThe Storming of Danzig ) French 
1812 1812 Wawoz:t: Sierra - Moren Elsner DrnuszevTski Trans l ated from 
(!he Sierra - Moren Ravines) French 
1812 1812 Ru iny Babilonu Kurpins~-c i Pavllo'ivslc i Transl a ted from (The Ruins of BB.bilon) French 
1812 1812 1·f~inowa z DuneJu Kurpinsk i Pekalski Translated from 
( 7 s Ma.rc in from Da nube) French 
1813 1813 Kabalist a (The Ca.balist ) Elsner itf e zyk o. P. 
1814 l BlLr Szarlc>.tan (The Ch8.rlat an) Kurpinsk i Zo lko,;,rs ~d o. P . 
1814 181Lr Laska I mperat ora Kurpinski Dmuszewsk i Tr anslated f rom (Grace of the Emperor) French l\') 1-P-
~ 
1814 
1814 
1815 
1815 
1816 
1816 
1816 
1816 
1817 
1817 
1818 
1818 
1818 
1819 
1814 
1815 
1815 
1816 
1816 
1816 
1816 
1817 
1817 
1818 
1818 
1818 
1819 
A e.r nEJ Pus zc z Kurpinsk i Ladowsk i 
Agar in the Jungle) 
J actvi i ga , Kr olovut Polsk i Kurpinsk i Niemce1·lic z 
( J e.d\1i ga. , Queen of Po l and) 
Aleksander i Aoelles Kurpinski Drnuszewsk i 
(Alexander e.nd Ape1les) 
Nagroda (The Reward) Kur:oinski Drnuszewslc i 
ivfal:'a Szkol'a. 0 c6w Kurpinsk i Drnuszevrsk i 
Small School of Fathers) 
No-ue KrakowiP.k i i G6ra.le Kurpinski Kaminsk i 
( New Krakov·Ji a ns 8.nd 
l!Iount a ineers) 
Dziadek (Gr andf a t her) Kurp insk i Osinsk i 
Hero i Le ande1.:. 
(Hero and Leander) 
J an Kochanovr sk i 
Kurpinsk i Unkno\·m 
Kurpinsk i Niemcel'lT ic z 
Bate~ a o J ednvm Zol ni er zu Kurp inski Zo l kowsk i 
(Batt ery wit h one Soldier 
Czaromysr (The Sor cerer) 
Nasze Pr zeb ie gi 
TOUr Dodges) 
Krol l:1:> kiet ek 
(King Lokietek ) 
Za rnek na Czorsztynie 
(C as~le on Czorsz t yn) 
Kurpinski Zolk owski 
Kurp insk i Unknown 
Elsner Dmuszewski 
Kurpinski Krasinsk i 
Tr e.nsla.t e cl f r om 
F'rench 
0. p . 
0. p. 
0. p. 
O. P. 
0. P. Sequel 
to Sefa ni 1 s Kra-
l\: 0"1.·/ i ak i 
Origi nal 
0. p. 
':2 r ans l a ted 
0 . p. 
0. p . 
0. p. 
1819 
182 0 
1820 
1820 
1821 
1821 
1821 
1821 
1821 
1822 
1822 
1823 
1823 
1819 
1820 
1820 
1820 
182 1 
1821 
1 821 
1822 
1822 
1823 
1823 
Zbignie1-v 
J ag ie1.:to \v Tenc zynie 
(Jagiello in6 Tenczyn) 
Klarynecik Magnetyczny 
{The }~gnetic Clarinet) 
Kal mora 
Ofiara Abrahama 
(Abra.ham 1s Sacrifice) 
Kurpinski Niemcewicz 
Elsner Chodkie-v1ic z 
Damse Dmus zev-rski 
Kurpinski Brodzinski 
Elsner Unk nown 
Cieri Ks. J. Poniato-vrslciego Kurpinski Debray 
(Vexations of Prince 
Poniat o-vrsk i) 
Kudlicz Nocleg vl Zarn....1.cu 
(A Ni ght in a Cas tle) 
Damse 
Le~niczy w PuszczY- Kurpinski Krasinsk i 
~ozienickiej (The Forester 
~n the Kozienick i Jungle) 
Nocleg w Appeninach Nirecki 
(A Ni ght in the Appenines) 
Cyganie (Gypsies) 
Pia st 
Kla.tka (Cage) 
No-v1y Rok (The New Year) 
Hirecki 
Damse 
Damse 
Damse 
hr. Fredro 
Kniaznin 
Dmuszewski 
Damse 
Lisiecki 
0. p. 
0. p. 
Translated from 
F-.cench 
0 . p. 
0. p ~ 
'l'r ans alt ed from 
li'rench 
0 . p. 
0. p. 
0. p. 
Translat ed from 
German 
Tra.nslated from 
German 
Translated from 
French 
1829 
1829 
1833 
18.37 
1841 
1842 
1842 
184J 
1843 
1844 
1852 
1852 
1847 
1855 
1856 
1829 
1829 
183J 
18.3 7 
18~-1 
1842 
1842 
184J 
184J 
1844 
1852 
1852 
1854 
1855 
1856 
Lekcya Botani k i 
(A Botany Lesson) 
Jozef St efani Szymanowsk i Translated 
from French 
Cec vlia. Pia seczvnsca Kurp insk i 
Hra.b ia. V\feselinski Brzm-Jsk.i 
{Count Weselinski) 
Przykaz (An Or der) De.rnse 
Nocleg \v Auneninach Honiuszk o 
(A Ni ght in the Appe nines) 
Ideal' (The Ideal) Honiuszk o 
Karmaniol Moniuszko 
Novq Don Kiszot Honiuszko 
(The Ne\v Don Quixote) 
Loterva (The Lottery) 11oniuszko 
Kontrabandzist a Damse 
(The Smuggler) 
Bettly llfoniuezko 
Cyganie (Gypsies) Honiuszko 
Halka MoniuszRo 
\v'ia.nki (\'li·e a.ths) 
Piorun (T hunder-bolt) 
1-1artin 
J. St ef ani 
Dmus zewsk i 0, P. 
Dmuszevlsk i 0. P. 
Damse Translat ed 
from French 
l~. Fredro 0. P. 
Milewski 0 . P. 
Milewski Transla ted 
from French 
hr. F~edro 0. P. 
Milewski 0. P. 
Boguslawski 0. P. 
Schober Translated 
from French 
Knia.znin 0. P. 
vlolsk i O.P. (Two Act 
Version) 
C-wozdecki 
Hal pert 
0. p. 
Tr anslated 
from French 
1858 
1858 
1859 
1860 
1861 
1863 
1865 
1869 
1872 
1873 
1880 
1885 
1896 
1858 
1858 
1859 
1860 
1861 
1863 
1865 
1869 
1872 
1873 
none 
1885 
1896 
Halka 
F'lis (Raftsman) 
Kr6l Pasterzy (King 
of the Shepherds) 
Hra.bina (The Countess) 
Verbum Nobile (The 
~Jord of a Gentlema n) 
Moniuszk o 
Honius zko 
Kolberg 
Moniuszk o 
Moniuszk o 
\'lolsk i O.P. Four Act 
Version 
S. Bogusl2Jl sk i 0. p. 
Le na.rt ow ic z 0. p. 
\'lolsk i 0 . p. 
Checinski 0. p. 
Honbar czyli Filibusterowie Dobrzynski Prusza.."k:owa and 
( Monbar or Bucc a neers) Paprocki 
0. p. 
Straszny D"t-r6r (The 
Ha.unt e d Na n or) 
PariH (Periah) 
Beata 
Duch Wojewody (The Ghost 
of the C-over nor) 
Jvl ino.one· 
Konra d Wallenrod 
Goplana (The Ha l den from 
Gop lan) 
Honiuszko 
l>f onius zk o 
Grossman 
*Je.reck i 
Zelenski 
Zelensk i 
Checinsk i O. P. 
Checinski Based on a 
drama by Dele.vigne 
Checinski 0. P. 
Anczyc o. P. 
Unk nov-m 
Sarneck i a nd Based· on drama 
Nosk owski by Mick iewicz 
Germe.n 0. p. 
*The following operas by J areck i were discovered in 1932 but e xact dates of composit ion 
are not knovm: J e.dwiga, Barbara, List Zela~ny (The Iron Letter), Po-v.rrot Taty ( Daddy's 
Return). 
----------- - ---
1898 
1900 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1904 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1909 
1898 
1900 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1904 
1904 
none 
1906 
1907 
none 
none 
1909 
none 
Livia Q,uintillH Nosk ov1sk i 
HazeDpe. 1'-i inhejmer 
J 8.nek (Johnny) Zelenski 
Manru Pa derev-rski 
Urve.si Dluski 
Ph ila enis St a t lcowsk i 
Me.rya Melcer 
RzeczposDolit a Babin Soltys 
(The Re public of Babin) 
Ivlarya St e.t k owski 
stare. Basn (The Old Zelenski 
Fairy Tale) 
\"Jyrok (The Sentence) No skowski 
Dziewica Lodoucovl (The Guzewski 
Iceberg 1·1aiden) 
I 
Boles:tav-r Smia.ly 
(Boleslaw the Bold) 
Rozycki 
German 0. P. 
Radziszewski 0. P. 
German 0. P. 
Nossig 0. P. 
Dluski 0. P. 
Stptkowski Tr a nslated from 
German 
Malczewsk i's Orig inal 
poem 
*Unknown 
Halczewski 1 s 
poem 
A. Banc1ro\vski 
Unknown 
Unknown 
A. Bandrowski 
0. p. 
0. p. 
0. p. 
Loterj a (Lottery) Szymanovlski Unlcno"\'m 
*The term 11 Unlcno-vrn 11 in this Appendix indic ates tha t the date. could not be obtained by the 
author of this o.issertation, - s.lthough they might be available in present-day Poland. 
1910 
1912 
1912 
1912 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1917 
1919 
1919 
1923 
1924 
192Ll· 
1924 
1925 
1924 
1926 
1912 
1912 
1922 
19.t'5 
none 
1917 
none 
none 
none 
1923 
none 
1924 
none 
192 5 
1926 
none 
Harva 
Hed.uza (Neclusa) 
Hep;a.e 
!fu.gith 
l'Toc Letnia (A 
Summer Ni ght ) 
Lilj~ . (Lillies) 
Eros and Psyche 
Soltys 
Rozycki 
A. \'lieniav;ski 
SzymB.no-v.r sk i 
lv!lyna.r ski 
Szopski 
Rozycki 
Tabu Kamienski 
Rybak (The Fisherman) Joteyko 
Ryzykant (The GBmb1er) Joteyko 
Ca sanova 
Le gends. Bal:tyku 
(The Baltic Le gend) 
Panie Kocha.nku 
\ Hr . Lover) 
Zygmunt August 
Rozycki 
Noworliej ski 
Soltys 
Opiensk i 
Joteyko 
Krb l Roger (King Ro ger) Szymanowski 
Svli te:z. Szeluto 
Hale ze~·ski 1 s 
poem 
J ellent a 
Synne stvea.t 
Dorma.n 
Hlynarski 
Szopsk:i 
Zula1ii ski 
Unknown 
Unkno-vm 
Unknown 
Krzetvinsk i 
Unknow-m 
Kopia 
HalczevJ sk1 1 s 
Jote yko 
I waszkiewic z 
& Szymanovrsk i 
Unknovm 
0. p. 
0 . p. 
0. p. 
0 . p. 
0 . p. 
0. p. 
0. p. 
0. p. 
0. Po 
0 0 p 0 
O. P. 
0. p 0 
1927 
1927 
1927 
1928 
1928 
1928 
1930 
1930 
1930 
1931 
193- ? 
193- ? 
193- ? 
193- '( 
1927 
none 
none 
none 
none 
1929 
none 
none 
none 
none 
1931 
none 
none 
none 
none 
Beatrice Cenci 
J e):ob Lut nista 
W a cob the Lute n i s t) 
Harcho1t 
Kr6lo\•l"a J ad\v i~;a 
( Queen J advJ i g 
Syrena. (Ivierma id) 
Ijola 
Vly zolony (Freed) 
Damy i Huzary 
(La.dies and Hussars) 
Borut a 
Ki1insk i 
Krclla Kochanka 
(The King 1 a Histre ss ) 
Zaczarowane Ko~o 
(The Enchanted \vheel) 
KviiHt PE!.proci 
(Flowe r of the Fern) 
Tamar a 
' Krolewicz Nar k a 
(Crown Pr ince Marko ) 
Rozy ck i Rozyck i a.ncl 
1tvife 
Opienski Unk nown 
*KonCJ>ack i Unk novm 
Joteyko Unknown 
Maliszewski Unknown 
Rytel Zulawski 
\'fienicl\U~ki Unknown 
Kamie nski Unknown 
Maliszewski Unknown 
Joteyko Unknown 
\'lieniai·Tski 
Hacur 
Halinmv-ski 
Rogov-rsk i 
Rog owski 
Unknown 
UnJmovm 
Unl-cnmm 
Unkno-vm 
Unknm-rn 
0. P. Based on 
pl e.y b y S1o1t·Ia.ck i 
0. p. 
--, 
0. p. 
*Another opera by Kondr2.cki is Pop ie1iny (As hes ). Exact date of composition is not known. 
C\J 
CJ1 
0 
193- ? none Kalina Sze1uto Unknovm 
193- 'l none Pani Chor!lz;yna {The Sze1uto Unl-cnov-m 
Wife of tne Captain) 
194- 'i none Bajka (:F'airy Tale) Kazuro Unknown 
194- ? none Pmv-r6t {The Return) Kazuro Unknown 
1941 none Kr zy z ovTC ;J (The Teutonic Rytel Unknown 
Knights~ 
19LI-3 none z Che:tmna Rytel Unknown 
from Chelmn) 
194- ? none Pani vlalevTska Rozycki Unknown 
(Mrs \>le.lewska) 
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Abstract 
Opera began in Poland soon after is origin in Italy 
in the early seventeenth century. Its importation was prin-
cipally due to the enlightened efforts of King Wladyslaw IV~ 
who) as Crown Prince~ had traveled in Italy and had become a 
devotee of the new musical genre. He reigned from 1632 to 
1648 . Italian artists) musicians and engineers under his 
patronage were before long presenting opera on a large and 
lavish scale. It was customary for the King to have his opera 
troupe travel with him, and whenever a performance was desired, 
a wooden theatre was constructed for the occasion. Although 
opera flourished thus in the various courts in PolandJ it 
remained for many years a diversion for the aristocracy only, 
and the people continued to enjoy the two standard forms of 
theatre available to them) the farce and the mystery play. 
The latter was usually under the auspices of the Jesuit or 
Benedictine orders. As the century progressed~ political un-
rest brought about a general decline in the cultural life of 
Poland, and opera, which had been neglected since the days of 
Wladyslaw IV did not revive until the reigns of Frederick 
August II (1697-1704 and 1709-1733) and Frederick August III 
(1733-1763). These monarchs maintained courts in Dresden as 
well as in Warsaw. A theatre for opera constructed by 
Frederick August II in 1724 made an effort to attract and to 
cultivate a broader audience. A more democratic spirit evolved 
in which the productions were no longer presented only for the 
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privileged few. Two main barriers) however> prevented the 
theatre from becoming truly popular: a meager repertoire and 
a language problem created by libretti mainly in Italian which 
were> of course, beyond the comprehension of many in the ex-
panding audiences. By 1765 , this theatre had become the 
National Public Theatre under the protection of King Stanislaw 
August (1764-1798). Stanislaw was responsible for the transla-
tion into Polish of many French and Italian operas currently 
being presented in the National Theatre. The language barrier 
thus overcome, opera in Poland had made the first step in its 
development as a national art~ rather than a foreign importation. 
Indeed, the most striking fact which this dissertation has 
unc ove red is the important part which Nationalism aas played 
throughout the development of Polish opera. The different 
partitions of Poland, as might be expected~ had a profound 
influence on the creative productivity of composers and writers. 
The political influences are particularly evident in the plot 
structure of many operas which maae the thorough discussion of 
their libretti necessary . Although n a tionalism can of course 
be observed in the operatic works of other major European 
countries(France, Germany , Italy), in the Polish repertoireJ 
patriotism is present! ~ to a greater degree than has formerly 
been indicated. Most of the composers of early Polish opera 
share in their expression of a defensive reaction against the 
sub j ugation which the people were forced to endure during the 
various partitions of Poland by neighboring countries. They 
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accepted and a pprecia ted the operatic trends in France, Germany 
and Italy.J as attested by the many foreign works which were 
transla ted and performed on the Warsaw stage. HoweverJ there 
seemed to be a reluctance on the part of most Polish composers 
in a ccepting these influences whole heartedly and incorpora-
ting them into their own- endeavours. They utilized only those 
features which would enable them to strengthen the expression 
of their own deep nationalism. 
The earliest works on patriotic themes were simp le and 
naive in the form of the vaudeville or early opera comique. 
Curiousl~ enough.J the first three outstanding contributors to 
·the f'olish opera were not nati~es of Poland: MacieJ Kami enski,., 
Nedza Uszczesli:w:i ~ml3:. (E4isery made Happy)' 1778).7 born in Hungary ; 
Jan Stefani J Cu_d_ 9zy_l_i Krakowiaki ~. g~!ale (Miracle or Krakowians 
and Mountaineers ~ 1794) born in Prague; and Jozef ~lsner~ Krol 
bok ietek (King Lokietek, 1818) born in Germany. 
/ In the first Polish opera, Kamienski's Nedza Uszczesliwiona, 
the influence of the early opera comigue is most pronounced in 
the libretto. Following Rousseau's "back to nature " philosophy_, 
it cap tures the spirit of the Polish peasants~ but the popular 
songs which were intermingled did not contain elements which 
could be termed national. Its greatest significance for Polish 
music lies in the fact that it was the first operatic work to 
be based on an original libretto ln the Polish language. 
The musical structure of Stefru1.l. 's Cud czyli Krakowiaki i 
G6rale (1794) is equally as simple as Nedza Uszczesliwiona~ but 
it contains both in the libretto and in its utilization of 
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characteristic Polish dance rhythms more of the nationalism 
which is eventually to dominate Polish opera. Its allusions to 
contemporary political life brought it very close to the people~ 
and its songs soon achieved the status of folksongs throughout 
the country. It has had many revivals~ the latest in 1947. 
Elsner continued in this national vein with his Krol 
~okietek (King Lokietek, 1818 ). The libretti used by th i s 
c omposer usually were constructed around some person or event 
in Polish history which never failed to stimulate the patriotic 
emotions of the Poles. His musical treatment of ideas was more 
a dvanced than those of the composers before him ~ and he followed 
in the pattern set by Gretry.) Paer, Paisiello and Cimarosa , 
outstanding figures in European opera at the time. 
It was not until after Stani slaw Moniuszko had established 
Polish national opera on a firm foundation during the years 1850 
to 1865 that composers eventually began to take a greater 
interest in opera as a music-drama form in addition to its 
function as a tool of nationalism. The most important figure 
in Polish opera of the nineteenth century.) Moniuszko introduced 
lyric dramatic music to Poland. A strong individualist with a 
distinct lyrical gift~ his works surpassed the various 
foreign influences to which they were at first indebted. His 
lyrical and graceful melodies are supported by expressive 
harmonies and by a clear instrumentation which g&.ve a true 
dramatic expression to the librettoJ raising it to lofty heights 
', 
previously unattained in Polish opera. The forms he utilized were 
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conventional~ and the musical style is reminiscent of the 
pre-Wagnerian romanticists~ but there is a perfect balance 
between the highly expressive lyrical vocal line and the 
intense feeling of the dramatic declamation. In his master-
piece Halka (1858 ), for exampleJ the musical structure empha-
sizes the dramatic story~ and a naturalness in the delineation 
of characters gives to this opera a universal appeal. 
Grand Opera~ which was flourishing in France between 1830 
and 1840~ did not a ppear in Poland until the latter part of the 
century in Zelensk P ·s Konrad Wallenrod ( 1885). The influence 
of Wagner•s music drama theories became evident in Poland at 
the beg inning of the twentieth century. 
The works of Rozycki and Szymanowski~ contempora ry Polish 
composers of opera, an.e. equal in value to other European 
products of our time. A distinctly colorful harmony~ brilliant 
orchestration, lyricism.~ and unusual orchestral effects to-
gether with unconventional libretti assure them of a place 
a mong the ranks of the most successful modern operatic composers. 
Operas which are strongly national gain little appeal 
bey ond their own borders. This was the case with early opera 
in Poland~ but nevertheless, Polish opera is an important part 
of the overall history of the genre. Many of the early works 
were written to fulfill the needs of the times and to serve 
as patriotic stimulants for the people. Today these works 
h old little a ppeal for us because of the remoteness of their 
sub ,ject matter and the ir outmoded musical treatment. They are 
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not in harmony with the widespread changes in mannersJ thoughts.~ 
and customs which our century has .witnessed. 
We can conclude from the mater.ial presented in this 
dissertation that r e cent Polish opera has kept pace with opera 
developments in the world and that the contributions of Poland 
a re equal , and sometimes surpass_, those of other countries. 
The not incnnsiderable achievements of Poland in this musical 
genre have not hitherto been sufficiently recognized, and 
this history has atte~pted to indicate areas in which further 
study is desirable. 
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